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FOREWORD
Handwriting as a fine art is no small part of artistic endeavor in the history of Arabic
Islam. It has, therefore, received some attention from Western students ever since they became interested in the study of Arabic and Islam. The decipherment of difficult, sometimes
intricate, scripts, especially on papyri, state papers, and inscriptions, drew the lion's share of
such attention. Fairly extensive studies on the development of Arabic script from Nabataean
have appeared. The beauty of fine Kui°ans was given a considerable amount of aesthetic
appraisal. The descriptive terminology and nomenclature of a rather extensive literature
in Arabic on Km°anic and other calligraphy was scarcely touched. Without descriptive text
the great paleographic album of Moritz remained in large part a sealed book. This study is a
brave, keen, and penetrating attempt to bring difficult literary statements to bear on actually
existing manuscript evidence. This is a long step forward from the old period of "naskhl and
Kufic"—terms used for the most part with confusing looseness. It is a step in the right direction, not the end attained. New students with more means at their disposal should be stimulated thereby. There are other problems as well. The influence of Manichaean practice
especially on sacred calligraphy has barely been broached. In this connection Druze sacred
calligraphy forms an interesting and important chapter. If interested readers do their duty
by this excellent pioneer work of Dr. Nabia Abbott, it will elicit not merely constructive
criticism, but a revitalized and humanized extension of the study of the art of writing as an
important factor in the life of Muslim lands and peoples.
M. SPRENGLING
UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

October 28, 1938
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PREFACE
The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago acquired in 1929 the valuable Moritz
collection, consisting largely of Arabic papyri, parchments, and paper manuscripts, with some
Arabic stone inscriptions. Professor Martin Sprengling has most generously placed the majority of the Arabic manuscripts at my disposal for study and publication as time and opportunity
permit.
The plan of the present volume grew out of an attempt to catalogue the Kurgan manuscripts
in the Oriental Institute, all but two of which (Nos. 31 and 32) were acquired as part of the
Moritz collection. Since these manuscripts cover a wide period of time and present a variety
of scripts, it soon became apparent that this undertaking could not be satisfactorily accomplished without the aid of special scientific equipment—a knowledge of both the historical
development of the North Arabic script and the progress of KurDanic writing, especially in the
early centuries of Islam. Investigation, however, soon revealed the fact that such knowledge
is not available in any complete and up-to-date form. It had therefore to be gathered from
many sources. This process, once started, proved more and more intriguing, and the material
thus gathered grew to be the first half and, it is hoped, the better half, of the present volume.
It is my happy privilege to acknowledge here my great indebtedness to Professor Sprengling.
His genuine interest in the progress of this study has been constant, and his enthusiasm a
source of encouragement and inspiration. Despite a full and strenuous schedule he has taken
time to discuss many of the problems as they arose and to read the entire work in manuscript.
His generous contributions through excellent suggestions and keen criticisms growing out of
unusually wide and scholarly knowledge have left their mark on the study to a much greater
extent than is readily discernible.
My thanks are also due to Miss Johanne Vindenas and her assistants for a delightfully efficient and speedy library service, to Dr. Watson Boyes, museum secretary, for the preliminary
photographs for the plates, and to Mr. Walter W. Romig for skilful drawing of the map and of
the letters and symbols appearing in Figure 1 and in the text. I am also much indebted to Dr.
T. George Allen and Dr. Adolph A. Brux, who in the course of editing the manuscript made
many valuable suggestions and numerous stylistic improvements. I am happy also to take
this opportunity to express my gratitude to Director John A. Wilson for including the present
volume among the "Oriental Institute Publications"—the first study in the Arabic field to be
included in that series.
NABIA ABBOTT
O R I E N T A L INSTITUTE

Chicago, 1938
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I
RISE A N D D E V E L O P M E N T OF T H E
N O R T H ARABIC SCRIPT
NABATAEAN ORIGINS
The origin and development of Arabic writing have received from time to time considerable
attention at the hands of German and French workers, among whom Moritz has given us the
best English account so far.1 He however devotes much space to the treatment of Arabic
writing in the early centuries of Islam, but is brief and general in handling the problem of its
pre-Islamic origins. It is precisely this problem that we need to look at a little more closely, in
order to place correctly the Arabic scripts of the first centuries of Islam. The problem is not
simple, for pre-Islamic specimens are rare indeed, specimens of Muhammad's time are nonexistent, while those of the first half-century of Islam are only a little less rare than the preIslamic ones. Again, contemporary Persian and Greek sources are either lost to us or pay little
attention to the writing habits and devices of the Arab communities and Arab travelers, while
the Muslim traditions give us mostly but vague and uncertain accounts. Despite these difficulties, Western scholarship in the larger but related fields of Semitic languages and epigraphy
has thrown some light on the more specific problem of Arabic writing, so that a plausible theory can now be formulated as to the rise and development of the Arabic alphabet and script in
pre-Islamic days.
It is neither within our ability nor within our aim to give an exhaustive account of all the
materials in these fields that may have a bearing on our subject.2 What we aim to do is rather
to bring together the most significant results already arrived at, to compare these with the
Muslim traditions, and then to try to interpret the results in their relation to North Arabic
writing.
Arab settlements in the Fertile Crescent are definitely known to have existed as early as the
1st millennium B.C., though whence they came is still an unsolved problem. 3 Professor Sprengling leans strongly to the theory that the trend of Arab migration in those early days was from
the north southward, and that the reverse migratory movement from South Arabia is a phenomenon of the late centuries before Christ, continuing also into the early centuries after
Christ. Predominantly a nomadic people, the Arabs never became a major political state in
the northern lands, though contacts with the empires of the north prepared them to play repeatedly a significant political role as border states of those empires, oscillating between
vassaldom and independence according as the empires were rising or declining.
Such independent border states must have flourished on the eve of the spectacular rise of
the great Assyrian Empire, whose kings had to deal with "Arabi" (nomadic) kings and queens
as early as 854 B.C. and with Nabataean kings and queens of the same North Arabian territory
as late as 688 B.C. 4 These Nabataeans were never completely subjugated by the Persian and
1

EI I 381-92.

2

For bibliographical materials see Sattler and v. Selle, Bibliographie zur Geschichte der Schrift, pp. 84-89.
Cf. Barton, Semitic and Hamitic Origins, chaps, i and hi, for survey of the different theories. Cf. also Montgomery,
Arabia and the Bible, esp. chap. iv.
3

4

Musil, Arabia Deserta, pp. 477-93 and 532; Montgomery, chap. iv.
1
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Macedonian empires. In 312 B.C. Antigonos sent tw7o expeditions against them, but without
success.5 As small, changing, and short-lived states, early interested in trade, these Arab settlers made little or no political impression on the great classical empires in their heyday of
conquest and expansion. But as these same empires decayed and petty principalities rose on
their ruins, the Arab, always a fighter but by now somewhat better experienced in the art and
science of war, came in for his share of these smaller kingdoms, so that we find him playing a
comparatively important role in the last centuries B.C. and the early centuries of our era. Thus
it was that while the Alexandrian and Roman empires were playing the last act in their dramatic courses, there appeared the Edessan Abgars, the Arethases and their Arabic Nabataean
kingdom of Petra, and the immortalized Queen Zenobia of Palmyra. And when these have
had their day, the Ghassanids of Syria and the Lakhmids of Hirah link them up with the time
of Muhammad and the rise of Islam.
As the Arab turned from raider to trader, from a scourge to a comparatively manageable
vassal and ally, from subject to ruler, he continually absorbed some of the elements of northern culture with which he came constantly in contact, till he emerged in the early Middle Ages
as their chief custodian, keeping them as it were in trust for the younger and therefore more
vigorous and enterprising races of Western Europe. In the meanwhile the alphabet which his
Semitic brothers had helped to fashion as early as the days of Sesostris III and Amenemhet
III in the 19th century B.C. went through various stages of development and branched into
several types of characters under the different linguistic and other local influences.6 Two of
these main types, the Phoenician or Western and the Aramaic or Eastern alphabet, show to
what extent these influences operated. The Arab, though making temporary use of the former
in his official contacts with the Eastern Roman Empire, was to adopt a variation of the latter
for his permanent and national use. Thus wre find him evolving at first his own peculiar, angular, ''supported" imusnad) South Arabic script, which held sway in the prosperous days of the
kingdom of Yaman and, though declining with that kingdom and with the general decline of
South Arabic culture, did nevertheless hold on till within the eve of the Muslim era, only to
yield then completely to the North Arabic script.
It is the history of this North Arabic script that we propose to trace here. It does seem
strange at first that the North Arabic script is not a development of the South Arabic type
as one might expect—especially in view of the fact that South Arab tribes continued to move
northward, as is readily seen from the history of the tribe and kingdom of Kindah, and as is
further borne out by the Safaitic inscriptions that have come down to us in the South Arabic
script. Yet the fact is easily explained wrhen one remembers the background of the North Arab
tribes. For by "North Arab" we mean not simply the tribal distinctions so much elaborated
by Arab genealogists and traditionists but a geographical and a cultural and, perhaps, an anthropological distinction also; and though among the Northern Arabs there were indeed some
who in the distant past had come originally from South Arabia, they were nevertheless in the
period under consideration a long settled and now permanent part of the population of North
Arabia, the Syrian desert, and the southern region of Mesopotamia. It is this northern population, long under the influences at work in these localities, that gave us the North Arabic script,
borrowed in form mainly from the Nabataean characters and influenced later, as to diacritical
and vowel signs, by the Syriac.
5
6

Honigmann in EI III 801.

Sprengling, The Alphabet, p. 52. Cf. also Montgomery, chap, viii, on the relations between Arabia and Palestinian
history and culture, esp. pp. 162-69, which deal with the alphabets.
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T H E NORTH ARABIC SCRIPT AND ITS KUR^lNIC DEVELOPMENT
EARLIEST NORTH ARABIC INSCRIPTIONS

The Arab Nabataean kingdom, centering round the three cities of Hijr (Mada 3 in Salih),
Petra, and Busra (Bostra), flourished during the years 169 B.C.-A.D. 106. Numerous Nabataean inscriptions have come down to us from this period and after, for, though the Nabataean
kingdom fell, the Nabataean language and script continued for more than three centuries
thereafter to be used by Arabic-speaking peoples.7 The most interesting of these Nabataean
inscriptions is a Greek-Aramaic inscription at Umm al-Jimal (PL I I ) dating from about A.D.
250. It is on the tombstone of Fihr, the tutor of Jadhimah, the Tanukhid king of Hlrah and
a contemporary of Queen Zenobia.8 The Nabataean script of the Aramaic section greatly
resembles the script of the Namarah inscription of ImruD al-Kais of A.D. 328, the earliest
Arabic inscription known (PL 1 2 ; see below).9 We find the same practice, namely the use
of the local Aramaic dialect and script, in use among the Arabs of Palmyra until the fall of that
kingdom in A.D. 271, for it appears in the Palmyrene inscriptions known to us from that
period.10 Though both of these scripts are early attempts of the Arabs at writing, they show
a marked difference in that the Palmyrene is squarer than the Nabataean and therefore closer
to the modern Hebrew characters. The Arab of post-Palmyrene days, when he came to use
his own language expressed in Aramaic script, preferred the older Nabataean to the more recent Palmyrene. The preference is explainable by the geographical location and the political
situation. The only surviving Arab kingdom in the north was that of the Tanukhids of
Hlrah. After the permanent annexation of Edessa by Rome in A.D. 244 a descendant of the
Abgarids, the Arab dynasty of Edessa, fled to the court of Jadhimah at Hlrah, married the
latter's sister, and, since Jadhimah had no heir, founded the Lakhmid dynasty of Hlrah.
Herzfeld draws attention to the mention of " c Amru, the descendant of the Abgars," in a list
of independent kings given in the Paikuli inscription of the Sasanian Narsah (A.D. 293-302).10a
This " c Amru" he takes to be the Lakhmid cAmr ibn cAdI. The early Lakhmids were, therefore, in all probability independent Arab kings allied but loosely, if at all, with Persia. Their
territory seems to have stretched across the Syrian desert; and it is not at all improbable, as
Herzfeld points out, that it included Namarah on the outskirts of the Roman frontier northeast of Busra, where the Nabataean culture held out longest. It is, therefore, no accident that
the first Arabic inscription we have is the Namarah inscription of Imru 3 al-Kais, dated 328,
referring to the "king of all the Arabs" and written in a script which represents an advanced
stage of evolution from the Nabataean.
The Nabataean script went through two stages of development, referred to as the old and the
late Nabataean. The former was more angular and the letters more disconnected, while the
latter was more cursive. Still, there is no hard and fast dividing line as to the periods in which
7

Littmann, Nab. Inscriptions,

pp. x, xvii; cf. Cantineau, Nabateen et Arabe, pp. 72-79.

8

L i t t m a n n , op. cit. pp. 37-40; Flor. de Voguet pp. 386-90; on Jadhimah see Rothstein, Die Dynastie der Lafymiden,
pp. 38-40.
9
Two other Nabataean inscriptions are especially interesting for t h e similarity of their script to t h a t of the Namarah
inscription. The first is dated A.D. 307 (Jaussen and Savignac, Mission I I 231-33 and Pis. L X X I and C X X I , No. 38b'
[wrongly numbered 392 on PI. LXXI]). The date of t h e second {Corpus inscriptionum Semiticarum, Pars 2, T. I, No.
333) is doubtful. The reading of Jaussen and Savignac would give A.D. 306 or 312. However, Professor Sprengling, who
has recently gone over it, has kindly pointed out to me the possibility of reading line 7 of that inscription as ^%JUL)LO
^ J U U W J . (290) instead of ^JJU* O U * » ^WAAJLO (206). This would make the date A.D. 396 instead of A.D. 312, t h u s
giving us a post-Namarah inscription.
10
10a

Lidzbarski, Handbuch, pp. 457-83; Littmann, Sem. Insets., pp. 52-84; Cantineau, Inscrs.
Paikuli, pp. 119 and 140-42. I am indebted to Professor Sprengling for this reference.
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they appear, since the older form continued in use long after the cursive was employed.11 The
North Arabic script is the next step from the Nabataean. The inscriptions which point to this
conclusion are the Umm al-Jimal and Namarah 12 inscriptions already mentioned, a trilingual—
Greek, Syriac, and Arabic—inscription from Zabad (PL I 3)13 dated A.D. 512, a bilingual—
Greek-Arabic—inscription of A.D. 568 at Harran (PI. I 4), 14 and a second inscription at Umm
al-Jimal (PL I 5),15 which, though not dated, is generally accepted as belonging to the 6th century. All of these inscriptions come from the southern section of central Syria on the desert
border. The last four show a marked tendency toward cursive writing,
SPREAD OF T H E NORTH ARABIC SCRIPT BEFORE ISLAM
We turn our attention next to the Muslim sources. These, with but few exceptions, point
strongly to Hirah and Anbar as the home of North Arabic writing at the close of the 5th century of our era. Thus Ibn Kutaibah (d. 276/889),16 Tabari (d. 310/922),17 and Abu al-Faraj
al-Isbahani (d. 357/967)18 relate the history of the family of the Christian poet of Hirah, cAdi
ibn Zaid. Checking up these accounts with the critical studies of Noldeke,19 Rothstein, 20 and
Horovitz21 on the Lakhmid court of Hirah and the fortunes of cAdf s family there, we gather
the following significant facts:
Five generations removed from cAdl, whose death is placed about A.D. 590, his ancestor
Ayyub, whom we must therefore place about the middle of the 5th century, 22 fled, because of a
blood feud, from Yamamah to Hirah. Here his own good qualities and the help of his friends
brought him and his son Zaid into contact with the king of Hirah, who received them very
favorably. Hammad, the son of Zaid, profited by this influence at court, for we find him as
secretary to Mundhir I I I (A.D. 505-54). 23 We are told that he was the first in his family to
write, but we are not specifically informed whether he wrote Persian (Pahlavi) or Arabic or
both. Circumstances, however, favor inclusion of the Arabic, for not only was he a contemporary of the famous trio of Anbar (see pp. 6 f.) and the secretary of an Arab king at an Arab
court, but also he had his young son Zaid taught the Arabic language and script first and only
later the Persian. 24 It is not likely that a father who wrote Persian only would start his son on
Arabic. Through the influence of Persian courtiers Zaid rose to be postmaster in the service
of Khusrau I (531-79); and for some years in the interval between the reign of Kabus (56974) and the accession of Mundhir IV (576-80) he was the popular regent for the kingdom of
Hirah. It was his son, cAdl ibn Zaid, known as the Christian poet of Hirah, who rose to be the
secretary of Khusrau I and continued in that office until early in the reign of Khusrau II (590628) .25 We are told that he was the most proficient of all in Arabic writing, and that he was the
11

Littmann, Nab. lasers., p. xv; Kammerer, Petra et la Nabatbne, pp. 446-49.

12

Dussaud and Macler, Mission, pp. 314-22; Lidzbarski, Ephemeris I I 34-37 and 375-79; Rep. No. 1. Arabic graffiti
found by Savignae at the temple of Raram are considered by him as some of the earliest Arabic inscriptions {Revue hiblique X L I V [1935] 270). Grimme dates them about A.D. 300 (Revue biblique XLV [1930] 90-95). For the present, however,
we are inclined to agree with Winnett t h a t "the age of these Arabic inscriptions must remain a matter of d o u b t " (Lihyanite and Thamudic Inscriptions, pp. 52 f.).
13
Sachau in MP AW,
Aleppo.
14

1881, pp. 169-90; Rep. No. 2. Cf. Musil, Palmyrena,

pp. 183 and 200-202 for location near

Dussaud and Macler, Mission, p p . 324 f.; Rep. No. 3.

20

Die Dynastie der

16

Littmann in ZS VII 197-204; Rep. No. 4.

21

In Islamic Culture IV 31-69.

16

Skhr, pp. 111-17; M&arif, pp. 319 and 329.

22

Cf. Islamic Culture IV 34.

17

Annals I 1016-24 and 1029.

23

Islamic Culture IV 35 and n. 2.

18

Aghani A I I 97-156.

24

Aghdnl A I I 100.

19

Geschichte der Perser und Araber, pp. 312-49.

25

Cf. Islamic Culture IV 39, 41, n. 2, and 60, n. 2.
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first in the dlwan of Khusrau to write Arabic.26 We are not concerned here with the ups and
downs of c Adfs career, which ended about A.D. 590 in imprisonment and treacherous death at
the hands of Nu c man III (580-602).27 The sad fate of cAdI did not, however, prevent his son
Zaid from succeeding him in office and handling Persia's official business with the "Arab
kings.'?28 Doubtless some of this business was transacted in Arabic; thus the history of Arabic
writing is linked directly with its development at the time of Muhammad.
Again, the story of the Christian poet Mutalammis 29 and his companion poet Tarafah 30 of
the reign of cAmr ibn Hind of Hirah (554-70) points to the practice of writing among the
Arabs. From this story we learn that cAmr ibn Hind, displeased with these two poets, wished
to get rid of them, and that treacherously. So he gave each of them a letter of introduction to
his officer Rabi c ibn Hautharah in Bahrain, ordering him to put the bearers to death, though
the unfortunates were made to believe they were being recommended for generous treatment.
Mutalammis, however, was suspicious and had a youth of Hirah read his letter, which he then
threw into the river and went his way. But the young Tarafah refused to have his letter read
and carried it to Rabi c , who, following its instructions, put him to death. We are not specifically told that these letters were written in Arabic. But since cAdI ibn Zaid was already employing Arabic writing in the dlwan of Khusrau I, it stands to reason that Arabic writing was
likewise in use in the Arab court of Hirah. This same Tarafah's uncle (or granduncle?), the
poet Murakkash al-Akbar (the Elder), 31 whom we can safely date about A.D. 500,32 wrote in
South Arabic 33 and perhaps also in North Arabic, for Abu al-Faraj al-Isbahani 34 tells us that
Murakkash went to Hirah, where he learned to write from a Christian. Just what writing he
learned we are not told (Christian scribes frequently knew more than one language); but there
is no reason why he could not have learned to write the North Arabic there, just as did cAdI
ibn Zaid, with whom he must have been in part at least contemporary.
Baladhurl's account of the origins and spread of the North Arabic script35 likewise points to
Hirah as the seat of North Arabic writing by the close of the 5th century. According to him
three men of Tayy, Muramir ibn Murrah, Aslam ibn Sidrah, and cAmir ibn Jadrah, 36 got to28

3l
Aghani A II 101 f.; Maf-arij, p. 319.
Shi% pp. 103-6 and 166; Aghanl B V 191.
Islamic Culture IV 44-51 and 54.
« Lyall, The Mufadiallyat II 166-68.
23
33
Aghanl A II 121 f.
Shfcr, p. 104, where we are told he wrote in Himyaritic.
29
3
Sh&r, pp. 85-88.
* Aghani B V 191.
3
35
° Ibid. pp. 88-96.
Futiih al-buldan, pp. 471-74.
36
For these names and their many variations in the different sources see Fihrist, pp. 4f.; cUyun I 43; Ma^arif, pp.
273 f.; Ibn Khallikan II 284; Caetani, Annali II 692.
Since the names Murrah, Sidrah, and Jadrah each have the same number of syllables and the same final syllable,
then, as pointed out by Khalil Yahya Nami (University of Egypt, Bulletin of the Faculty of Arts, Vol. Ill, Arabic p. 3),
they may be artificial inventions rather than names of real people. However, going on the principle that where there is
much smoke there is some fire, I am not so sure but that behind these names, even if they were "inventions," there were
nevertheless some real men, whose personal names could well have been Muramir, Aslam, and cAmir, who actually did
have something to do with the evolution of the Arabic script about the time of Harb and Bishr, or around the end of the
5th and the beginning of the 6th century of our era.
Mr. Narni's article reached us after the present manuscript was completed. It is in some respects in accord with the
results of this section of our present study. However, in taking the position (on his pp. 102-6) that the liijaz was the
home of the birth and evolution of the North Arabic script to the exclusion of all other localities, including Hirah, he
has, we think, gone farther than our present sources would justify. He excludes Hirah for what seem to be particularly
weak reasons, namely that, since Hirah was Christian and Syriac was its official script, it was not likely that the Nabataean
script—which he calls "the script of the heathens"-—could have developed there into the Arabic script. It is a well known
fact that the Christians of c Irak did not limit themselves to one language and script, but were on the whole polyglot in
speech and writing, both in the services of the Persian Empire and in private commercial transactions. But even if we
were to limit the Christians to Syriac, there would still remain a large number of non-Christian Arabs, either resident in
c
Irak or traveling tradesmen, who in the midst of the greater commercial activity of c Irak would feel the urge to evolve
their own script. We therefore continue to hold to the results of the present study, as shown in the following pages,
27
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gether at Bakkah (near Hirah and Hit) 37 and worked out the Arabic alphabet on the basis of
the Syriac. They taught it to the people of Anbar, who in turn taught it to the people of
Hirah. Baladhurl states further that Bishr ibn cAbd al-Malik, a Christian and a brother of the
better known Ukaidir, ruler of Dumat al-Jandal, 38 used to frequent Hirah, where he learned to
write Arabic. Later Bishr came to Makkah and taught the writing to Sufyan ibn Umayyah
and to Abu Kais ibn cAbd Manaf. The three then taught the art in TaDif, while Bishr carried it
farther to Diyar Mudar near the Persian Gulf and back to Syria, where he taught it to several
people. In the meanwhile others who had likewise learned the script from the three men of
Tayy brought it to the Hijaz and taught it to several of the people of Wadi al-Kura.
Ibn Duraid's account regarding Bishr's activities39 is confused and confusing. Its main importance is that it definitely connects Bishr with two of the three men of Anbar, namely
Muramir and Aslam, thus giving the approximate date of their activities, roughly around A.D.
500, since Bishr, a contemporary of Sufyan and Harb ibn Umayyah, was likely a generation
younger than his teachers. Ibn Khallikan's account,40 based on the reports of Haitham ibn
c
Adi (130-206/747-821) and of Ibn al-Kalbi the Younger (d. 204/820), points to the same date.
He leaves Bishr, who according to Fihrist, page 5, may have taught Harb ibn Umayyah, out
of the picture and tells us that Harb learned to write directly from Aslam, who in turn had
learned the Arabic script from its "inventor," Muramir ibn Hurrah of Anbar,41 from which city
it spread among the people, including those of Hirah.
That Muramir 42 alone or the three men of Tayy and Anbar together "invented" the North
Arabic writing we now know was not the case. But it is very likely that they did modify the
then current script of Nabataean origin to look in a general way more like the Syriac, which
Baladhurl assumed to be the primary source. Perhaps a clue to the nature of this modification
is to be found in the name jazm, by which the early Arabic script was known.43 The verb jazama
means among other things "to cut off, break off, lop off," and the Arabic dictionaries44 account
for the earliest use of jazm in connection with the North Arabic script by explaining that it was
cut off or broken off, that is, derived, from the South Arabic musnad script of Himyar. Since
this theory is now definitely disproved, we must look for another explanation of the name
jazm for the script as a whole. Professor Sprengling suggests that perhaps we have to deal
namely that in all probability there was a simultaneous development of the North Arabic script from the Nabataean
both in cIral£ and in the Hijaz. We have already drawn attention to the close political relations between Hirah and the
Syrian border in the early days of the Lakhmids.
37

Yakut I 702 f.; Caetani, Annali II 1, pp. 692 f.

38

Baladhurl, pp. 61-63; in transliterating the place name I have followed Yakut II 625. Cf. Musil, Arabia Deserta,
pp. 539-42. Ukaidir, who was defeated by the Muslim forces in A.D. 630-31 and 634, must have been much younger than
his brother Bishr, who was a contemporary of Sufyan and Harb ibn Umayyah.
39

Lshtikak, p. 223. The account is much briefer than Baladhurl's, and there is a great probability not only that some
of the original text is missing but that the order of the present text is incorrect, for we find the highly improbable statements that Bishr taught the Arabic writing to the people of Anbar and that Bishr was also named Jazm, which is the
name for the early Arabic script itself. Wiistenfeld, who in his index identifies Bishr with Jazm, worked from one manuscript only. Future collations with other manuscripts of Ibn Duraid's text may throw further light on this passage.
40

II 284 f.

41

Muramir seems to have been the leader of the trio of Tayy, since several of the sources give him all or most of the
credit for whatever was done with the Arabic script of his day; cf. Fihrist, pp. 4 f., and cUyiln I 43.
42
Rehatsek in Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society, Bombay Branch, XIV 176, sees in the very name a corruption of
Mar Amer, a good Syriac name, from which he readily concludes that the Syriac alphabet had been adapted to the
Arabic language by a Syrian priest. Cf. also Caetani, Annali II 1, p. 264, note.
43

Fihrist, p. 5; Ibn Duraid, p. 223.

44

Murtada, Taj al-carus VIII 228; Ibn Manzur, Lisan aUarab XIV 364f.; Flruzabadi, Ramus al-muhit IV 88 f.
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here with the Syriac Ui}2^ gezme, which means among other things "cut rods." 45 It is possible
that the straight strokes—vertical, horizontal, or inclined—which predominated in the early
Syriac, especially the estrangelo script, and also in the early Kufic script, giving both a stiff
and angular appearance, were likened to "cut rods," arranged to form individual letters very
much as children now sometimes form letters by arranging match sticks. To such a script the
term jazm, as further explained by the Arabic dictionaries to mean "evenness or equality of
the characters in writing/' would still be applicable. Jazm is also explained by them as "a pen
with a broad, even nib," and the straight strokes produced by such a pen could likewise
readily be likened to small cut rods.46
In tracing the three men of Anbar to the close of the 5th century, we find them to be contemporaries of Hammad ibn Zaid and like him to have come from the neighborhood of Hirah
and Anbar—a fact which further strengthens our belief that Hammad himself wrote North
Arabic. Thus, following the separate leads of Murakkash, of Hammad, and of Muramir, we
arrive at the same place and the same time, namely southern Trak with its leading cities of
Anbar and Hirah at the close of the 5th century of our era. Here we find Arabic writing on a
marked upward wave of expansion. The Zabad inscription of A.D, 512 is the earliest tangible
proof we have of this expansion, which continued until the advent of Islam, when it received
its mightiest motive and impulse for diffusion.
But we have still to account for the obscurity of Arabic writing from the time of ImruD alKais to the days of Muramir. That it actually died out in that interval is very unlikely. In
fact, it was during this period that it made its journey from the land of the Nabataeans via
Namarah across to Anbar and Hirah. This may have taken place as early as A.D. 328, the date
of the Namarah stone, but certainly not later than the second half of that century, when in the
days of Julian and Jovian Byzantium suffered defeats which forced Jovian to sign the treaty
of A.D. 363 by which he ceded to Persia territory that was claimed as part of the kingdom of
ImruD al-Kais and his immediate successors.47 Conscious of this turn of the political tide and
always on the lookout to be with the winner, the border Arabs turned their faces toward Persia. Thus they were brought into closer contacts with the Arab elements in Hirah and with
the Lakhmids, who rightly claimed Imru 3 al-Kais as their own and proudly traced their
royal descent back to him.48 In these northern territories the new Arabic writing must
have continued the rare possession of the very few, obscured by the more widely used written
languages of the day but awaiting its day of opportunity. That day came with the rise of the
fortunes and prestige of the Lakhmid court of Hirah, whose Arab kings, dealing with Arab
princes, drafted the art into their service, introduced it into the Persian court, and helped to
start it on the career of conquest from which it emerged as the "national" script of all Arabs and
the sacred script of Islam.
The question now arises, was this the only route by which Arabic writing found its way to
Arabia proper, especially to the Hijaz, where contact with southern Syria and the Nabataean
lands was constant during the early centuries of our era. Several early Nabataean inscriptions
of the 1st century have come from the northern region of the Hijaz, namely the Hijr or Mada45

R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus I 699.

46

That in an extremely angular Kufic the strokes can assume the appearance of cut rods is forcibly illustrated in an
inscription on the tomb tower of Abu cAli Hazarasp, located at Abarktih, near Istakhr, and dated 448/1056; cf. Godard,
Athar-i Iran I 47-54, esp. Figs. 34-36. It is, however, difficult to tell if this specimen represents a passing feature of the
4th and 5th centuries or if it is a studied effort to return to an older type. I know of no pre-Islamic specimen that brings
out this "cut-rod" characteristic so clearly.
47

O'Leary, pp. 129, 155, and 163.
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Cf. Buhl, p. 5, n. 10; and see above, p. 4.
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'in Salih inscriptions and those of cUla.49 We know of no reason why a Nabataean-Arabic script
evolution similar to that which took place between Namarah and Anbar could not have taken
place between the southern Hauran and the Hijaz. It is true that we have no dated inscriptions
of the 3d-6th century from the Hijaz to help us out. But the inscription of Namarah and those
from Zabad and the southern Hauran sites of Harran and Umm al-Jimal would form as good
a link with any Arabic writing in the Hijaz as they do with Arabic writing in Anbar and Hirah.
A reference in Fihrist, page 4, to the Midianite origin of the Arabic alphabet has nothing in it
which would exclude the possibility that this Midianite influence came via Arabia Petraea to
northern Hijaz and thence to Madinah and Makkah. On the contrary, Muslim tradition
seems to point, though indirectly, to this road. But unfortunately the principal characters in
each case are claimed as men of Kuraish and ancestors of Muhammad. The traditions, therefore, regarding the origins and the lives of these men have to be sifted very carefully, since it
was but natural for the Muslim traditionists to glorify them so that they might appear as
worthy "ancestors" of the Prophet. We are not interested in them as ancestors, pretended or
not, of Muhammad. They interest us here for the sole reason that early Muslim traditionists
relate incidents regarding them which take for granted not only a close contact between the
Hijaz and the northern lands to the borders of Syria but also the practice of communication
between those points through writing, and that between Arab and Arab.
Briefly, these incidents are: that cAbd al-Muttalib wrote from Makkah to his maternal relatives in Madinah to come and help him obtain possession of his paternal estate in Makkah; 50
that there was a Nabataean market in Madinah in the days of Hashim, (supposed?) father of
c
Abd al-Muttalib, and that Hashim himself traded in this market; 51 that Hashim's (again supposed?) grandfather Kusayy wrote from Makkah to his brother Rizah, then in their maternal
home in the southern highlands of Syria, to come to his aid against the Khuza c ah, with whom
he was fighting for the control of Makkah. 52 The existence of a Nabataean market in Madinah
is natural enough to expect. Doubtless some commercial writing was done here by Nabataeans, and here or there an alert Arab or Jew may have adopted the practice and thus helped in
the evolution of a Nabataean-Arabic script.
That cAbd al-Muttalib was a historical character is hardly to be doubted. Even if he was but
what his name indicates, a slave of Muttalib and not Shaibah the son of Hashim, he must have
shown some desirable and valuable qualities in order to be bought or acquired as a slave. Perhaps among such qualities were his commercial knowledge and, together with it, his knowledge
of writing gained in the markets of Madinah, the Nabataean market included. Again, it was
not an unusual occurrence for a shrewd and ambitious slave to rise to power in his master's
service. Perhaps cAbd al-Muttalib's knowledge of writing was no small factor in raising him,
on a small scale, it is true, to such power. In view of these possibilities the Fihrist reference to
c
Abd al-Muttalib's writing ability takes on a certain significance, for it tells us that there used
to be in the treasury of MaDmun (198-218/813-33) a parchment manuscript in the handwriting of cAbd al-Muttalib ibn Hashim, which resembled the writing of women, to the effect that
a certain Himyarite of San'a 3 owed cAbd al-Muttalib of Makkah a thousand silver dirhems.53
49

Jaussen and Savignac, Mission I 131, 137, and 139 fL; II 1S6-2S5; Cooke, Nos. 78-93; Kammerer, pp. 217-30. Cf.
also Euting, Tagbucht chaps, xiv-xv. For Mada?in Salih and cUla see further Doughty, Travels I, chaps, iv-vi and xiii.
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Muir, Life I viii and ccliv; Tabarl, Annals I 1084-88.

61

Ibn Sa^-d I 1, pp. 45 f.

c

Ibn Sa d I 1, p. 38. Muir accepts the traditional stories of these men; Sprenger is more skeptical, as is also Caetani.
For their views see Muir, Life I cxcix-ccv, ccxlii-cclxiii, and Caetani, Armali I 72-75 and 99-121.
63

Fihrist, p. 5. I have not come across a khatt al-nisa? in any list of scripts, though women as scribes and calligraphers
are frequently reported, e.g. in Kalkashandi III 18. Another possibility is to read khatt al-nassdkh and identify the script
with that listed in the Fihrist, some specimens of which were evidently poor. See pp. 37 f. below.
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We have already seen that the brothers Sufyan and Harb, both sons of Umayyah, are generally regarded as among the very first, if not the first, of the Kuraish to have learned the art of
writing in Makkah. According to Muslim genealogists these two were distant cousins of cAbd
al-Muttalib and in part contemporary with him,54 though while they were young he must have
reached ripe age. His early writing activities therefore would antedate theirs. The question
then arises: Why is not cAbd al-Muttalib listed with Sufyan and Harb as among the first of
the Kuraish to have learned the art of writing? Now if cAbd al-Muttalib was but a slave from
Madinah, he would not be listed among the Kuraish of Makkah. This telltale omission escaped the early traditionists. As an aged slave he would hardly draw the attention of the young
sons of Umayyah, whom we later find interested in Bishr, a man of social rank who moved in
the Umayyad circles and who married either the niece or the sister of Abu Sufyan ibn Harb. 55
But even if one were to concede for the time being that cAbd al-Muttalib learned to write in
Makkah at about the same time as did Harb and Sufyan, that would still not explain how his
relatives in Madlnah learned that art. They certainly did not get it from Bishr, for the itinerary of his travels does not include Madlnah either before or after his now historically important
trip to Makkah. Madlnah must have acquired the art of writing before the days of Bishr.
Through his activities, however, Makkah was soon to rival Madlnah in this branch of knowledge, for the tradition goes that after the Battle of Badr the foremost of the Kuraish who could
not pay ransom were allowed to regain their freedom by each teaching writing to ten youths
of Madlnah. 56 This need not mean that Madlnah had none capable of this service, for there
are several references to men of Madinah who could write even before Islam,57 and Baladhuri
further informs us that the Jews of Madlnah taught Arabic writing and that youths there had
learned it previous to Islam.58
Again, whether Kusayy was or was not what Muslim sources would have us believe, namely
a Kuraishite and the founder of Makkah as well as an ancestor of Muhammad, is of little import for our purpose. Concerning him Caetani writes: "He was for Makkah what Theseus
was for Athens and Romulus for Rome, with the difference that he has the greater probability
of being a historical personage and not a legendary hero
Whoever he was, he was certainly a man of uncommon intelligence."59 The same author sees in this Kusayy—regardless
of who he was or where he was born—a leader who transformed a group of nomadic and predatory Arabs into order-loving citizens and honest and able merchants whose descendants,
thanks to the active trade between South Arabia and the North, even up to Syria, did by the
time of Muhammad acquire in Makkah both honor and riches.60 It is not difficult to believe
that such an intelligent and aggressive character made the most of his opportunities by learning the art of writing in southern Syria during his earlier stay there, and that he used it in writing to his brother for help when in the course of his ambitious career that help was needed.
But, although we find ourselves ready to admit the practice of writing, presumably Nabataean-Arabic, at the time of Kusayy, there is still the thorny problem of dating him. Muir,
starting with the "Year of the Elephant" (ca. A.D. 570), the year of Muhammad's birth, as a
basic date, places the above-mentioned incidents as follows: c Abd al-Muttalib wrote to Madlnah about 520 ;61 Hashim visited the Nabataean market in Madlnah about 497 ;62 Kusayy
wrote to his brother about 440.63 In his dating Muir is more conservative than Sprenger, who,
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for instance, dates the birth of Hashim in 442 as against Muir's date of 464.64 Again, Muir
places Kusayy's birth at about 400, but Caetani throws it back to about 365.65 The latter date
brings us rather close to 328, the date of the Namarah inscription of Imru 3 al-Kais.
Leaving the Muslim traditions aside, let us see what we have from non-Muslim sources
that would justify us in assuming Makkah to have been a relatively active religious and trading
center from about A.D. 350 on. The rise of Makkah to a position of commercial importance in
pre-Islamic days seems to be definitely linked with the political and commercial history of the
whole Near East of that period, and especially with the political relationship between Abyssinia and Yaman. For these events we follow below mainly Littmann's account.66
The Habashah, a South Arabic tribe, were moving into Africa several centuries before
Christ. They stamped Aksum with their South Arabic culture at the same time that the Himyarites were growing strong in Yaman. When Aksum became established as a kingdom, its
rulers took an aggressive part in South Arabian politics. Our earliest evidence of this aggression is the Adulis inscription. It tells us that the king of Aksum undertook an expedition across
the Red Sea to the west coast of Arabia and caused the Arabs67—that is, the North Arab tribes
of the Hijaz, living south of the extended boundary of the Nabataean kingdom, and also the
South Arab tribes—to pay him tribute. The king concerned was, according to Littmann, in
all likelihood the founder of the kingdom of Aksum; his campaign must therefore have taken
place in the first half of the 1st century of our era.68 The next outstanding evidence of aggression and possibly of temporary conquest comes from the time of King c Ezana, who reigned
about the middle of the 4th century. He calls himself king of Himyar and Raidan and SabaD
and Salhin.69 Even if this title is not actually justified, it nevertheless shows that Aksum wras
seeking to get her hold on the coastal regions of South Arabia. Littmann points out that possibly c Ezana made an expedition into South Arabia, perhaps the first such expedition on any
large scale. In his own kingdom c Ezana was a great king, the Constantine of Abyssinia. Like
Constantine, he adopted Christianity as the state religion (in about 340). It is difficult to tell
whether at that time religion was a motive for the expedition. Later, in 525, Ellesbaas, who
is identified as the Kaleb of the Ethiopic and Syriac sources,70 undertook an expedition against
the Jew Dhu Nuwas because, it is said, he persecuted the Christians of Najran. Dhu Nuwas
was defeated, and South Arabia became, at least for a time, subject to Aksum.71
I t is evident that in the first four centuries of our era Yaman suffered at the hands of Abyssinia many a military and political defeat. But her troubles in those days were not limited to
this. Evidence of internal political strife is not lacking, and to this was further added an economic setback which came slowly but surely in the wake of the understanding of the periodicity
of the monsoons gained by Hippalus in the first century of our era.72 For, once the Greeks and
the Romans understood the monsoon season, they proceeded to establish a sea trade with the
Far East. This cut at the very heart of Yaman's trade, since the prosperity of the country was
due more to her activities as an established commercial carrier between the Far East and the
Mediterranean world than to any great export of her natural products. Under these conditions
Yaman in the middle of the 4th century was well on the decline. The well known episode of the
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bursting of the dam at Ma'rib falls in line with several similar episodes, both before and after
it, and may well take its place, as Professor Sprengling has pointed out to me, not among the
causes of the decline but as an evidence of that decline. It would then tell the story of a state
already too weak to attend to the upkeep of the dam and therefore too weak to rebuild it.
The decline was naturally slow, and Yaman continued to enjoy a fair share of the Near East
trade, but she no longer dominated even that trade.
In the meantime independent Arab kingdoms such as the Nabataean and the Palmyrene
bowed to the power of Rome. Each new7ly annexed province came into its share of good Roman
roads 73 and increased safety of travel. The beginning of the 4th century saw Constantine exerting himself to the utmost on behalf of the political and economic welfare of the Empire, and
his great interest in the eastern half of the Empire could not but have stimulated all its trade
activities, which in turn stimulated the trade of all Arabia. It was in the midst of this situation, as it existed at about the middle of the 4th century, that Makkah, it seems, must have
begun its career as a commercial city. With c Ezana harassing the Yamanites, with these same
Yamanites distracted by internal strife, and with the North beckoning to greater trade opportunity, some one—perhaps, as the Arab sources tell us, the Khuza c ah—saw the great opportunity and set out to take advantage of it. As a newcomer into the commercial field, the tribe
held together and selected new headquarters for its activities. Makkah, located conveniently
in the trade area and having the advantage of a shrine74 and a well, no matter how humble or
primitive, suggested itself as a likely place. Its growth must have been slow and gradual at
first; but by the end of the 4th century and the beginning of the 5th it was important enough
for such a man as Kusayy, intelligent and ambitious, to be attracted to it and to be tempted to
get into his power its comparative prosperity. But Makkah's day was yet to come, under the
successors of Kusayy and under the political and economic conditions that developed in the
Eastern Empire early in the reign of Justinian. It was then that Makkah came into her commercial glory, though not until the advent of Islam did she achieve religious glory in the real
sense of that word.
We have gone somewhat out of our way in investigating the possibility of the simultaneous
development of a Nabataean-Arabic script from southern Syria to the Hijaz parallel to that
from southern Syria to Hlrah. The identification of northern Hijaz with the southern part of
the Nabataean kingdom, the many Nabataean inscriptions from that region, and the continued
contact between it and southern Syria are all factors favorable to the development of Arabic
writing in that region. Furthermore, the course of political and commercial events both in
Yaman and in the Eastern Empire afforded the Hijaz increased commercial opportunities
which worked to the advantage of Makkah and Madinah. Commercial activities and writing,
even though limited to crude memoranda and simple figures, usually go hand in hand. Commercial prosperity, with its handmaids of wealth and travel, frequently leads to comparatively
high culture. It is not impossible, then, that in the earlier stage a traveled and aggressive
leader or a shrewd trader, slave or not—a Kusayy or an cAbd al-Muttalib—did indeed use the
rare art of writing. The art, however, remained rare till Makkah rose to a new high level of
commercial prosperity and took a new interest in culture, including the writing of its own
North Arabic language. Thus we find some of the leaders among the Makkans—a Sufyan or a
Harb—welcoming the stranger, Bishr, proficient in writing as practiced in the famed court of
Hlrah, and learning the art from him.
But to return to the southern Hauran inscriptions and their writers. Were these men heathen or Christian Arabs? We have no way of telling, and there is nothing which would lead us to
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exclude either class.75 Heathen and Christian alike moved back and forth, for Christianity
was introduced among the common people of this region and the surrounding territories as
early as the 3d century, and by the 6th century both the Ghassanid and the Lakhmid court
had been Christianized.76 But it could hardly be a matter of coincidence that the three inscriptions of the 6th century (p. 5) are of Christian origin and that the two men of whom
Muslim traditions have most to say in this connection, namely cAdi ibn Zaid and Bishr ibn
c
Abd al-Malik, were likewise Christians.
It is, of course, natural to expect the Christian Arab to utilize at first the language of the
church—namely Syriac—and to expect the heathen Arab to attempt a script of his own. There
are, however, evidences which point to pre-Islamic Christian Arabic writings.77 Furthermore,
two of the inscriptions, that from Zabad and that at Harran, in which Arabic appears along
with Greek and/or Syriac, show that the Arab Christians sought recognition both as Christians and as Arabs. That is, we see here an element of race consciousness when among strangers, comparable to tribe consciousness when among themselves, at work among these border
Arab communities—a consciousness that was to grow rapidly with the rise of Muhammad and
Islam, and which then sought expression in the field of writing by replacing Greek and Syriac
with Arabic for all governmental purposes.
Yet, if all this is true, how can we account for the absence of any evidence of writing in the
gap between the Namarah and the 6th-century inscriptions, and why have we so few of these
latter? Perhaps if we apply these same questions to the time of Muhammad and to the first
half of the first century of Islam we can see our way to an answer, for the cases, so far as extant
specimens are concerned, are similar. It cannot be that writing activity itself declined, for
everything points to the contrary, especially for the early Islamic period concerned. To assume
loss and destruction is the only alternative—an alternative that gains weight when we consider
not only the historical and geographical factors but also the social and economic conditions.
In the first place Arabic inscriptions, regardless of their purpose, would occupy but a humble
place—a crude tombstone, a traveler's votive offering, a trader's memorandum at some caravan stop. These could hardly be expected to withstand the ravages of the centuries, especially
in a land that served as the battlefield of Byzantium and Persia and then of these two against
Islam. But an even more potent cause of destruction is the deplorable practice, indulged in
from those early days to the present by the inhabitants, especially the poorer ones, of carrying
away from their ruins stones, inscribed or not, for use in current building. Tombstones were
in common use among the Arabs from pre-Islamic days, yet but a few have survived from the
first century of Islam. They, like other stone inscriptions, must have suffered the fate of haphazard re-use. As for literary materials such as cAdi ibn Zaid and Bishr must have produced, it
is not strange that they should have shared the same fate as the revelations of the Prophet and
the Km°an of c Uthman. Again, commercial records of the Arabs and the Jews on the eve of
Islam, whatever they were written on, were seldom intended for any long duration, and with
the unfavorable climatic conditions they must have perished early.
It must always be borne in mind, especially when rarity of documents is used for or against
a given theory, that the Arab is not naturally fond of keeping records and documents.78 Ameen
Rihani gives a vivid description of the transaction of affairs of state in the Yaman of today, an
Arab principality that has reverted to a condition somewhat like that of pre- and early Islamic
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days and should therefore help us better to understand those days in regard to writing. This
account is so much to the point that we quote from it freely:
When the diwan opens, a soldier comes in with a bag which he empties on the carpet before the First Secretary;
this heap of papers, rolled like cigarettes and cigars, is the mail, and Saiyed Abdullah, opening it, disposes of every
letter or petition, according to its importance, by either giving it to one of the scribes direct, with a reply briefly
noted upon it, or by laying it aside for the consideration of the Imam. But every letter written, no matter how unimportant, is placed before the Couch of State, and His Eminence, after reading it and adding a word at the end in
his own hand (the date or his initial, a sign that he has passed it), gives it to the soldier before him, who applies
to it the seal and then hands it to the addressing scribe
Enters a boy of about ten, with a stick in his hand, followed by two soldiers carrying a leather bag of silver. The
boy delivers a 'cigarette* to the Imam, which he opens and reads. He then orders the two soldiers before him to
count the money. They build it into piles—1,100 Marie Theresa dollars. The Imam, looking at the slip of paper:
'They should be one thousand one hundred and ninety/ The boy, who is the son of the cAmel that sent this
zakat-money, is questioned, and he speaks out. 'My father counted the money, ya Sidi, and tied the bag with his
own hand, and it was only opened after that in the presence of the Imam.*
The soldiers, meanwhile, are recounting the money, which they find to be as stated in the note
The Imam
is very pleased, and writes a line on a slip of paper, which he asks him [the boy] to take to his father
The economy in paper in the Imamdom reaches the sublime. Seldom one sees an envelope, seldom a full sheet
of stationery—the scrap is the rule, and very rare is the exception
Evidently the Imam Yahya, who won
'a wealth' (khairat) of guns and cannons from the Turks, turned their archives also into service. Books, coupons,
petitions, documents of every sort, they have all been cut into scraps to be used in every department of the Government.
Only in foreign correspondence are envelopes and regular stationery used. But in the country, the Government
itself has set the example—a Government without red tape, without pomp, without official affectation, without
luxuries. A messenger brings you '& cigarette/ which you find is from the Imam, and in his own hand. After
reading it, you tear off the blank portion and write your reply upon it. Should you ever receive a communication
in an envelope, you cut it up and use the inside part for correspondence, and should your correspondent be an intimate friend, and his message written on a slip as big as a visiting card, you write your answer in the blank space,
though it be as small as a thumb-nail, and send it back to him. Waste is reprehensible; extravagance is condemned.
This economy in paper teaches also an economy in words. Some of the petitions which the Imam receives from
his subjects are not more than three or four lines
The Chamberlain Saiyed Ali Zabarah, who was visiting us one day, lingered a while to overhaul his papers. He
took out of his bosom pocket about twenty little rolls—cigarettes—and as many out of the folds of his turban,
where he also sticks his fountain pen and his araak (tooth brush). He then began to separate the white portion from
the written, and tear up the latter
One of the papers which Saiyed Ali showed me was a line from the Imam
ordering hirn to pay 200 reals to a certain Government official. 'Are you going to destroy this too?' I asked. 'If I
pay two thousand reals/ he said, as he tore it up, 'no one will question/ 'But the Imam is likely to forget, and
he will ask you to produce the order/ 'He forgets not/ the Chamberlain replied, 'and he questions not/ 'And
does not the Government keep any records at all?' Saiyed Ali looked at me, while still destroying his own private
and public documents, and said: 'There is very little worth keeping/ A soldier then came in with a message from
the Imam, written on a scrap 3 inches square, and Saiyed Ali replied to it on a scrap not as big. His Eminence is
laconic, and his officials, if they want to rise in his favour, try to emulate him. The standard model is the thumbnail note, with just enough blank space on the sides—the Imam is very fond of writing in circles—for the reply.
The Arabs of one of the tribes of Al-Hijaz, between Wajh and Yambo3, conduct their litigations in verse; even the
decisions are rhymed, but nothing, unfortunately, is preserved. Like the people of Al-Yaman, they are not fond of
keeping records.79

EARLIEST MUSLIM INSCRIPTIONS, COINS, AND PAPYRI
Having traced the origins of Arabic writing to the land of the Nabataeans and thence to the
kingdoms of the Ghassanids and the Lakhmids on the one hand and to the Hijaz on the other,
from which regions it spread to all Arabia, we will now consider the progress of writing during
the first centuries of Islam. In view of what we have already learned, we need no longer look on
Muslim traditions with suspicion, as regards their account of the spread of Arabic writing in
79
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Muhammad's time and thereafter. If anything, those accounts underestimate rather than exaggerate. But they need not detain us here, for we wish to draw on firsthand materials, such
as inscriptions, coins, and manuscripts, for further developments in the Arabic script. A list
of Arabic inscriptions of the first century of Islam is to be found in the Repertoire chronologique
and in an article by el-Hawary. 80 Although the former lists twenty-three inscriptions from the
1st century, the dates of some are uncertain, and several originals of which we have no reproductions have been lost since their discovery. When these are set aside, we have in all thirteen dated inscriptions from the first century, the earliest date being A.H. 31 and the next
earliest A.H. 72.81 Three of these (Rep. Nos. 21-23) are either graffiti or are too fragmentary
for use, and two (Rep. Nos. 16-17) have scripts very similar to those of some of the remaining
eight which are reproduced by us in Plates II—III.
Next to the inscriptions comes the evidence of the earliest Muslim coins (PI. III). At first
the Muslims continued to use the coinages current in the lands they had conquered, modifying
them only by degrees. Their earliest practice was to strike Byzantine and Persian types with the
mint place or date in Arabic, or with a Muslim phrase for a legend such as &JUI ^^J or aJUl Vl aJt V.
Coins of this type date from the second decade of Islam.82 The first real Arabic type is credited
to the reign of CAH and bears the date A.H. 40 (PL III 7).83 This is supposed to have been the
model on which cAbd al-Malik's monetary reforms were based in A.H. 75.84 Thus, beginning
with the second decade, the 1st century of Islam affords us numerous inscriptions from which
the Arabic alphabet and its script can be studied.85
There remain for consideration the earliest parchment and papyrus manuscripts. So far as I
know there are no parchments definitely dated in the 1st century after the Hijrah, though
there are several Kur^anic manuscripts that are tentatively accepted by some as coming from
that period.86 Fortunately we can be more definite with the papyri. These give us two main
types of scripts—that of the protocols87 and that of the documents themselves, with some variations within each group or type. The former is a large, heavy script that resembles in some
respects the inscriptional and the Kur^anic Kufic, though it lacks the careful execution seen
in both groups. The script of the documents, on the contrary, is finer, more cursive, more
varied, and better executed. Grohmann has made a study of the documental script, based on
the evidence of two papyri in the Vienna collection which also happen to be the earliest two
Muslim documents extant. 88 They are PERF No. 558, which is dated A.H. 22, and PER Inv. Ar.
P. 94, which dates from about A.H. 30.89 Other documents in the same collection date from the
80
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second half of the 1st century, 90 the last decade of which has given us the important Aphrodito or Kurrah papyri. 91
When we marshal the collective paleographic and epigraphic evidence of these, the earliest
Muslim manuscripts, coins, and inscriptions, and compare them with pre-Islamic Arabic inscriptions and then compare both groups with the Nabataean, as we have attempted in Plate
V, we have before us the proof of two important conclusions so far as North Arabic writing is
concerned. One is that the Arabic writing of the 1st century of Islam is a normal and gradual
development of the Arabic script of the 6th century after Christ, which in turn is in all essentials a direct development of the Aramaic Nabataean script of the first centuries of our era—
facts which are more or less widely known and are now generally accepted. The other important conclusion is that we can no longer draw a chronological demarcation line between what
are commonly termed the Kufic and the naskhl scripts, nor can we consider the latter as a development of the former. This has thus far been suspected by only a few, but now demands a
more general recognition. Our materials clearly show that there were two tendencies at work
simultaneously, both of them natural ones. The first was to give us a ''monumental/ 9 the
other the more practical "manuscript" style of writing. Let us not call these Kufic and naskhl,
for those terms convey a wrong set of ideas. The monumental script was modeled after the
more or less square Nabataean characters, it was usually executed on stone or metal, and the
occasion which called it forth was generally some event important to the person or persons
concerned. Because of these factors it acquired an angular, severe, and stately character which
in well executed specimens is not void of that beauty which frequently goes with simplicity.
The manuscript style, on the contrary, was used on softer and more yielding writing materials.
Like all handwriting, it showed a tendency to round out and finally developed into a rounded
cursive script more suitable for general use. The Namarah inscription (PL I 2) shows features
of both scripts; for though some of its letters are separate and angular, others are joined into
syllables and even words, while curvilinear strokes are not wanting. This is not surprising,
since all three of these features are to be readily found in purely Nabataean inscriptions. The
inscriptions and the ICui°anic manuscripts of early Islamic times show the monumental style,
while the contemporary state documents present us with the more cursive script. The terms
that came to be applied to them by the early Arabs themselves could not have had the chronological significance that some later Arabs92 and most western writers have put into them, for
after all Kufic means the style of Ktifah and naskhl the style of the copyist.
full name we learn from Kind!, pp. 358-60, was at first governor of the district of Akhmim, from which office he was
called in Jumada II, 140 (Oct., A.D. 757), by Judge Ghauth ibn Sulaiman aHJadraml to be his deputy judge for all Egypt,
which office he filled for four short months, when sudden death overtook him. The present (undated) document from his
administration can therefore be credited at the latest to the first half of A.H, 140. Grohmann, not recognizing the identity
of Yazid ibn cAbd Allah, has left the dating of this important trilingual document very indefinite, though he argues quite
correctly for the general period (cf. Arabic Papyri in the Egyptian Library III [Cairo, 1938] 67 and 86 f.). He has, however, made certain the reading of " c Attas" from the Greek portion of the document (cf. ibid., No. 167, lines 82 and 97 f.).
The name is listed also in Dhahabi's Kitdb al-mushtabih ft asma? al-rijal (ed. by P. de Jong [Leyden, 1881]) p. 336. The
information concerning iic Attas" came too late for inclusion of the last two titles in the Bibliography.
90
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II
D E V E L O P M E N T OF SPECIFIC SCRIPTS
EARLY KUR'ANIC SCRIPTS
Nadim lists the four more generally recognized early Arabic scripts in the order Makkan,
Madman, Basran, and Kufic. Immediately following, under the heading of KurDanic scripts
(khutut al-masahif), the order is Makkan, Madman, Kufic, and Basran. 1 One is tempted to
accept the chronological significance implied in this order, especially between the first two and
the last two, if for no other reason than that Kufah and Basrah did not start their career as
Muslim cities until the second decade of Islam.2 But these cities were located close to Anbar
and Hirah in c Irak, Kufah being but a few miles south of Hirah. We have already seen the
major role the two earlier cities played in the evolution of Arabic writing, and it is but natural
to expect them to have developed a characteristic script to which the newer cities of Kufah
and Basrah fell heir, so that for Kufic and Basran script one is tempted to substitute Anbaran
and Hlran. To import the Makkan-Madman script wholesale into these cities of c Irak is to
carry coals to Newcastle. With this fact in mind, the Muslim tradition that the original Arabic
script was the Kufic (that is, Hlran or Anbaran) is one of those statements which, though
known to be half wrong, may yet be half right. For though it is true that to the NabataeanArabic goes the honor of being the first Arabic script, yet our study so far shows that the script
of Hirah must have been the leading script in the 6th century and as such must have influenced
all later scripts, including the Makkan-Madlnan. It is therefore all the more important to discover the main characteristics of this early Arabic script.
Our earliest Arabic authors point to a marked similarity of the early Arabic script to the
Syriac and, unaware, for the most part, of the Nabataean origins, report the tradition current
in their days that the Arabic alphabet was based on the Syriac. 3 This again is a misstatement
that nevertheless contains a germ of truth; for back of it must be the fact of the actual similarity between the Syriac and Arabic scripts of the 6th-7th century after Christ, a similarity
that seemed to justify the above mentioned tradition to the minds of those recording it. These
were men who were in a position to compare early Arabic specimens, now no longer extant but
relatively numerous in their day, with the Syriac script—the estrangelo. Since with iew exceptions this similarity could not have applied to the individual letter forms as such, it must have
been limited largely to the general appearance of the scripts; and it is indeed chiefly there that
we find it. It is a similarity of stiffness, of angularity, of comparatively short vertical strokes
that tend to give a certain "squareness" to the scripts. These are all marked features of the
estrangelo Syriac script, and they are to be found, though in a lesser degree, in the early Arabic
inscriptions of Zabad, Harran, and Umm al-Jimal (PL I 3-5), all of which are more or less
"square" and angular and have short vertical strokes. These features are more marked in the
Zabad and Harran inscriptions, and this is all the more significant since the Syriac appears
side by side with the Arabic in both of them. It is also important to note that none of these in1

Fihrist, p. 6.

2

Yakut I 638 and 641 f., II 375, IV 322 f.; Kalkashandi IV 333-35; Baladhurl, pp. 275-77. Cf. also EI, arts, on Kufah
and Basrah, for this and following statements.
3

Baladhuri, p. 471; Kalkashandl III 12; Hajji Khallfah III 147.
17
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scriptions have the separate alif bent to the right at the lower end, while a downward slant to
the left is seen only in a few strokes in the Harran and Umm al-Jimal inscriptions. 4 It is my belief
that the earliest Arabic scripts of Anbar and Hirah, where Syriac influence was undeniably
strong, were scripts of this type. Normally, then, we should look for these same characteristics in the succeeding scripts of Kufah and Basrah; should we indeed find them there, we
could draw but one conclusion, namely that the Syriac estrangelo definitely influenced the
early Ktific.
The Fihrist in describing the Makkan-Madlnan script gives also some idea of what the KuficBasran script was not. However, one need hardly expect any spectacular variations in the
scripts of these four leading cities, for, as we have already seen, increased activities in writing
in Makkah and Madlnah date from the days of Bishr, who avowedly taught the script he had
himself learned in Hirah, Thus a fundamental similarity of the four scripts is to be expected.
It is therefore understandable to find the Makkan and the Madman scripts grouped together
and similarly characterized, and likewise it is natural to assume that the Kufic and the Basran
also were thus closely related. Lacking a separate description of each of the four scripts, we
can thus, for all general purposes, speak of two types, the Makkan-Madlnan and the KuficBasran, and for the sake of brevity refer to these as the Makkan and the Kufic respectively
until such time as, with increased materials and opportunities to study them, we are able to
arrive at more specific descriptions of each of these four scripts.
According to Nadim, the Makkan script had these three characteristics: the alif bends to
the right at the lower end, the extended vertical strokes {al-asabiiy i.e., alif, lam, larn-alif, la?,
and sometimes kdf) are high, and the script has a moderate downward slant to the left.5 Nadim's intended illustrations are unfortunately missing, so we must content ourselves with this
meager description, with the additional information that there were three varieties of the
Madman: the round (mudawwar), the triangular (inuthallath), and the composite (ii?rn)f the
last perhaps a combination of the first two. In the round variety presumably the small loops
of /, kj ?n, w, and lam-alif and final h, c, and gh would be round, while in the triangular they
would approach the form of a triangle. 7
With this description of the Makkan before us, we presume that the early Kufic script would
lack one or more of the three main Makkan features, unless we are to assume that the presence
of any one of these three features constitutes a Makkan script. This would complicate matters
considerably, since the true Kufic would then have to be one in which all three features are
lacking. But to expect at this early and still formative stage so much logic in an activity that
is after all an art—the art of writing—is to expect an unnatural and a deadening accuracy.
As a matter of fact Makkan scripts in which all three features are present are readily found;8
but there seem to be no early manuscripts the script of which lacks consistently all three features, 9 though there are many specimens in which one or two of the three are lacking. The
earliest Muslim inscription, the tombstone of cAbd al-Rahman ibn Khair al-Hajri (PL I I 1),
4

On PI. V the alifs from these inscriptions showing a bend to the right are connected, not separate, alif's.

6

Fihrist, p. 6.

6

Ibid.

7

See p. 36, n. 125. It is very probable that Nadim had in mind a generally round script in which curves were used also
in the other letters, e.g. j , s, s, n, and y, as well as in the ligatures, as distinguished from a generally angular script in
which, in addition to the small triangular loops, straight strokes predominated in the letter forms as well as in the
ligatures; cf. pp. 22 f.
8
9

Cf. our Nos. 1-7 and Noldeke, GQ III, Pis. IV and VIII.

Cf. the early protocol scripts, e.g. that of PERF No. 77, of A,H. 65-86, which comes the nearest to lacking these features.
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dated 31/652, lacks the bend of the alif to the right, has but a few slanting strokes, and, though
it starts with long vertical strokes, ends up with decidedly shorter ones; yet it is markedly
angular and square. It is certainly not Makkan and can safely be considered as poor Kufic.
Several other inscriptions of the first century (Pis. II 2-6 and III 2) show varied combinations,
in all of which the downward right-to-left slant is wanting, in most of which the alif with the
bend to the right is the rule, and in some of which the vertical strokes are so short that they
give the script a certain squatty, stunted appearance. Among the earliest Km°ans, scripts
with the alif bent to the right but with somewhat short, straight vertical strokes (asabic) are
seen in our Nos. 10-13 and in Ar. Pal. Plates 17 and 19-30, of the 2d-4th century; in the
same work, in Plates 13-16, of the lst-2d century, the vertical strokes are straight but long.
The protocol script, though it uses the alif with or without the bend indiscriminately, has
nevertheless exceedingly short and mostly straight vertical strokes. Karabacek called this
script "lapidary," and Grohmann has remarked on its similarity to the KurDanic scripts.10
After looking at these inscriptions, Km°ans, and protocols over and over again, one is led to
believe that the heavy, thick, frequently short, comparatively angular, and more or less square
script represents the earliest monumental Hiran-Kufic type; that the alif with the bend to the
right, though not consistently used in the early Kufic, was a feature common to it and the early
Makkan; that the regularly long, slanting stroke for the asabic in the Makkan contrasted with
the frequently short, vertical one in the early Kufic; and finally that gradually the length of
the vertical stroke became immaterial in both, so that the moderately slanting stroke of the
Makkan and the vertical stroke of the Kufic remained as their most distinctive features.
The above identification of the earliest Kufic script forces on our attention its similarity in
general appearance to the early Syriac; hence the influence of the estrangelo script can no
longer be considered as a mere hypothesis.11 The Syriac influence extended even farther with
the adoption of the modified diacritical and vowel systems, the one in pre-Islamic days, the
other late in the 1st or early in the 2d century of Islam. So perhaps it will not be amiss to follow, in passing, the main outlines of Syriac literature 12 and script.13 This branch of the Aramaic
family of languages dates from the last centuries before Christ. With the introduction of Christianity into Edessa, Syriac became the church language of the East. As a literary language it
was in bloom from the 3d to the 7th century, when it received a setback with the passing of
Persia and the advent of Islam. It was well on the decline in the 8th century and, despite a
revival in the 9th and again in the 12th-13th century, eventually became a dead language, except for its use in the church service and in some out-of-the-way villages. In the meantime
Arabic had replaced it as the common language of the people.
The Syriac script is closely allied to the Palmyrene. The earliest script, known as the estrangelo, is square, angular, and for the most part uncial. The Nestorian-Jacobite church controversy of the end of the 5th century eventually produced in the language a dialect split
which was soon reflected in the script. The eastern or Nestorian branch, though it kept closer
to the original estrangelo, nevertheless developed into a distinct type by the 9th century. The
western or Jacobite, however, evolved into a more rounded cursive script known as serto. The
estrangelo proper, of which the earliest sample we have is dated A.D. 4 1 1 / 4 soon fell into com10

CPR III, Bd. I, Teil 2, pp. xx f.
Moritz in El I 388.
12
Duval, pp. 325-411, is followed mainly. Cf.r however, Baumstark, especially the sections covering the different
centuries.
13
Wright, Syr. Cat. I l l xxix-xxxii.
14
Wright, Foes., PI. XI; cf. also Pis. XXXIX and XXVII, of A.D. 464 and 509 respectively, and Wright, Syr. Cat. Ill,
Pis. I, II, and IV. For early inscriptional Syriac see Lidzbarski, Handbuch I 483 f.
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parative disuse; the Nestorian continues in the east, and the serto in the west, to the present
day. Of other, minor types which developed, the Malkite is closer to the Nestorian than to the
serto, and the Palestinian is more inclined to the estrangelo.15 Variations within the main
types are met with from period to period, but they are relatively slight.
The Fihrist mentions the estrangelo, the serto, and a third script, the iskulitha ("scholastic")- Each of the three scripts is compared to and paralleled with an Arabic script or "pen"
(kalam)™ but it is difficult to tell at first whether the comparison refers to only the type of
work or works for which the corresponding Arabic script was used or is based also on some calligraphic similarity. Though the former seems the more likely, there is a possibility that the
latter also is meant; for the estrangelo, called the best and the most elegant, is defined as a
heavy script and is paired with the scripts of the Kurgan and of official documents. Again, the
serto, which we are told is used for correspondence and dispatches, is paired with the rikdc
script, which is a common script employed for smaller-sized sheets of paper, with letter forms
similar to those of the thuluth.17 Now the thuluth, as contrasted with the early Kin°anic scripts,
is decidedly rounder and more cursive, differing in just the same qualities in which the serto
differs from the estrangelo. We have already spoken of the similarity of the early Arabic
scripts, especially the Kufic, to the estrangelo, so that in both these cases a functional as well
as a calligraphic comparison is possible. There remains the so-called "scholastic," characterized
as a light, round pen and paired with the pen of the warrdkin, that is, scribes and copyists who
wrote on paper.18 The warraki script, as we shall presently see, was a light script more suitable for paper than the larger and heavier Kufic used for parchments. Nevertheless, it was
closely allied to the Kufic. Like the Nestorian script, it was fully developed by the 9th century. 19 Since the Nestorian, the third major Syriac script, bore somewhat the same relationship to the older estrangelo that the warraki script bore to the older Kufic—that is, the Nestorian kept close to the estrangelo forms but was, nevertheless, a lighter and more delicate
script—I am led to suggest here that the "scholastic" script of the Fihrist was in all probability the Nestorian script. In that case a calligraphical comparison between the Nestorian and
the warraki scripts would be possible. If we may judge from Syriac and Arabic manuscripts,
a basis for such comparisons seems actually to have existed. This naturally raises the question
of the influence of the one group of scripts on the other. But before we go into that, it would be
well to look into a script that is allied to both groups—Christian Arabic writing.
A study of Christian Arabic manuscripts shows the interesting fact that some of the earliest
of these come the nearest to showing an estrangelo influence, though indirectly through the
Nestorian, in the general appearance of the script, which is firm and inclined to squareness.20
Others, some of approximately the same period and some of a later date, show the effect of
Jacobite serto.21 Furthermore, a comparison of several of these Christian manuscripts with
largely contemporary Kufic Kin°ans reveals a decided similarity of scripts.22 However, the
u Wright, Syr. Cat. I l l xxx.
16

Fihrist, p . 12.
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Kalkashandi I I 476; see below, pp. 29f.
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t9
Fihrist, p . 8; Kalkashandi I I I 119.
Wright, Syr. Cat. I l l xxxi; Fihrist, p . 8.
20
Cf., e.g., "Stud. Sin." X I I xviii and PL II, the earliest dated Christian Arabic ms. (876 [ = A.H. 264]), Wright, Foes., PL
XCV, a ms. of the 9th century, and Fleischer, Kteinere Schriften I I I , PL I and PL I I , No. I I , with such estrangelo and
Nestorian mss. as are reproduced in Wright, Facs., Pis. L X V I and X C I X , and in Wright, Syr. Cat. I l l , Pis. X - X I I I .
21
Cf. "Stud. S i n / ' X I I , PL I I I ( a m s . of the year 917 [ = A.H. 30o]),ibid. V I I I , PL I, and ibid. X I , Pis. I - V I I I , with serto
mss. of the 8th and 9th centuries illustrated in Wright, Syr. Cat. I l l , Pis. V I I I - I X ; cf. also Fleischer, op. cit. PL I I I , No. I,
and PL V, with Wright, Syr. Cat. I l l , Pis. V-VI, and Wright, Facs., PL L X X V I . This last, a bilingual Arabic-Syriac ms.
(of A.D. 1019?) clearly illustrates the point under consideration.

™ Cf. "Stud. Sin." X I I , PL II, and Fleischer, op. cit. PL I, with Ar. Pal. PL 45 b, a Kurgan of the 3rd century after the
Hijrah; also Fleischer, op. cit. PL I I , No. I, and PL V, and Wright, Facs., PL XCV, with Tisserant, PL 43 b, and Ar. Pal
Pis. 45 a and 46 a.
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script generally accepted as the Christian Arabic type 23 has, so far as is known, no KurDanic
parallel. From the 10th century on, the Christian Arabic script begins gradually to lose its
similarity to the Syriac scripts on the one hand and to become more and more like the current
Muslim Arabic scripts on the other hand, until eventually it becomes very difficult to distinguish the one type from the other.
These facts point to an interesting cycle of events, at the start of which the Arabs were the
borrowers from the more advanced Syrian Christians of the north, but at the end of which the
subject Syrian Christians had in turn become the borrowers from the ruling Arabs. The early,
pre-Islamic influence of the Syriac on the Arabic as a whole was largely checked by the end of
the 3d century after the Hijrah; from then on its influence was almost wholly limited to the
Christian Arabic scripts, but particularly to the type illustrated in "Stud. Sin." XI, Pis. I VIII, and XII, PL I I I . This script, as Margoliouth has suggested, was very likely the one
employed for manuscripts meant especially for Christian consumption.24 Frequently, however,
Christian works were meant for general consumption, for Muslim writers show a familiarity
with Christian books and literature. Perhaps the turning point came when the Syrian Christians began to use Muslim scripts for works likely to be read by Muslims. The general trend of
political and social events also forced the average Syrian Christian, in or out of government
service, to ingratiate himself with his rulers by conscious imitation, 25 which extended to the
copying of the Muslim style of writing. Such imitation was not limited to calligraphy only, but
appeared, as early as the 3d century after the Hijrah, also in the use of the Muslim bismillah
formula instead of the regular Christian formula, "In the name of the Father . . . . , " and in
the use of the Muslim era for dating the manuscripts, first together with other era dates and
later as the only date. 26 Nevertheless, Arabic, as the language of the rulers and in a very special sense as the language of Islam, never became the church language of any of the different
sects of subject Christians. And even when Arabic became the unquestioned common language
of the subject people, the reluctance of the Syrian Christians to yield up their language and
script completely is seen in the emergence of the Garshuni—Christian Arabic written in Syriac
characters. 27
But to return to our early Arabic and Kur^anic scripts. The Kufic and the Makkan were
both destined for great things. It is natural to suppose that of the two the Makkan-Madman
took the lead in use for Kin°anic manuscripts, 28 since the first official KurDans, those of c Uthman, were probably in that script. Yet when these KurDans were written Kufah was already in
the foreground; and indeed, even before the edition of c Uthman was undertaken, prominent
Kufans were working on a similar though nonofficial project. There were, for instance, the
edition of Ibn Mas c ud, who was judge and treasurer of Kufah, and the edition of Abu Musa
ibn Kais, who was governor of Basrah in A.H. 17 and later governor of Kufah also. Both of
these editions were popular among the people of Kufah and Basrah.29 Furthermore SacId ibn
al-cAsi, a member of Zaid's Km°an committee, was at the same time governor of Kufah
(A.H. 29-34). 30 Thus, even if the official edition was written in the Makkan script it is not likely
that Kufah, with its own editions and its own script, would meekly copy the Makkan. Of
course, these prominent men of c Irak had not grown up there. They very likely learned to write
in Makkah while still young and would therefore have the Makkan script, which they may
23

Cf. "Stud. Sin.77 XI, Pis. I-VIII, and ibid, XII, PI. I l l and p. xi.
25
"Stud. Sin.77 XII xi.
Cf. ibid. pp. x f.
26
Fleischer, op. ciL pp. 391 f.; "Stud. Sin.77 XII, Pis. II-III.
27
Cf. Margoliouth in JRAS, 1903, pp. 765-70, for Christian Persian written in Syriac characters.
28
Cf. F. Krenkow in Islamic Culture VIII (1934) 173, n. 1.
29
30
Noldeke, GQ II 28-30.
Ibid. p. 55.
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have preferred to the regular Hlran-Kufic. But granting this point, it would hold, so far as the
script is concerned, for a very short period only, perhaps for just a decade or two. For, beginning with cAlI and Abu al-Aswad, the cIrakis were soon going their own way in the writing of
the Kurgan, even to the extent of introducing new practices in vocalization, punctuation, and
perhaps also ornamentation. And this they did in spite of the fact that prominent Hijazis
were opposed to all such innovations (cf. pp. 41, 54 f,, and 59). Thus not only were the Kufans
likely to keep their own, but with the rapid rise of their great city to fame their script was soon
to rival the Makkan and take the leadership in Kur^anic scripts, so much so that in later centuries the phrase "Kufic script" became almost synonymous with "Km°anic script." As a result of this, Muslims and non-Muslims, easterners and westerners, some even up to the present
day, classed all specimens of early Kur'anic scripts, the Makkan included, under the term
"Kufic."
Our study points to two fundamental varieties of the early Kufic. Early references to these
types are lacking. Later sources are fragmentary and for the most part refer to analogous
types current in the particular author's time. Fortunately, a true picture of these fundamental
types can be gained by supplementing these references with specimens of early inscriptions,
Kur'ans, and manuscripts. Kalkashandi has preserved two interesting passages—the one
traced, in part at least, to Ibn Muklah, the other quoted from Ibn al-Husain's book on the
thuluth.*1 Both speak of a variety of Kufic scripts, all of which derive from two main types.
In the first passage one of these is equated with the tumdr, which is described as "all mabsut
with nothing mustadir in it," the other with the ghubdr al-hilyah, which is described as "all
mustadir with nothing mustaklm in it." In the second passage the two fundamental types are
characterized generally as the mabsut and the mukawwar. The muhakkak is given as a sample
of the former, and the thuluth and rikdc are mentioned as varieties of the latter. Evidence,
however, of the analogy between these types (the mustaklm or mabsut on the one hand and the
mustadir or mukawwar on the other) and the parent Kufic varieties is seen in the fact that our
source associates the tumdr with the writing of early KurDans and uses the term mustaklm or
"straight" in opposition to mustadir or "round."32
The analogous relationship between the early Kufic mustadir and the later mustadir or
mukawwar need hardly detain us here. That between the mustaklm and the mabsut, however,
needs further clarification. Kalkashandi III 15 characterizes the mukawwar of his day as a
soft or pliable type in which the parts that fall below the line (cardkdt) are deeply curved
(makhsuf) and considerably lowered. The mabsut he describes negatively as a hard or rigid
type lacking in the features characteristic of the mukawwar. The terms mukawwar, makhsuf,
and mabsut are used frequently in describing the various letter forms of the different scripts
illustrated by that author, though unfortunately he does not include the forms for the muhakkak, in which the mabsut is said to predominate. Nevertheless, a study of the illustrated scripts
shows clearly that in the mukawwar we have essentially rounded forms, while in the mabsut the
corresponding forms have an element of angularity resulting from the somewhat extended and
markedly shallow curves, some of which approach a straight line. Thus s, s, and k appear as
**, ^ j Q , and
A under the first, and as ^ y*,
j&, and
$ under the second
description.33 In other words, the loops (Qarakat) of the former are arcs approaching semicircles,
while in the latter they take an angular bend with the curve much flattened and somewhat
extended horizontally. This gives these forms a comparatively "open," "expanded," or
"spread-out" appearance. A glance at any collection of early Kufic Km°ans and inscriptions
31
32

Kalkashandi III 52 and 15; cf. pp. 30-32 below.
Kalkashandi III 52; cf. also Robertson, pp. 69 and 71 f.

33

Kalkashandi III 109 f. and 113.
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reveals the mustakim variety as one in which straight strokes, meeting for the most part at
right angles, predominate in the ligatures and in varying degrees also in the letter forms. The
analogy between the mabsut and mustakim, both of which are contrasted with an essentially
round type (mustadlr and mukawwar), is therefore clearly seen. To avoid confusion we shall
hereafter refer to the earlier mustadlr and mustakim as the round and the angular, and to the
analogous mukawwar and mabsut as the round and the open or expanded, type respectively.
This evidence from Kalkashandl and his sources of the existence of two fundamental types in
the Ktific is fully supported by early specimens. The angular variety common in inscriptions
and KurDans is too well known to need further comment. The round variety, not as well known,
is nevertheless readily recognizable in lst-century protocols and state papers.34 Kufic KurDans
of later date show specimens of both the round35 and the angular36 type. Specimens of the former type have been frequently but erroneously described as Kufic-nasfcM,37 with the implication that they represent a script transitional from an earlier Kufic to a supposedly later naskhl
variety.
It must not be supposed that the early Kufic became fixed and inviolate. We have already
seen its tendency to use the alif with a bend to the right and to use short or long vertical
strokes indiscriminately. It may thus have contributed to the lack of agreement as to what
actually constituted the proper proportion between the width and the length of the alif.38
In later monumental and ornamental Kufic the alif became exceedingly high. The script as a
whole passed through the various stages of development—growth, grandeur, degeneration,
and decay39—until as a branch of art it represents in a general way the historical stages of
the Arab Empire. For just as the simple, austere Ktific was in vogue in the rugged days of the
foundation of the Empire, so the various stages of the floriated and interlaced Kufic were in
fashion during the period of general splendor and magnificence. Finally the degenerate Kufic,
extremely angular and void of any aesthetic value, mirrored the decline of that Empire.40
It is clearly evident by now that the term "Kufic" is incorrectly applied to the script of
many an early Kui°anic manuscript. Most early Kui°an collections must have a fair number
in the Makkan script. Attention has already been drawn to some of these. 41 Several of the
Paris Catalogue numbers described by de Slane as of Hijazi script probably belong to this
group.42 Doubtless the British Museum and the Berlin Museum collections have some, though
very likely they are listed under "Kufic." One of the finest specimens of the large Makkan
script is a Kui°an manuscript in the Hartford Theological Seminary Library. 43 The present
collection has eight specimens of the Ktific script, of both the large and the small variety.
The Kufic and the Makkan, however, are by no means the only early scripts represented in
extant KurDanic manuscripts. We are fortunate in having specimens of at least two others, the
maHl, and the mashk, both of which are listed in the Fihrist. The first, though long identified
" CPE III, Bd. I, Toil 3, Pis. 2 and 31; PSR, PL VII.
33
Cf. Ar. Pal PL 45 b.
Cf. Ar. Pal. Pis. 42 and 45 a.
37
Cf. Wright, Facs., Pis. VI, XX, XCV, and XXXIV; the first three are Christian documents.
38
39
Cf. Kalkashandl III 27 f. and 45.
Cf. Flury in Syria II (1921) 230-34.
40
The identification and classification of the numerous varieties of the later Kufic, Kin°anic and non-Kur'anie, is a
theme in itself deserving of a special study. The Persians more than any other people of the Empire played a major role
in these later developments and differentiations, so that one is justified in speaking of a number of Persian Kufic varieties
of scripts. Specimens of Km°anic Persian Kufic of the 6th century after the Hijrah are given by Moritz in EI I, art.
"Arabia/' PI. V (lower part), and Ar. Pal PL 85. For further specimens of this type see Ars Islamica IV (1937) 232-48;
and cf. below, p. 36, n. 129,
41
Cf. p. 22.
« E.g. those under NOB. 326 and 328-30.
43
See Macdonald in American Oriental Society, Proceedings, March, 1894, pp. lxx-lxxii. I am indebted for a reproduction of this to the kindly efforts of Professor Macdonald, also to Professor Thayer of the Hartford Seminary Library.
35
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by Karabacek, has been little heard of since his day; the second, as an individual Kur'anic
script, is, so far as I know, being identified here for the first time. Karabacek first pointed out
that the script of Wright, Facs., Plate LIX (our PL VI1), was the mdHl script. 44 Later he drew
attention to the fundamental similarity between it and the script of Ar, Pal, Plate 44.45 Both
of these specimens have the tall strokes, the characteristic slant (which is, however, more
marked in Wright, Facs., PL LIX), and the alif without the bend to the right. The Wright
example is also heavy and angular, whereas that of Ar, Pal. is comparatively lighter and rounder. Samples of this extremely slanted mdHl script are rare. One is to be found in "Stud. Sin/'
XI, Plate IV; a second, reproduced in Tisserant, Specimina codicum orientalium, Plate 41 a,
is No. 328:1 of the Paris Catalogue, The first of these seems to be identical with Wright, Facs,,
Plate LIX, in all but one respect—the bend of the alif to the right. The second is closer to
AT, Pal, Plate 44. Two other manuscripts might be considered in this group, "Stud. Sin." XI,
Plate V,46 and Tisserant, Specimina codicum orienlalium, Plate 41b, that is, No. 328:4 of
the Paris Catalogue, Though in a slanting hand, neither of the two is as slanted as the first
four mentioned above; and while the alif with and without the bend to the right appears in the
first, only the alif without the bend is seen in the second. Both are decidedly angular. These
two may well represent a brief intermediate stage from the Makkan to the mdHl script.47
Unfortunately none of the mdHl specimens are definitely dated, though all of them are unquestionably early. Since the mdHl script is clearly a development of the Makkan, there is no
reason why it could not have developed by the 2d century of Islam. Other signs, such as the
lack of vowels, the use of strokes for diacritical marks, and the simple punctuation devices, all
likewise point to an early date. It is true that the round variety appearing in Ar, Pal, Plate
44 stands somewhat apart from the more numerous angular Makkan and Kufic Kur^ans of the
early centuries. But with our study pointing definitely to the existence of both a round and an
angular variety in these early scripts, it is not difficult to accept it with Karabacek 48 as coming
from the 2d century after the Hijrah, although Moritz has placed this specimen in the 3d
century.
We turn now to the identification of the mashk script.49 Arabic dictionaries50 tell us that the
main idea of the verb mashakais "to speed'' and that the ma§hk script is one written speedily with
extended (horizontal) strokes. Suli (d. 335/946)51 describes experiences common to most of
us when he states that there are two diametrically opposed situations which result in hurried,
faulty writing. The first of these is when mind and body are both alert and the hand is eager
to keep pace with the rapid flow of thought. The second is when mind and body are both
weary and the tired fingers fail to function well and effectively. As deficiencies of hurried writing he mentions in addition to the extended stroke the crowding of some letters, misuse of
ligatures, and failure to raise or depress letters and strokes above or below the line—all familiar
4
< WZKM V (1891) 324, where he refers to the second of Loth's "Zwei arabische Papyri," ZDMG XXXIV (1880)
685-91, as a second specimen. This, however, proves to be not mdHl but a manuscript variety of the Makkan which is
closer to the script of the IJurrah papyri than to any Kurgan script.
« WZKM XX (1906) 137.
46
For further comments on "Stud. Sin." XI, Pis. IV-V, see its pp. xvii-xxi and xlix-lxviii. These mss. are remarkable
in that they are palimpsests in which Christian Arabic is written over IJur^an text. It would be interesting to know when
and how these Kurgan fragments came into the possession of Christians who put them to such an unusual use.
47
There is one other specimen of this slanting script, to which unfortunately I have no access at present; it is mentioned
by Grohmann (CPR III, Bd. I, Teil 1, p. 69, n. 3), who compares it to Ar. Pal. PL 44.
48
WZKM XX 37.
49
Fihrist, pp. 6 f.; Kalkashandl III 144; Bjorkman, pp. 8 and 13.
60
Cf., e.g., Ibn Man?ur, Lisan al-Wab XII 220-22 and Murtada, Taj aUarus VII 70 f.
61
Adab al-kuttab, pp. 55 f.
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to hurried and tired note-takers, copyists, and writers. Experience again convinces us that of
these faults the extended stroke is the commonest, and that on the whole a hurried script
tends to gain the appearance of horizontal elongation at the expense of vertical breadth. That
such writing should be disliked and even abhorred, but nevertheless be frequently found, is not
surprising. In the early days of Islam the mashk, essentially a hasty and faulty script, received,
especially in Kur 3 anic writing, drastic disapproval and condemnation,52 for c Umar ibn alKhattab is credited with saying that "the evil of writing is the mashk"™ Yet it is not at all impossible to eliminate the evident faults of hasty writing and to produce a boldly extended yet
carefully written script. Such indeed seems to have been the case with the mashk, for the term
has come to mean large or bold writing. We can, I think, trace some of the steps in this development.
The earliest account we have of mashk, that is, of the use of the extended stroke in writing,
is that of Ibn Durustuyah (258-347/871-958) in his Kitab al-kuttab, where he refers to it as
madd and matLbi The account is, so far as essential characteristics are concerned, in general
agreement with the contemporary but much shorter one of Suli, already referred to. Again,
both of these accounts are in general agreement with that of Kalkashandl. 55 Mashk is reported
as an old practice current among the people of Anbar.56 Though disliked by some, it was nevertheless permitted, especially at the end of a line, in order to avoid, if possible, the division of a
word between two successive lines.57 Once admitted, the practice seems soon to have made a
way for itself, for we find it in Fatimid times recognized as a means of beautifying and dignifying writing.58 This it could do only if written according to rules which had become established at an early date. When these rules were reasonably followed, the resulting script, KurD
anic or otherwise, was different enough—as differences go, especially in the early Kur'anic
scripts, which have so much in common—to be considered as an individual script on a par
with others. And it was indeed so considered by Nadlm, who lists it as an early Kur°anic
script, second only to the great four—Makkan, Madman, Basran, and Kufic.59
The general characteristics of the mashk script appear from our sources to be: horizontal
elongation at the expense of general height; consequent closer spacing of lines;60 moderate and
specific use of the extended stroke itself, excessive and haphazard extension being considered
abhorrent. 61 The rules for this last and fundamental factor in the mashk script are numerous.
Exceptions to the rules are many, and alternatives are sometimes stated. In a few instances
the sources record, without comment, rules that seem to be contradictory, and so leave the
scribe to use his own judgment. 62 It must be further remembered that the great majority of
these rules must have evolved gradually in the 1st and 2d centuries as a result of the experience
gained by the individual scribes through trial and error. This being the situation, one can
hardly expect to find in these early centuries a "perfect" mashk specimen. A fair example, that
is, one that conforms to the general requirements and adheres to a majority of the specific
mashk rules, is the most that can be expected. Such a specimen I believe we have in a 2d-cen52

Suli, p . 55; Itkan I I 170; Kalkashandl I I I 144.

53

Suli, p. 56.

54

Ibn Durustuyah, pp. 69 f.

55

Kalkashandl I I I 144-49.

56
Ibid. p. 144. Kalkashandf s source is the Sinacat al-kuttab of Abu Ja r far al-Nahhas, who died in 338/950; cf. Bjorkrnan, p. 76.
57
Ibid, pp. 144 f. and 151; Ibn Durustuyah, p. 69.
58

Kalkashandl I I I 144, who cites the Mawadd al-baydn of cAll ibn Khalaf; cf. Bjorkman, p. 77.

59

Fihrist, p. 6.

u

Ibn Durustuyah, p. 69, and Suli, p. 55.

62

60

Ibn Durustuyah, p. 69.

' E.g. Kalkashandl I I I 145 f. in the rules regarding a two-letter word.
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tury Kurgan illustrated in Ar. Pal Plate 17 and reproduced in part in our Plate VI. 63 Its general conformity to the rules stated above is apparent; and, when it is further tested by the
specific rules for the use of the mashk strokes, it is seen to conform to the great majority of
them.
The essential idea back of the rules for the use of the extended stroke is to produce in a manuscript page balance without monotony. Such balance is sought after in the relationship of line
to line, within the line, and within the individual word. Thus lines with marked extensions
must not follow or face each other, 64 as may be seen, for example, in Ar. Pal Plate 17, line 9,
which, with its marked extensions, follows a line that has very slight extension and is in turn
followed by one that has none. Extension is not permissible at the beginning of a line, may be
used at the end, and is best used in the middle section.65 This rule is well illustrated in our
specimen.
We come finally to the specific extended stroke within a given word. Here the rules are multitudinous and complex, and the scribe must frequently use his own judgment and taste in
their application. The extended stroke must not be used in two-letter words.66 Three-letter
words should as a rule have no extension, and four-letter words should be extended whenever
possible.67 The exceptions to this rule are based on the measure or weight of certain letters
which are considered heavy in certain positions; for example, j9 s, c, and their sister forms are
heavy letters when they occur at the beginning of a word, and each therefore has the weight or
equivalence of two ordinary letters. 68 Final alif and I likewise have the weight of two letters.
Thus we have three-letter words which for mashk purposes must be considered as words of four
letters. Since in ordinary four-letter words extension should take place between the first two
and the last two letters, the rule means that in such three-letter words the extension should
occur as follows: yX—*,, J^—e, +x—=»; I—^, J -u. In words where both initial and final
heavy letters occur, extension is to take place between the second and third letters, as in
J •£, J »J>, I M*.69 Illustrations of this rule in our specimen are seen in ^ ~» of line 1, in
J «»i of line 7, and in I—•jl70 of line 9. The ordinary four-letter word, being evenly divisible,
is the key word in the mashk script, which consciously aims to achieve balance. Words of more
than four letters are to be treated when possible as though they were a three- or four-letter
word. For instance, five- and six-letter words are to be treated as three- and four-letter words
respectively.71 Illustrations of these rules in our specimen for words accounted as of four letters are to be seen in 1_*J of line 4, ^ ^ — a i l of line 5, and I | j | of line 9; for words of more
than four letters, in *JC £J 72 in lines 5 and 8 and in *?* - ^ ; in line 9.
63
In view of the antiquity of mashk in general and the full account of its developments as current in the 3d century
after the Hijrah, we favor Moritz' date for this specimen against that of Karabacek, who placed it in the 3d century; cf.
WZKM XX 133-36.
64
This need not mean that every alternate line must have extensions; in fact this would be difficult to achieve with all
the rules that must be followed.
65
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 69; Kalkashandi III 148.
66
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 70; Bull, p. 55, seems to limit this to words of two letters one of which is an m. Kalkashandi III
145 f. treats the exceptions to this rule.
,;7
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 70; Suli, p. 55; Kalkashandi III 146.
68
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 70; Kalkashandi III 145 gives to s and sh the equivalence of three ordinary letters.
69
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 70; Kalkashandi III 146 specifies additional heavy letters and a few exceptions.
70
For mashk purposes the "word" consists of the connected letters only; cf. Kalkashandi III 144.
71
Kalkashandi III 147.
72
Those who allow extension in a five-letter word place the extended stroke between the first three and last twx> letters;
cf. Kalkashandi III 147.
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The above are by no means the only rules that the mashk scribe must keep in mind. Nearly
every letter of the alphabet has its own rules in this connection.73 It is hardly necessary to go
into all these here; we will, however, follow as many of them as are capable of illustration in
our limited specimen. Initial and medial k and I are as a rule not extensible; this rule is fully
followed in our specimen. The word ^ , t l •< in line 9 illustrates the complexity of the rules.
It called on the scribe to use his own judgment. He evidently decided to use mashk freely in
this particular line; his first word must not be extended, being at the beginning of the line.
The last two words offered no problem, being easily divisible. The second word must be extended, for otherwise the line would not be balanced. But this word involves several rules:
as a word accounted as of five letters, it should be divided between the first three and the last
two letters; to do this, medial / would have to be extended, and this is not permissible. To get
out of his difficulty the scribe treated this five-letter word as a word of four letters, on the
analogy of an exception to the rule as in ^ 1 «\74 and so extended the c preceding the L The
reversed y is considered the equivalent of an extension and has several specific rules of its own.75
Many of these rules are repeatedly followed in our specimen, both in the use of the reversed y,
as in <aa£a>_, A J L , and &j^ in lines 2, 3, and 5 respectively, and in the moderate size of the extension. These illustrations follow the rules that reversed y should follow/, is permissible after
b and its sister letters, but must not at any time be excessive in length.
The treatment of the wrord Allah is interesting. No specific rules regarding the word as such
are given. If we follow the general rule of considering only connected letters as a word for
mashk purposes, then the alif drops out of consideration, and we have a three-letter word
which in itself is not extensible, while at the same time it has initial and medial I, both of
which, according to their individual rules, are likewise not extensible, except that I followed by
h may be extended.76 Following the rule, we have *JUl; taking advantage of the exception, we
get s Ul ,77 But this last form gives a decidedly unbalanced division of the word, especially
with the preceding alif written close. Caught between the letter and the spirit of the mashk
law, the scribe of our specimen seems to have preferred the latter and treated the word as of four
ordinary letters, placing the extension between the first two and the last two, thus: id !|.
But even aside from this irregular word our specimen, as already stated, is not perfect.
For instance, it has a single reversed y at the end of line 2, and this is not permissible.78 Furthermore, it has several words divided at the end of a line, a practice that was disliked later in any
style of writing but was particularly common in all early Km°ans. 79 Some excuse may be
found for the scribe of our specimen, who seems to have been more concerned with mashk as
such than with the ends of the lines. Take for instance line 8. The last word is not extensible,
since none of its three letters, in the position in which they occur, are extensible. The other
two words in the line which permit of extension are already extended; if these had been extended farther to fill out the line, the scribe would have been guilty of excessive extension in
close succession in the same line as well as in successive lines—all phenomena expressly disliked as much as the breaking of a word at the end of a line. Enough has been said to show
how complicated the mashk is, and how frequently the scribe must use his own judgment in
balancing and deciding between different rules.
Our specimen shows a phenomenon implied in the general idea of the verb mashaka, though
73

Ihn Durustuyah, p. 70; Kalkashandi III 147-49.
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 70. Later sources, however, would not permit this; cf. Kalkashandi III 148, rule 6.
75
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 71; Kalkashandi III 149.
76
78
Kalkashandi III 148.
Ibn Durustuyah, p. 71.
77
79
Cf. Ar. Pal PL 16.
Ibid. p. 69, Kalkashandi III 151, and any collection of early Kur^ans.
74
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it is not specifically mentioned by the sources referred to above on the mashk. This is the principle of slenderizing the extended stroke, a principle which is in keeping with that of slenderizing the lines by reducing the height of their vertical strokes. In keeping with the slenderized
extended strokes are the equally slenderized horizontal strokes of d, dh, s, d} ty z, and k. It is
not necessary to limit this practice to the mashk, and indeed it was not so limited in the early
centuries, but it does seem to belong naturally with it.80
When we take into consideration the complexity of the mashk script, it is not at all surprising
to find it so rarely illustrated in hitherto known collections. Ar. Pal. Plates 19-30 appear to
be in mashk, but it is difficult to judge definitely since the lines are but partially illustrated.
The Paris collection presents us with a fair mashk specimen of the 3d century. 81 It is in many
respects very similar to Ar. Pal. Plate 17, differing from it only in the unusually dwarfed
crescent-like alif, which influences to a certain extent the rest of the vertical strokes (asabic).
This specimen has been more successful in avoiding a divided word at the end of a line, but
that has been gained at the expense of some unorthodox extensions.82 A third specimen (undated) comes from Istanbul. 83 That it was meant to be a mashk is hardly to be doubted; and
although it breaks a great number of the rules, resulting in excessive mashk, it might nevertheless be considered by some as introducing a certain beauty and dignity which would fulfil
the spirit if not the letter of the mashk script.
But the mashk stroke, controlled and limited by numerous and tedious mechanical rules,
perhaps proved too burdensome for wide Km°anic usage. As a means for achieving objective
beauty as well as for expressing subjective feeling and thought, the extended stroke, though
less mechanical, appears at times in later Km°ans written in a variety of semiornamental
Kufic of the 4th and 5th centuries after the Hijrah. 84
We must not lose sight of the fact that our sources deal primarily with secular scripts and
with the use of the mashk stroke in some of these, for instance in the styles used in correspondence or for epistles (rasaHl).Sb But here, as in the Kur'anic usage, the consistent and fully regulated use of mashk must have proved too exacting.
Thus, instead of classing all early Kur 3 anic specimens as Kufic, as has been the general practice hitherto, we now have four definitely identified scripts to consider—Kufic, Makkan,
mdHl, and mashk, the first and the last from c Irak, the other two from the Hijaz. We have also
to be on the lookout for at least three others—Basran, Madman, and muhakkak—closely related to those already identified.
We find the term muhakkak used in a general way to indicate a standard of excellence resulting from giving to each individual letter, in any particular script, its full due both in the
form of the letter itself and in the relationship of letter to letter, thus avoiding undue crowding
and the misuse of ligatures. In contrast with scripts embodying this high standard Kalka80
The letters t and ? do not appear in Ar. Pal. PI. 17. There is no question, however, that they would follow the same
principle as final k in the word malik in line 11, i.e., have horizontal strokes not of the same width as the vertical ones,

as in ^ B 9 j but of only about half that width, as in 1 ^ ^ ; cf. Ar. Pal. Pis. 1 and 6.
81
Paris Cat, No. 334:4, illustrated in Noldeke, GQ III, PI. I 2.
82
Among those who disliked the use of the mashk for Km°anic writing was Ibn Sirin (d. A.H. 110); cf. Ilkan II 170.
Asked for his reason, he replied: "It is defective. Do you not see how it submerges (yugharriku) the aliff It should be rejected." Cf. Ibn Abi Dawud, Kitdb al-ma§dhif, ed. Jeffery, p. 134, for the Arabic text. The specimen under consideration
does indeed "submerge" or dwarf the alif and therefore also the other vertical strokes (a§abic), reducing them almost to the
height of a final h. The alif in Ar. Pal. PI. 17 has not been dwarfed to the same extent, but even there it is comparatively
short.
83
Istanbul, Saray 50386, illustrated in Noldeke, GQ III, PL VI.
84
Cf. Schroeder, "What was the BadF script?" (Ars Islamica IV 232-48), also our p. 36, n. 129.
83
Ibn Durustuyah, pp. 69 and 74.
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shandi mentions the mutlak, that is, a "common" or "popular" class of scripts which were free
from the restrictions of the more formal and approved class.86 The term muhakkak was, however, applied also to an individual script. Nadlm tells us that in the early days of the Hashimites (cAbbasids) "there developed a new script called the Hrclki, which is the muhakkak that
is called the warrdkl*1 A warrak was either a copyist or a stationer or both,88 but in any case
his trade designation was connected with the chief writing material and main article of his
trade, namely paper. Kalkashandi II 476 expressly states that the term was applied to writers.89 Hence the triple name given by the Fihrist is indicative of a script that measured up to
high standards (muhakkak), that developed with the wider use of paper (warraM), and that
appeared first in c Irak (HraM). The beginning of the 2d century after the Hijrah was the logical time for such a script to make its appearance in c Irak. The development of penmanship in
general was on the rise, the volume of paper imported from Samarkand by the Arabs was on
the increase, and c Irak was naturally the country to absorb at first most of the paper imported,
since Egypt still had her papyrus. The first warrak of whom we have any record was Malik
ibn Dinar (d. A.H. 130), who copied Km°ans for a fee90 and probably used the warrdkl or
muhakkak script, perhaps even took a hand in its development.
The Fihrist gives us no clue as to the peculiarities which differentiated the muhakkak from
the other scripts. Still, writing mainly for secular scribes and paying no attention to origins,
states that "the best-looking of scripts is the delicate muhakkak with its rounded letters, its
open (maftuh) s's and t's, and its slurred or curtailed (mukhtalis) t's and h's." The openness of
s and t seems to refer to the head loops.91 Kalkashandi does not illustrate the muhakkak but
nevertheless gives us an idea of mukhtalis forms in other scripts, where some of these forms
show considerable curvature. 92 Fortunately Huart illustrates a few muhakkak forms,93 and
these seem to fit the characterization given by Suli. Kalkashandi lists the muhakkak among
his seven or eight chief pens; and, though he fails to give it full and specific attention, he does
nevertheless throw some light on its general character and its relationship to other scripts.94
As we have already seen from his account, the muhakkak was an open (mabsut) script closely
allied to the angular variety of the parent Kufic. As such it was used for the writing of the
tughrd or "sign" of high state officials.95 That the muhakkak, originating in Trak, should resemble the leading script of c Irak, the Kufic, is natural enough; and it is equally natural that
it, like the Kufic and other scripts, should develop a comparatively sedate and dignified angular variety for Km°ans and for ornamental purposes and a lighter, rounder variety for more
general use. This last is probably the muhakkak described by SulT, while the first seems to be
that of Kalkashandl's account; both types are implied in the Fihrist of Nadlm.
The muhakkak script developed and spread rapidly. It was widely used in the days of MaD86

Kalkashandi III 26.
Fihrist, p. 8, lines 25 f. It is possible that Nadim is here differentiating the secular muhakkak used on paper from the
muhakfcak largely used for parchment I-Cur^ans a n d other important documents.
88
Suli, pp. 94 f. and 103; Ibn Khaldun I 205 f.; cf. also Islamic Culture IX (1935) 131-43.
89
A warrak could not have been a paper-maker early in the 2d century, since paper factories were first introduced
among the Arabs in Rashld's day.
90
Macdrif, pp. 238 and 284; on p. 284 for al-masdhib read al-masdhif as on p. 238. Cf. also Fihrist, p. 6, and below, p.
53.
91
Cf. kalkashandi III 119.
92
Ibid. pp. 97, 108, 115, 122, and 130; these unfortunately do not include the t and h.
93
Les calligraphes, p. 55.
94
Kalkashandi III 15 and 51-53; cf. also our pp. 22f.
05
Ibid. p. 52; cf. Bjorkman under tughrd and cald?nat in the index.
87
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mun, and in Nadlm's own day there were several warrdkun who used it for KurDan copying.96
It seems to have gone through some artistic development at the hands of Ibn al-Bawwab,
who is erroneously credited with its invention.97 Now unknown or unavailable Arabic sources
may some day give us a fuller and more specific description of this script and lead to its definite
identification. For the present, however, we venture to suggest that possibly AT. Pah Plate
39 (of which PI. 40 is an enlarged detail), Noldeke, GQ III, Plate II, and our No. 15 are Kur3
anic specimens of the muhakkak. The script is Kufic in general appearance but is smaller than
that of the earlier Makkan and Ktific Kur^ans. Lines and wrords are carefully spaced, and the
entire script is well executed, each letter receiving careful attention both as to form and as to
ligatures.
Whether we shall ever be able to distinguish the Basran and the Madman from the Kufic
and the Makkan respectively depends on our finding the clue to their main differences in some
hitherto unknown or overlooked account. At present all we have that can point to the Basran
script is the Fihrist reference to Khashnam of Basrah, who wrote Kur^ans in the days of
Rashid and was considered among the very best of calligraphers. But the only characterization
of his script that we have is in the sentence kdnat alifdtuhu dhiracan shakkan bi-al-kalam?*
Even if we assume that Khashnam of Basrah actually wrote the Basran script, this sentence
does not tell us much to help distinguish it from the Ktific, unless it means that Khashnam
wrote a powerful hand essentially Kufic in character but with unusually long and heavy alifs
and therefore with all other vertical strokes equally heavy and large. But how heavy and how
large? If we are to accept dhirdcan to mean literally a "cubit" long, we must have an alif proportionately heavy. This, to judge by later accepted practice, would have the ratio of thickness to length anywhere from 1:6 to 1:10, at the most 1:12, which would give a possible thickness varying from 1| to 3 inches. Though letters of this magnitude are not impossible, they are
more likely to be used in inscriptions99 than in manuscripts, especially for a text of any considerable length. That Khashnam wrote the whole Kurgan or even a section (juz*) of it in this
large script seems hardly possible. We must therefore accept the phrase in a figurative sense.
Among the Kur>anic specimens available to me, there is a bare possibility that the script of our
No. 9 is of the type in question.100 To attempt any definite identification of the Basran and
Madman scripts from the Km°anic manuscripts available is to run the risk of mistaking the
peculiarities of different individual scribes for the characteristics of the scripts.
OTHER EASTERN SCRIPTS
Though thus far we have been concerned mainly with the early and angular KurDanic scripts,
we have repeatedly found it necessary to draw attention to the concurrent existence of a round,
cursive style of writing (cf. pp. 22 f.). The presence as early as the third decade of Islam of
a distinctly round manuscript hand such as we have in PERF No. 558 and PER Inv. Ar. P. 94
(Pis. IV-V) points to an early and likely pre-Islamic emergence of the round type. Manuscripts of the second half of the 1st century show more than one type of the round manuscript
hand.101 Second-century manuscripts show an even larger variety,102 though the link with the
95

Fihrist, p. 7.

97

Huart, op. cit. p. 80.

^ Fihrist, p. 7.

90

Professor Sprengling has drawn my attention to the following passage from Plautus (Loeb Classical Library) IV
82, lines 836 f. of the play Poenulus, as translated by Nixon: "There you can see epistles, epistles inscribed on earthenware, sealed with pitch, names on 'em in eighteen-inch (cubitum) letters."
100

Cf. also Paris Cat, No. 334:4-5.

101

CPE III, Bd. I, Teil 3, Pis. 2 and 36; Ar. Pal Pis. 100-105; PSR) KPA.

102

CPR III, Bd. I, Teil 3, Pis. 1 and 12 a; Ar. Pal. PI. 106; APJRL, Pi. 5.
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lst-century type is apparent. Third-century specimens show some inferior and deteriorated
types. 103 Such manuscripts as these leave little room for the theory that the round hand was a
later development of the angular one. On the contrary they show a simultaneous development
growing out of the one parent script, the Hiran-Kufic with its Nabataean origins. Here, as
in the larger problem of the origins of the Arabic script, Arabic sources have preserved some
of the facts of this development. Thus the Fihrist credits Kutbah (d. 154/771) with the invention, in the Umayyad period, of the four leading secular scripts—the jalU, tumdr aUkablr,
nisf aUthakll, and thuluth al-kabir™ What Kutbah very likely did was to modify and classify
the secular scripts now known to have been in existence at that time. It is not at all impossible that the persistent theory that the round script developed out of the Kufic in late Umayyad
and early c Abbasid times refers actually to whatever Kutbah did with the art of writing.
Though our next significant source is no earlier than Kalkashandi, yet his text cites Ibn Muklah and refers to other authors, some of whom it is not difficult to identify. According to the
Fihrist, of Kutbah's four pens the primacy goes to the largest pen, used on full-sheet tiimar's.
This is the kalam al-jalll, which he calls "the father of (all secular) pens"; and to it the other
three are definitely related. Among the twenty other pens which evolved out of these four,
there were several decidedly round ones. Thus from the third main pen, nisf al-thakil, was
evolved a pen called "the large round pen" (al-mudawwar aUkablr), which was none other than
the riyasl, named thus after Dhu al-Riyasatain al-Fadl ibn Sahl,105 prime minister of Ma'mun.
From this riyasl pen evolved several other round pens, among which were the mudawwar alsagjnr, a general (jdmic) pen used for registers, traditions, and poetry, several intermediatesized riyasl pens, and such pens as the rikdc and ghubdr al-halbah (hilyahf), this last, as we shall
see later, being among the roundest of all round pens. Here, then, among the earliest secular
pens is a distinct group of round scripts.
Kalkashandi III 15 tells precisely the same story: "The Arabic script (khatt) is the one which
is now known as the Ktific. From it evolved all the present pens." His authority for this statement is an unidentified commentator on the cAkllah> a work of Shatibi (d. 590/1194).106 He
continues, this time on the authority of Ibn al-Husain,107 from his book on the thuluth pen: "In
the Kufic there are several pens, derived from two main types, the round (mukawwar) and the
open (mabsfit)" (see pp. 22 f.). Samples of the round are given as the thuluth, the rikaQ, and
"their like." As a sample of the open is mentioned the muhakkak, which we have already seen
to be on the whole close to the angular Kufic. Farther on (III 52), where Kalkashandi cites
the Minhdj aUisdbah, the unnamed author of which claims to have drawn his information from
the works of Ibn Muklah, we read: "The Kufic script has two principal types out of fourteen
styles;108 they are to it as two limits (hdshiyatain). They are kalam al-tumdr, which is an altogether open (mabsiit) pen without anything round in it, and kalam ghubdr al-hilyah, which is
an altogether round pen with nothing straight (mustaklm) in it. For all pens take of the straight
and the round a different ratio. If a third of the strokes are straight, it is called kalam althuluth; if two-thirds of the strokes are straight, it is called kalam al~thuluthain.,J Thus clearly
here two of the outstanding secular pens, the tumdr and the thuluth, which are characterized
in varying degrees by openness (bast), are linked with the straight or angular Kufic, even as the
most rounded pen of all, ghubdr al-hilyah, is associated with the round Ktific. This can mean
103

AT. Pal. Pis. 112-14; APJRL, Pis. 1 and 22.
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Fihrist, pp. 7 f.

™ Bjorkman, p. 84.

Fihrist, pp. 8 f. and 13-15.
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Ibid. p. 78; this Ibn Husain is as yet unidentified.

It is not clear whether there are 14 different Kufic varieties or 14 factors, such as particular strokes or letter forms,
that play a part in passing from one extreme to the other.
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but one thing as far as the Kufic script is concerned, namely, that its round and angular varieties developed simultaneously and that from each, by the time of Ibn Muklah, other variations
and/or types, some slightly and others considerably modified, had evolved.
The heritage and the history of Kufah would, indeed, make such a development quite the
probable thing. For she fell heir in the field of Arabic script to the pioneer activities of Hlrah
and Anbar, and her early leadership in the production of Muslim manuscripts necessitated an
easier, quicker, rounder script for general purposes than the heavy, large, angular Km°anic
varieties, with their more dignified secularized forms such as the tumar group, used primarily
for high governmental functions. Perhaps some day specimens of the very earliest of these
humbler varieties of the primarily round scripts will yet come to light.
One of the most potent factors in forming and classifying the different pens was the function or occasion which called for the writing. Religious works and high governmental documents demanded dignity and grandeur, which from the start found their expression in size. The
more sacred or the more important the occasion, the larger the size of the manuscript sheet,
the wider the point of the pen, and the larger the size of the resulting script. Function and
size in turn had a direct bearing on the angularity or roundness of the script, the larger scripts
being the less rounded, the smaller ones the more rounded. Size and degree of roundness then
were the main factors of differentiation and formed the bases of all early pen classifications.
We have already seen in the last quoted passage from Kalkashandi the important part that
the ratio of straight to curved lines played in naming the thuluth and the thuluthain pens. Now
this ratio forms the basis of one theory as to why these pens are so named. But a second theory
is based on the size of the nib of the pen. The nib used for writing the tumar, which is the largest of the secular pens, measures 24 hairbreadths 109 and forms the basis of size ratios, the nib
for a thuluthain being 16 hairbreadths, for a nisf 12 hairbreadths, and for a thuluth 8 hairbreadths wide. Kalkashandi leaves us to take our choice of the two theories. However, these
theories need not be separate and incompatible; they appear to be indeed only supplementary.
That is, the tumar, which serves as the standard, will have been an open or comparatively angular and heavy style written with a nib having a width of 24 hairbreadths; the thuluthain, a
slightly rounded, slightly lighter script, with two-thirds of its strokes straight and written with
a nib having a width of 16 hairbreadths; and so on for the nisf and the thuluth pens and their
intermediate sizes.
Though Kalkashandi himself does not come out expressly for this composite theory, yet
his constant use of it is very apparent. In describing mukhtasar al-tumar110 he points out that
the width of the nib and hence the width of its vertical strokes must be between 18 and 24
hairbreadths and that it is permissible to write it open as in the tumar or rounder as in the
thuluth. This option, made specifically in favor of this the next to the largest and straightest of
secular scripts, places the mukhtasar al-tumdr definitely on the same basis as the KurDanic
scripts, of which we have already seen a round and a straight or angular type. The thuluth
pen, also called the thuluth al-thakll in distinction from its more delicate variety, the thuluth
al-khafjf, is described as measuring 8 hairbreadths and as more inclined to roundness than to
straight strokes.111 The taukic is described as still more inclined to roundness; though no specific
width is given, the illustrations show it slightly smaller than the thuluth, with which most of
the letter forms are identical.112 The question now arises, what is the significance of the intermediate sizes, such as the thuluth al-khaflf? Kalkashandi tells us that its forms are the same as
the thuluth except for being finer and more graceful. It differs from the thuluth mainly in the
fact that its upright strokes have a length of 5 points (nukat), while those of the thuluth have
109

Kalkashandi III 52.
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Kalkashandi III 59.
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Ibid. p. 62.
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Ibid. pp. 104 and 106-18.
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a length of 7.113 This means that the standard length of the alif is longer in the thuluth than
in the thuluth al-khaflfy their ratio being as 7:5 provided the nibs were of the same width, since
the length of the standard alif is in each case determined by a variable unit, namely the width
of the nib of that particular pen (see p. 35). Now the reduced length of the alif of the thuluth
al-khafif, if it does not carry with it a proportionate reduction in the size of the nib, would result in a script short and heavy and not, as it is meant to be, light and elegant. Hence Kalkashandfs statement that the size of the thuluth al-khafif is 5 points must be understood as meaning 5 points made by the smaller nib used for that script.
In addition to the two general rules of size and roundness, varying as we have seen in inverse
ratio, Kalkashandi's account of the different scripts leads us to formulate two others: First,
the larger scripts have the tarwis or barbed head at the beginning of some letters, for example I
and J , the medium-sized ones have the option of the head, and the small scripts are without
it.114 Second, the larger scripts have open loops in /, fc, m, w, lam-alif, and medial and final
c
and ghj the medium-sized ones have the option of open loops, and the small scripts have closed
loops.115
It must not be supposed that the development of these general principles was the work of
one man or one generation or even one century nor even that, once formulated, these rules became rigid and their adoption constant and universal. Penmanship being primarily an art, it
was, to begin with, little concerned with rules. These came to be formulated later, some with
the actual practices as their starting point. We have already mentioned Kutbah's part in this;
and he was but one of many who sought from time to time to improve, regulate, and classify
the current scripts and their ever increasing varieties. Thus toward the end of the 2d century
after the Hijrah we find al-Ahwal ("the squint-eyed") > pupil of the calligrapher Ibrahim alSijzi (d. 200/815), employed by the then powerful Barmecides for royal diplomatic correspondence. He was not only an able scribe and calligrapher but a man learned in the variety and significance of writing and able to discourse on its forms and rules. He differentiated and classified the scripts, placing the heavier ones first.116 But confusion and degeneration were bound
to come when somewhat more than two dozen scripts claimed recognition.
It was Ibn Muklah (272-328/886-940), the ill-fated wazir of the cAbbasid caliphs Muktadir,
Kahir, and Radi,117 who saved the situation. His actual contribution has been variously estimated. Nadim, who was familiar with the writing of Ibn Muklah and with that of his brother
Abu c Abd Allah, who was almost equally famous as a calligrapher, credits them, without going
into any details, with a perfection in penmanship that had not been equaled up to his day.118
Later, Ibn Muklah was credited with "the new writing" or "the writing of present times";
and, since the scripts of later centuries were predominantly round, it came to be wrongly inferred that Ibn Muklah was the "inventor" of the round scripts. This view is wrongly attributed to Ibn Khallikan and, perhaps, to others also, for it is clear from the Arabic text of
Ibn Khallikan (I 491, repeated almost verbatim by HajjT Khallfah III 151) that one and the
same thing is meant by "the present method of writing devised from the writing of the
Kufans" and the term "khatt al~mansiib" I am therefore persuaded that Ibn Khallikan, who
says nothing at all about individual scripts but only about a method of writing, fully under113

U4
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Ibid. p. 104.
Ibid. pp. 50, 54, 62, 105, and 119.
Ibid. pp. 50, 51, 59, 105, and 119.
Fihrist, p. 8; Kalkashandl III 16; Huart, Les calligraphes, pp. 73 f. This Ahwal is in all probability the maula Ahmad ibn Abi Khalid al-Ahwal (d. 210/825), an excellent katib who later became the wazir of Ma3mun; cf. Ibn al-Tiktaka,
pp. 268-70; Baladhuri, pp. 430 f.; Ibn Khallikan I 20, n. 9, and 653; Tabarl, Annals, index.
" ' ibn Khallikan III 266-71 and II 282 f.; Harley, "Ibn Muqlah."
118
Fihrist, pp. 9, 39, 42, 53, 55, and 125. Abu cAbd Allah was credited by some with the "invention'' generally attributed to his more famous brother; cf. Ibn Khallikan III 271 and Yakut II 235.
116
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stood the mathematical nature of Ibn Muklah's contribution and took it for granted that
others understood it also. Nevertheless the erroneous view seems to have prevailed in Arabic
sources and was adopted by the western Arabists, who further confused the issue by applying
the term naskhi to cover all round scripts. Other Arabic sources, typified by Kalkashandi,
ferreted out the truth of the matter; but they were either not available or not in as high favor
as Ibn Khallikan. And so the matter remained until the discovery of early papyrus manuscripts in round script upset the long accepted theory. This called forth a note of correction by Baron de Slane, who pointed out that Ibn Muklah could no longer be considered as
the inventor of the naskhi (using the term to cover all round scripts), but was rather the
inventor of the khatt al-mansub.m But even here de Slane did not grasp the nature of Ibn
Muklah's contribution; for, as he himself states, he failed to understand the term khatt al~mansub, since he considered it to be one of the many definite pens or styles of writing whose peculiarities were still unknown. Huart in his pioneer work on Muslim calligraphy120 explains the
mathematical nature of Ibn Muklah's contribution. But the best account and estimate of it
came with the publication of Edward Robertson's translation of a treatise on calligraphy attributed to Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman (1492-1545) , m The khatt al-mansub was at last
"• Ibn Khallikan II 331 f.
Les calligraphes, p. 76.
i2i "Muhammad ibn cAbd ar-Rahman on calligraphy/' Glasgow University Oriental Society, Studio, Semitica el orientalia, pp. 57-83. This valuable article escaped me until Professor Sprengling kindly drew my attention to it. In the meantime my own study, utilizing kalkashandi and Huart, had led me to the same materials for the most part. On reading
Robertson's translation (he does not give the Arabic) I was forcibly struck with the similarity of several passages to corresponding ones in Kalkashandi; some seem in fact to be identical. Two passages in particular are of special interest.
Robertson, p. 69, lines 9-12, is identical with Kalkashandi III 15, lines 7-9, except for the title of the source book. This is
given in Robertson as Al-^Ithdf al~Jamilafi Shark al-Fatfila and is evidently a misreading of Al-abhdth al-jamllah ft shark
al-cakilah, the title given in Kalkashandi. When these titles are written in a rounded and unpointed Arabic script, it is
easy enough to see how the misreading occurred. The second passage of special interest is Robertson, p. 72, lines 19-25:
"The author of Al^Abhar has recorded that Ytisuf ibn ^Ibrahim as-Sijzi took the Jail from DIshaq also and derived from
it a pen thinner than it which DhiPr-Riyasatain al-Fadl ibn Sahl, the wazlr of Al-MaDmun, so admired that he gave orders
that the state registers should be copied in that hand, and named it Riyasi. Some one has remarked, 'I think this is the
Tauq%zat? But this is not so, for the Riyasi leans to the Muhaqqiq and the Naskh." The corresponding passage from Kalkashandi III 16, lines 9-11, reads: ~y*&jj\ * A # L ? I JJ*\ \-A~f* £*=>)} : "&JU«-yJl ^ j L s J o V l " s _ ^ L a J U
120
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C^LA-6*«JJ| * J J » auJfel. : ^j-Swi^b^JI (JOJL? J l i * . - * * U J t *Jj£Jl. Again it is clear that "aPAbh&r" is none other

than al'abhdthy for the r is a common scribal error for an undotted th} the two being easily mistaken; also that "Jail" is
indeed "Jalil," as Robertson points out in a note. On the other hand, cAbd al-Rahman identifies Ibrahim as Sijzi, i.e.,
of Sijistan (Yakut III 41), while in Kalkashandi he is identified as Shajari, i.e., of Shajarah (Yakut III 260, where an
Ibrahim al-Shajari, a traditionist of the Madlnah school of the 2d-3d century, is mentioned; he, however, does not seem
to have had any interest in calligraphy). Huart in a passage remarkably parallel to these two (Les calligraphes, pp. 73 f.)
identifies both Ibrahim and his pupil al-Ahwal (see above, p. 33, n. 116) by the term "Sijzl"; and, since this is a period
in which Persian clients or mawali were prominent in the cAbbasid court and state, the reading "Sijzi" is preferable to
"Shajari." The confusion of , gl'SV^.M and ^wSV^&Jt in an unpointed manuscript is readily understandable. It is also
interesting to know that cAbd al-Rahman here corrects the report that the riyasi is the same pen as the iauffi. Another
parallel passage is Robertson, p. 73, line 12, to p. 74, line 1, plus p. 74, line 23, to p. 75, line 15 = Kalkashandi III 17, line
10, to p. 18, line 6. Others show some distortion, e.g. Robertson, p. 71, lines 3-9, compared with kalkashandi III 15, lines
17-20, and Robertson, p. 71, line 4, to p. 72, line 9, compared with Kalkashandi III 52, lines 8-15.
These passages, if they do not point to Kalkashandi as a direct source for cAbd al-Rahman or as an indirect source
through an intermediate authority at work in the century separating the two writers, at least prove that both writers had
a common source for their material on penmanship. Kalkashandi is by far the richer informant and is given to citing his
authorities by either name or title of work or by both. Even if he is at times not as clear and careful as he might be, he
must still be considered as a major authority on calligraphy.
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seen to mean just what it said, "the proportioned writing," that is, writing in which the letters
were brought into proportional relationships with one another. Starting with the "point"—a
rhombus made by the pen when pressed heavily on the paper, the length of its sides depending
on the width of the nib—the scribe placed several vertex to vertex to arrive at the desired
length of a given alif, which varied in the different pens. Having decided to start with an alif
the length of which is a given number of points, Ibn Muklah related (nasaba) all other letters
to this basic measure. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Thus bo? is made of two strokes, a vertical and a horizontal, the two together being equal to the length of the alif; jim is made of two
strokes, an inclined stroke and a semicircle the diameter of which is the length of the alif; dal is
made of two strokes, an inclined and a horizontal, the two equal in length to the alif,. and with
addition of a line joining its extremities it forms an equilateral triangle; ra? is an arc, one-fourth
of a circle whose diameter is the length of the alif—and so it goes with the rest of the letters.122
With this simple and ingenious device of straight lines and arcs, both based on the length of the
alif, Ibn Muklah placed the art of penmanship on a scientific, mathematical basis. He seems to
have worked with the heavy pens first, since he employs straight lines freely. But his epoch-
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FIG. 1.—A tentative reconstruction of the basic proportioned forms of the letters of the Arabic alphabet according
to Ibn Mullah as supplemented by Ibn cAbd al-Salam.

making "invention" was equally applicable to all pens, and we find it so applied with due note
of each pen's characteristics.
It is impossible, with the scanty materials at our command, to reconstruct the entire proportioned alphabet so as to have it complete and fully representative of Ibn Muklah's invention. Kalkashandl III 27-38 has preserved for us some of that famous calligrapher's significant, but now too meager, specifications.123 Frequently they mention only the number and
the nature of the strokes needed for a given letter, thus leaving us to puzzle over the relative
sizes and positions of these same strokes. For instance, Kalkashand! relates: "Ibn Muklah
said the ba? is a form consisting of two lines, a vertical and a horizontal, and its relationship to
the alif is equality." This allows for at least three probable ratios for the vertical and horizontal strokes of ba?, that is, 1:1, 1:5, and 1:2, which would make the vertical stroke onehalf, one-sixth, or one-third of the alif respectively. This last ratio is used here tentatively.
Again, the semicircle of the jim might join the inclined stroke at the lower end, as illustrated,
or in the middle. Fortunately, however, Kalkashand! supplements Ibn Muklah's items with
some much needed explanations and fuller specifications by one Ibn cAbd al-Salam, an author
as yet unidentified,124 who seems to have given considerable thought to the proportioned forms
of the letters. The tentative reconstruction of the alphabet given in Figure 1 was worked out
122

IJalkaahandi III 27-38 and 45-49; note especially the use of the terms mansub and nisbah on p. 28,11. 2 and 18.
Cf. also Robertson, pp. 59-62 and 80-83.
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Cf. also Robertson, pp. 60 and 80-83.
Bjorkman, p. 79.
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primarily in accordance with Ibn Muklah's specifications but supplemented, where needed, by
those of Ibn cAbd al-Salam.125
This scientific basis for the letter forms did not prevent further artistic developments. A
century later Ibn al-Bawwab (d. 423/1032) introduced the artistic elements of grace and elegance without violating the essential mathematical basis laid down by Ibn Muklah.126 Mubarak ibn Mubarak (d. 585/1189) is said to have outmastered Ibn al-Bawwab in the beauty of
his writing.127 Still another century later Yakut al-Mustac§imI (618-98/1221-98), secretary of
the caliph Mustacsim, was in favor as a calligraphist, and his extravagantly praised hand was
named after him the yakutl.m Ibn Muklah, Ibn al-Bawwab, and Yakut alike had enthusiastic
admirers, would-be imitators, and zealous pupils, so that one is to a certain extent justified in
considering them, as does Huart, to have been founders of schools of calligraphy. In reality
none of them, not even Ibn Muklah, can be considered as the "inventor," in any real sense of
the word, of any known individual script.129 Most of the scripts or pens with which they and
their respective schools were credited in their late day prove to be scripts already listed long
before in the Fihrist Thus Ibn al-Bawwab is credited with the muhakkak,130 Muhammad ibn
Khazin, of the same school, with the rikdc and the tauklc.ul The rihani,132 likewise credited to
Ibn al-Bawwab, was "invented" by CAU ibn cUbaidah al-Rlhanl, a prolific author who died in
219/834.133 It and the yakuti13* turn out to be slight variations of the tjiuluth and the later regular naskhi respectively. This is not surprising; for, after all, the foundation of all those scripts
is the original Kufic writing, and this could vary only within the limitations of the four general
rules already stated, which are themselves limited by Ibn Muklah's mathematical principle.
We have already seen how the four general rules figured in the tumar, thuluth, and tauklc
125
Kalkashandi III 27-38 does not specify the positions of the various strokes and letters with respect to the base line.
Ibn Mullah's specifications for UP and lam-alif are missing; those for cain are indefinite (either or both of its strokes could
be possibly smaller or larger). Note the position of the triangular heads of /<P,fraf,and wdw ( < instead of A; the latter is
seen in most Km°anic specimens). The direction of the initial stroke of the kaf, given as "sloping to the right," can hardly
be correct; it is stated by Ibn cAbd al-Salam to be "sloping to the left/' In our reconstruction of kaf we have followed the
latter- The length of the vertical stroke of lam is given as that of the vertical stroke of ba? plus the length of alif. It must
be remembered here that Ibn Muklah does not specify the ratio of the two strokes of ba?; the ratio 1:2 is supplied by Ibn
c
Abd al-Salam, who however limits the length of lam to that of alif only. The direction of the final stroke of mlm is not
specified; if taken to the right as in A , it would give a typical MaghribI form. It is further to be noticed that the MaghribI

forms iorjlm, sad, to?, nun, and yd? owe their peculiar forms to a close adherence to the corresponding letters in this proportioned script.
126
Ibn Khallikan II 282 f.; Huart, Les calligraphes, pp. 80-84.
127 Ibn Khallikan II 331, n. 1.
128
EI IV 1154; Huart, op. cit. pp. 84-86; Nadwi, Bankipore Catalogue, No. 1118.
129
Eric Schroeder in a recent article, "What was the Badi' script?" (Ars Islamica IV [1937] 232-48), suggests that the
term badic applied to such Kur^anic scripts as are generally referred to as "late Kufic/7 "flowering Kufic/' or "East Persian
Kufic"—an ornamental variety that first began to appear late in the 3d century of Islam. The invention of such a script
he credits generally to Persian influence and specifically to Ibn Muklah. His identification, he realizes, rests on variable
and indirect evidence. Space does not permit here any detailed criticism of his suggestion. A critical discussion is to
appear in AJSL LVI (1939). For the present it may be noted that the term badlc seems to apply not to a specific
script but to writing in general. The earliest mention of al-khatt aUbadlQ is to be found in Hajji Khalifah III 151, where
its invention is credited to Ibn Muklah and its perfection and beautification to Ibn al-Bawwab. Since Hajji Khalifah in
the passage quoted does not mention any other script as an "invention" of Ibn Muklah, he seems to have considered the
khatt aUbadV as the invention of that famous calligrapher. But earlier authors, as we now know, report the khatt al-mansub
to have been his great and main invention. The term badic, meaning "new" or "marvelous," is readily applicable to the
proportioned writing, which was indeed both new and marvelous. It is my suggestion that badic, as used by Hajji Khalifah,
is a later and less technical term for mansub. Mansub emphasized the purely scientific nature of Ibn Mullah's new contribution, badfc the marvelous grace and elegance with which Ibn al-Bawwab clothed Ibn Mullah's original invention.
130

132
Huart, op. cit. p. 80, vs. Fihrist, pp. 8 f.
For a specimen see Bresnier, Cours de langue arabe, PI. XXIII.
131
133
Huart, op. cit., p. SI, vs. Fihrist, p. 8.
EI I 386; Fihrist, p. 119.
134
For a specimen see Ar. Pal PL 89. Cf. also, for both scripts, Robertson, p. 71, n. 4, and EI I 386.
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scripts. Let us follow them in the rikdc, ghubar, and naskhl pens. The rikdc is, according to
Kalkashandi III 119, finer than the tauklc, more rounded, without tarwls or barbed heads,
and much given to closed loops. Different forms for the letters alif, rd?, and waw are mentioned, but the illustrations fail to bring these out. The ghubar pen is next characterized as
being derived from the rikdc and the naskhl, but is rounder than both, is without hooks, and
has open loops, though closed ones also are permitted later. The illustration shows it to be a
small, much rounded cursive script, crowded and somewhat inclined to overlapping of the
letters, some of which are even joined where normally they would not be.135
This brings us to the last Km°anic script that concerns us—the naskhl. We have already
pointed out the misuse of the term naskhl to cover all round scripts of the earlier Muslim centuries. The earliest reference I have found to a specific pen which might be called naskhl is
in the Fihrist, which includes in its list of scripts a kalam al-nassakh.m Evidently it was one of
the pens classified by al-Ahwal; hence it must have been known in the 2d century after the
Hijrah. Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman makes the following statement (which we quote
from Robertson's translation, pp. 70 f.137) bearing on the point under consideration and on
good penmanship in general: "As-Suli138 inquired of one of the scribes on the score of writing
when he would consider that writing merited the description of good, and he replied, 'When its
parts are symmetrical, its * Alif said its Lam made long, its lines regular, its terminals made similar to its up-strokes, its cAins opened, its Rd clearly distinguishable from its Nun, its paper
polished, its ink sufficiently black,139 with no commixture of styles, permitting of rapid visualisation of outline, and quick comprehension of content, its separations clearly defined, its principles carefully observed, its thinness and thickness in due proportion, its ^atndb equalised, its
^ahddb suitably rounded, its nawdjiduo made small, and its mahdjir opened. It should disregard the style of the copyists and avoid the artistry of the elegant writers, and it should give
you the suggestion of motion although stationary.' The ^atnab are the °Altfst the ^ahddb are
[the letters] of the classes of Rd and Zd, the nawdjid are the Ba, Td and Thd, and the mahdjir
the Waw, Mlm, Fa, cAin and such like." The phrase "with no commixture of styles" points to
existence of a practice of commixture. Since Robertson uses the word "style" to mean "pen," 141
the phrase "the style of the copyists" could refer only to a kalam (or khatt) al-nassakh. It would
seem, then, that such a pen was widely known toward the end of the 3d century, but that it was
not considered a good style.
The next significant mention of the naskhl pen is in connection with Kalkashandi's description of the ghubar, which we are told is a slender script derived from the rikdc and the naskhl
but written rounder to differentiate it from these two. We infer that the rikdc and the naskhl
pens had much in common, and that their main difference from the ghubar was that they were
less rounded than the latter. Now the rikdz is a pen primarily based on the thuluth forms, is
135

136
Kalkashandi III 132.
Fihrist, p. 9.
The notes to the passage are also mainly derived from Robertson. For general instructions to scribes cf. Sull, pp.
53-57 and 158.
138
Either Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Yahya ai-§ull (d. 335/946) or his granduncle Ibriihim ibn al~c Abbas al-Btili (d.
243/857); cf. Ibn Khallikan III 68-73 and Brockelmann, Geschichte der arabischen Litteratur I 143.
139 Very black ink on very white paper displayed good writing to the best advantage and was a feature much admired.
140
This should probably be nawajidh.
141
Op. cit. pp. 60 and 71. Robertson on his page 60 draws a distinction between the words kalam and khatt, limiting the
use of the former to a specific style (pen), that of the latter to writing in general. This distinction I find is not fully justified; for, though these words are frequently so limited, there are instances where our sources use them interchangeably.
See e.g. Fihrist, pp. 4-9, esp. p. 4, lines 8-14, and p. 8, line 17, as well as p. 7, line 6, where the muhakkak: is referred to
as a khatd contrasting with p. 9, line 4, where it is called a kalam; Kalkashandi III 16; and Hajji Khallfah III 149-51.
137
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finer and rounder than the tauklcy uses the tarwis but rarely, and has mostly closed loops. If
the naskhl possessed all these, it would be identical with the rikfr, which of course it is not.
Hence we must look to the ghubdr for some characteristics that differ from the rikdc and may
be common to the ghubdr and the naskhl. These we find to be open loops and complete lack
of tarwis. So the naskhl emerges as a pen of thuluth forms, small and rounded, but not the most
rounded, without tarwis and with open loops. Naskhl specimens fit this description perfectly.
Viewing the problem from another angle, we have the phrase kalam al-nassakh, "the pen
of the copyists/ 7 to start with. The scribes or copyists referred to could hardly be the scribes or
secretaries generally employed in government offices, for they would use one of the official
government scripts, and the naskhl does not seem to have been listed as one of these. The next
field most likely to need a body of copyists as early as the days of Kutbah and al-Ahwal, if not
earlier, is that of pamphlet- and book-writing and -copying. Though in the earlier centuries
such productions were predominantly religious and theological, some secular books were being
written even then, and their number increased rapidly from the 3d century on. A good legible
hand is essential in a copyist. What could be more natural, then, than the adoption and
adaptation of the easy, clear thuluth forms already in existence? Economy of materials and of
time is the copyist's next consideration. It was these factors that operated to produce the
"style of the copyists," a clear, open, rounded script based on the thuluth forms but reduced to
a practical size and shorn of its ornate barbed heads. But scribes and copyists are human.
Faced with much copying, they were tempted—except perhaps in strictly pious writing, done
in hope of a reward in the hereafter—to carelessness and to the adoption of some script peculiarity of their own. It must have been against some such habits that the scribe in the passage
already quoted from Muhammad ibn cAbd al-Rahman warns in his statement to disregard the
style of the copyists.
The naskhl pen shared in the general "reforms77 and improvements of penmanship.142 The
school of Ibn al-Bawwab with its emphasis on beauty and grace was very likely responsible
for a further change from the old and indifferent143 to the new and graceful naskhl.lu The
ydkutl script is, as Moritz has already pointed out, nothing but a stiff naskhl, from which he
believes the later naskhl of the Persians is derived.145 With the Persians146 and the Turks 147 the
naskhl and the thuluthy found frequently together in Km°anic manuscripts, 148 reached a stage
of perfection in the Mameluke period that as yet has not been surpassed.
ORTHOGRAPHIC SIGNS
We turn our attention now to the introduction of the diacritical and the vowel signs. Arabic
traditionists acknowledge the influence of the Syriac in both instances149—an influence which
for the diacritical signs must be placed in pre-Islamic days, since the earliest Muslim coins and
papyri show the dots in use to distinguish letters alike in form but different in sound. Still
these dots are but sparingly used in PERF No. 558 and PER Inv. Ar. P. 94, the earliest
papyri available (see Pis. IV-V). In these we find dots with kh, dh, z, sh, and n. Coins and
papyri of the second half of the 1st century show 6, ty th, and initial and medial y dotted; and
H

- Cf. Huart's illustrations on his pp. 21-28.
E.g. AT. Pal Pis. 118 and 124, of the 4th century; Wright, Facs., Pis. XCVI and LXXXIII, of the 4th-6th century.
Some of these show traces of thuluth, tumar, and Kufic origins.
144
E.g. Ar. Pal. Pis. 134, 139, and 148, of the 6th-7th century.
i45
146
U7
EI I 386.
Huart, op. tit. pp. 93-107.
Ibid. pp. 117-205.
118
E.g. Ar. Pal Pis. 77 and 87; Nadwi, Bankipore Catalogue, Nos. 1118, 1119, 1122, and 1129; and our Nos. 18-19 and
21-30, described below.
149
Baladhurl, p. 471; Fihrnt, p. 12. See also above, pp. 19 f.
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k appears usually with one dot above, while / has one below.150 The 2d century saw the completion of a diacritical system, credit for which is given to Yahya ibn Ya c mar (d. A.H. 129), m
especially for the strokes found in KurDanic manuscripts in place of the dots found in secular
documents. A rare variation is the use of wedges (> or - ) instead of strokes.152 Though the
strokes and dots were not always fully utilized, when they were used they were placed in fixed
positions above or below the letters except in the case of/and fc. The marks for these two seem
to have varied with the locality and perhaps with the caprice of the writer, for we have / with
a dot or stroke below, then above, and k with one or two above. Eventually two different
methods of dotting or pointing these two letters became established. The first is the system
now in general use, with one dot for/ and two for k, both placed above; the other is the Maghrib! system of North Africa, in which/has one dot below and k one above.
When we come to consider the vowel signs, lst-century manuscripts are of no aid, since no
such signs appear in any secular document of that date. However, KurDan manuscripts credited to the period153 show a consistent vowel system in which a single red dot above, below, or to
the side of a letter stood for the vowels a, i, and u respectively, and two such dots indicated the
tanwin. The text of early KurDans, however, is never completely voweled, the vowel sign for
one or more of the letters of a given word being used only where it was essential for a correct
reading.164 The Arabic traditions place the introduction of the system early in the Muslim
era, in fact crediting cAli with it.155 Whether cAll deserves the credit or not makes little difference for the date in question, for the majority of the sources credit a contemporary of cAli,
Abu al-Aswad al-DuDali (d. A.H. 6 7 / A . D . 686/87), with the system. They tell how, having
at first refused to introduce the system at the request of Ziyad ibn Abihi, governor of c Irak
(45-53/665-673), 156 he finally did so when he heard the KurDan being wrongly recited.157 The
system could not have been widely spread or generally used, for we find Hajjaj facing the same
problem in c Irak and ordering Nasr ibn cAsim to safeguard the pronunciation of the Km°an; 158
Nasr, so the story goes, introduced the double dots for the tanwin}™ Even this did not establish the general use of the system, for again we find Yahya ibn Ya c mar given credit for it,160
which credit is likewise shared by Hasan al-Basri (d. A.H. 1 1 0 / A . D . 728/29) .161 Still these
efforts and their results proved insufficient, for again Khalil ibn Ahmad (96-170/714-86) 162
is credited with introducing the hamzah and the shaddah, the raum and the ishmdm, as he is
also credited with the vowel signs that are still in use for a, i, and w.163 The last were originally
miniatures of the letters alif} y, and w respectively,164 as can now be seen readily from our Nos.
10-13.
Of the other signs the hamzah, which is most likely the oldest, received the most attention. 165
150
m

See our Pis. I l l and V, also EI I 383 and

Mvtnfr, p. 133; cf. Ibn Duraid, p. 163.
132
E.g. AT. Pal. PL 42 b, dated A.H. 270.
153
J57
158
l5d
160
161

KPA.
15

* Ibn Abi Dawud, p. 144.
Fihrist, p. 39; Anbari, pp. 3-9.

155

156
Ar. Pal Pis. 1-16; see also our Nos. 1-3.
I.e., Ziyad ibn Abi Sufyan; see Tabarl, Annals II 69 f.
Fihrist, p . 40; Anbari, pp. 3-9; Mtfdrif, p. 222; Ibn Khallikan I 602-64; Itkan I I 171; Kalkashandi I I I 160 f.
Ibn Khallikan I 359; Hajji Khalifah I I I 154; Fihrist, p. 39; Itkan I I 171; Kalkashandi I I I 160.
Mukni^ p. 133.

Ibn Duraid, p. 163; Mukni^ p. 133; Itkan I I 171; Kalkashandi I I I 161.
Muknv, p. 133; Ma^drif, p. 225; Itkan I I 171.

162
Fihrist, pp. 42 f.; McrtLrif, p. 269; Ibn Khallikan I 364, n. 14; Anbari, pp. 45-49, gives the date of his death as ten
years earlier.
163

Muknic, p. 133; Itkan I I 171; Kalkashandi I I I 161. We do not know what the signs for raum and ishmdm were;
Wright, Grammar I 71 and 276, explains only the meaning of these terms.
164
Mitten*, p. 149; Itkan I I 171; Kalkashandi I I I 163 f.
185
Mukn£, pp. 134, 142-44, 150 f.; Ibn Abi Dawud, pp. 144-47.
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It seems to have been expressed at first, like the three vowels, by a red dot, and by two such
dots, usually one above the other, wThen used with the tanwin™6 The position of the hamzah
seems to have called for much thought. As a general rule, Ibn Abi Dawud places a short initial
or final hamzah near the upper end of the alif and slightly to the left of it, and a long hamzah
to the right of the alif.167 Medial voweled hamzah is according to him expressed by two dots,
one on each side of the letter involved, as in ^ " I ^ and ^jy^'y*, the dot at the right standing
for the hamzah and the one at the left indicating the vowel.168 DanI likewise expresses a voweled
hamzah by two dots, but keeps the dots together instead of placing one on each side of the letter. His dot for the hamzah is in yellow, that for the vowel in red. The position of the vowel
relative to the hamzah is above, below, or to the left of the latter, according as the accompanying vowel is a, i, or u respectively.169 Both DanI and Ibn Abl Dawud place the hamzah, when
used with a carrier-letter, "within (fi)" that is, either above or below the carrier.170 Furthermore, DanI states as a general guiding principle that a separate hamzah is the equivalent of an
original cain and, like cain} is to be considered as a separate letter and placed on the line, where
the cain would naturally have been placed. Its accompanying vowel is then to be placed above,
below, or to the left, according as it is a, i, or u.171 Our Km°anic manuscripts show both the
hamzah "within" its carrier and the hamzah on the line.
However, the use of the red dot for both hamzah and the vowels caused confusion and called
for either a different sign or a different color to differentiate between the hamzah and the three
regular vowel signs. Both methods of differentiation received attention. The problem seems
to have been solved at first by the use of a red semicircle ( w ) for the hamzah, if we are to judge
by the frequent occurrence of this practice in several of our manuscripts 172 and in a privately
owned copy of a Kui°an of the 2d or 3d century reproduced by Moritz in AT. Pah Plates 1930.173 The position of the semicircle varied sometimes in accordance with that of the accompanying vowel.174 The Hijazis further solved the problem by the use of a yellow dot.175 Later
both yellow and green dots, varying sometimes in position in accordance with that of the accompanying vowel, were used.176
The shaddah likewise seems to have been expressed at first by a red semicircle ( v o r " ) . 1 7 7
Whether this sign was at this stage a cursive adaptation of the letter J», later used generally
for the shaddah, it is difficult to say. The maddah and waslah were at first expressed by a red
horizontal line, that for waslah frequently matching in position the vowel accompanying the
preceding consonant.178 The sukun was at first a red horizontal stroke, but it was placed above
the letter. 179 A wedge (> or ~) was another, though rarer, sign for the sukun.m Whether this
lee j n Noldeke, GQ III 267, Pretzl reports that in ms. "Saray Emanet 12" hamzah is expressed in unusual fashion by
three dots arranged either : or .-..
167
Op. cit. pp. 144 f.
168
Op. cit. p. 146. In the light of this the view of Wright (Grammar I 17) that hamzah in such cases is indicated by
"doubling the vowel points" is no longer tenable.
169
17
Muknic, pp. 142 f.
° Muhiic, p. 149, and Ibn Abl Dawud, p. 145.
171
c
Mukni , pp. 150 f. Ibn Abl Dawud, pp. 145 f., seems to have the same rule in mind, though his terminology is not
quite clear.
172
Nos. 3, 8, and 10-13, representing both the HijazI and cIrakI scripts.
173
The plates which show a semicircle used for hamzah are Nos. 26, 28, and 29.
174
Cf. the documents mentioned in the preceding two footnotes.
175
Mufaifr, pp. 134 and 142-44; Itfpdn II 171; Kalljashandi III 64.
176
177
Cf. EI I 384; Wright, Grammar I 17.
Wright, Grammar I 14, and our No. 10.
178
c
Muini , pp. 144 f.; Ifalkashandi III 170; Wright, Grammar I 19.
179
Mubnic, p. 137; Kalkashandi III 164 f.; Wright, Grammar I 13.
180
Ar. Pal. Pis. 31-34; Wright, Grammar I 13.
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was at this early stage meant to be a small initial jim standing for jazm, the alternative name
for the sukiin, is again hard to tell.181 The circle seems to have been eventually chosen because
it was the symbol for the cipher or zero in the Indo-Arabic numeral system and as such lent
itself to indicating a lack of voweling. Some, however, would explain the circle as mint standing for the last letter of the word jazm.182
These apparently contradictory accounts and in some instances undifferentiated practices need
not be confusing, for they help to give a picture of what actually took place—a natural but slow
development, requiring repeated attempts for success in the face of opposition. This opposition came at first from the men of Hijaz (see pp. 54 f. and 59) and was later met with at the
hands of pious theologians and learned aristocrats. 183 The aristocrats objected to the new introductions on grounds of aesthetics and politeness in correspondence, for we are told that
c
Abd Allah ibn Tahir (d. A.H. 2 3 0 / A . D . 844/45), governor of Khurasan, when presented with
a piece of elaborate penmanship exclaimed, "How beautiful this would be if there were not so
much coriander seed (dots) scattered over it." 184 Hajji Khalifah, as late as the 11th century
after the Hijrah, advised omitting vowels and diacritical points, especially in addressing persons of consequence and refinement, in regard to whom it would be impolite to suppose that
they did not have a perfect knowledge of the written language.185
MAGHRIBI SCRIPTS
It will not be amiss to add here a brief but integrated account of the leading Maghribl
scripts, using the term Maghrib to cover the Muslim world west of Egypt, including Spain.
There seems to be general agreement that these western scripts developed out of the Kufic.186
Here as in the east a monumental and a manuscript variety of script existed side by side. The
monumental has received considerable attention in the works of Levi-Provengal,187 Margais,188
and others; but materials of value to our knowledge of the manuscript varieties are extremely
rare. 189 The monumental variety need not detain us here, since it shows throughout the early
centuries a development similar to that of monumental Kufic of the east. The simplest Kufic
variety was used in the first centuries for works on theology and law, in which it retained to a
marked degree its simplicity and comparative rigidity well into the 3d century after the Hijrah.
It eventually yielded in varying degree to the round and cursive tendency early at work in the
literary fields and in public and private papers. Thus were produced two more or less distinct
classes of scripts—the sacred and the secular. The latter, free from religious restraint, branched
out into several local varieties, of which the Kairawam, the Andalusi, the Fasi, and later the
Sudani are considered the most important. 190 But the sacred script, becoming more limited to
the Kurgan, acquired and retained an identity all its own, which gives to all Maghribl Km°ans
a general similarity comparable to that found in all thuluth Kur^ans or all naskhi Kur 3 ans.
The cursive Maghribl script on the whole has several general characteristics. According to
Houdas, 191 these are: (1) The script has retained more of the Kufic elements than have the
181

Kalkashandi III 165.
183
Both explanations are given ibid. p. 156.
Cf. Kalkashandi III 101 f.
184
Hajji Khalifah III 155; cf. Ibn Khallikan II 49-55 for Ibn Tahir's biography.
185
1S7
Hajji Khalifah III 155.
Inscriptions arabes d'Espagm, pp. xxviii-xxxvi.
186
IS3
Cf. EI I 388.
Manuel d'art musulman I 71, 165-69, and 268 f.
189
Houdas, Essai sur Vecriture maghrebine, pp. 85-113, is about the only study of the subject, and we have used it freely
in the following account. Cf. also EI I 389 f.
190
Robertson on his p. 62 disregards this fourfold classification on the ground that it is unknown to the people themselves. Moritz, however, accepts and follows it in EI I 389 f.
191
Op. ciL pp. 105-8.
132
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cursive scripts of the east, for the reason that the west considered the Kufic as the Arabic
script and kept closer to it than did the east. (2) Uniformity and regularity of character formation, especially in the African types, are not as exact and mathematical as in the scripts of
the east, due largely to the condition and temperament of the people. (3) The Maghribi
stroke is on the whole blunt or stumpy as compared to the tapering strokes of the eastern
scripts. (4) The vertical strokes are seldom straight; they have a tendency to waver (more like
the Syriac) and to start off at the top with a knob of considerable size which Houdas suggests
is due to the pen, especially to the straight-cut nib generally used in the west. (5) The ends of
separate and final letters have frequently an exaggerated development. (6) The one dot below
for / and one above for k are general, and diacritical points for final /, fc, n, and y are seldom
used in some of the scripts. (7) The loops of final s, d, /, and z are apt to be elliptical, and the
little "hook" or "tooth" is wanting in final s and d, e.g. ^jo, not ^o. (8) Finally, there are
some peculiar ligatures: noninitial d and dh and separate r and z may be joined to a following
final h (undotted or dotted) or y; separate w may be joined to these latter and also to alif.
Of the four secular Maghrib! scripts, the KairawanI was the first to develop, with the Andalusi following probably very soon afterward.192 Ibn Khaldun tells how, with the decline of
Muslim Spain from the 5th century on and the resulting large return migration from Spain into
North Africa, the Andalusian script replaced the African scripts, including the KairawanI, so
that "these were forgotten and all Africa wrote the Andalusi pen" except for the people of
Jarld, 193 who would not mix with scribes from Spain.194 In the meantime Fas 195 (founded in
192/808), the literary center of Morocco, produced the Fasi script. As Morocco was considerably influenced by Spain, it is not surprising to find a close similarity between the Fasi and
the Andalusi, so close that Ibn Khaldun considered the first a development from the second.196
The Sudan was the last to achieve a script of its own—the Sudani, which developed around its
literary center of Timbuctoo (founded 610/1213).197
The KairawanI (PL VII1) is the closest of all Maghrib! scripts to the manuscript naskhi of
the east. The letters are precisely formed and evenly spaced. Still, they have retained a certain rigidity, especially in the older manuscripts, where they look like poorly executed Kufic
forms. Diacritical points are freely used, including those for final letters. The script is neat
and not particularly difficult to read.
The Andalusi (PL VII 2)198 is the easiest to recognize. Its vertical strokes are as a rule thinner than its horizontal. The letters are usually small and considerably rounded, and the whole
is compactly spaced. Diacritical points are fully and regularly used and are carefully placed
with the letters to which they belong, final y taking its two dots in the middle of its final loop.
The script has a pleasing appearance but is sometimes difficult to read.
The Fasi (PL VII 3), according to Houdas, has both elegance and grace in its vertical strokes
192

Kairawan was founded in 50/670, and the Maghribi character had already assumed its peculiarities by the 2d century after the Hijrah. Cf. EI I 388.
103
See Yakut I 892 and IV 97 and 151; £alkashandi V 106.
194
Ibn Khaldun, Mukaddamah, p. 205. Cf. also Marcais, Manuel d'art musulman II 631. Ibn Khaldun's remarks must
not be taken too literally, for, as Houdas shows, the North Africans continued to distinguish between their script and the
Andalusi. Furthermore, current Maghribi scripts are related to some of the older African ones; e.g., the Algerian (Bresnier, PI. XXXIV) and the Moroccan (ibid. PI. XXXVI) resemble the older KairawanI and Fasi respectively as well as
the Andalusi.
195
196
197
EI II 75 f.
hoc. cit.
EI I 390 and article on Timbuctoo ibid. IV 776.
198
For the monumental variety of this script, which spread widely in the west, see Margais, op. cit. II 631 f.; LeviProvencal, op. cit. p. xxxiv; H. de Castries in Hesperis I (1921) 235. Other cursive scripts were likewise largely used, from
the 4th/10th century on, for both monuments and coins; cf. Levi-Provenial, he. cit., and Marcais, op. cit. I 169 and
403.
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and a sort of exuberance in the forms of most of its letters. I fail to see these characteristics in
the specimen he gives, but they are certainly to be found in Bresnier, Cours pratique et theorique
de langue arabe, Plates X X X I I and XXXVI, listed as FasI and Moroccan respectively.
Houdas' specimen is more like Bresnier's Plate XXXIX, which he lists as used by "Arabes de la
tente." Since the FasI is supposed to be somewhat like the AndalusI, Bresnier's specimens must
be considered as the truer. Judging from these, one may add that in the FasI the letters are
well and generously formed, neatly written, and evenly spaced, but wTith exaggerated final
curves crossing or touching several of the following letters. Unlike the AndalusI, diacritical
points are frequently missing, those for the final /, fc, n, and y being in some manuscripts regularly left out.
The Sudani script (PI. VII 4) is easily recognized by its coarse, heavy appearance. The
strokes are irregular in both length and thickness. The vertical strokes are usually of good
length and a little inclined to the right, being in this respect somewhat like Turkish naskhi.199
We come finally to the sacred script, used mainly for the Kur°an. MaghribI Kur^ans of the
first two centuries of Islam seem to be wanting. This may be due, among other reasons, to a later
and smaller output or to an output so similar to that of the east in the 1st and 2d centuries that
it is impossible to tell the two types apart, or very likely to both of these factors combined.
Sir Edward Denison Ross while in Tunisia saw twTo parchment folios of a MaghribI Kufic Kurgan written by a woman and dated Ramadan, 275 (Jan. 7-Feb. 7, 889). Local Muslims informed him of their tradition that in the early days of Islam it was considered desirable for a
Tunisian girl who wished to make a good marriage to make at least one copy of the Kurgan
with her own hands. This interesting tradition he found fully borne out by the large number
of parchment Km°ans written by women and dating from the 4th to the 6th century of Islam
now kept in the library of the Great Mosque at Kairawan.200 Sir Edward has reproduced a
folio of the 3d-century KurDan. Though this folio does not contain part of the KurDanic text,
but only the wakf notation, it is nevertheless written in a fairly large Km°anic hand. It is
therefore safe to assume that the Km°anic text itself was written in the same script. This
script is essentially Kufic and is similar to, though not identical writh, some 3d-century Kufic
Km°ans from the territories east of Tunisia.201 Published MaghribI KurDans of the 4th and 5th
centuries are few and are in a lesser degree similar to some contemporary Kufic Kur'ans of
the east.202 Even Km°ans of later centuries are comparatively rare; of these the earliest so far
published is dated 557/1160.203
As Ibn Khaldun points out, calligraphy was never as perfect or as widely spread an art in
the west, especially in Africa, as in the east.204 Hence the west has no Kur^ans to compare
either in numbers or in excellence of script and general sumptuousness with such magnificent
copies as were produced by the Egyptians, Syrians, Persians, and Turks of the Mameluke
period and after. The script of MaghribI Km°ans is, as already hinted, a combination of
angular and round forms. The letters d, dh, s, d) t, z, fc, Z, and reversed y have retained their
angular forms (cf. p. 36, n. 125), while the rest of the letters are more or less rounded. Even
the ligatures are sometimes straight, sometimes rounded. Diacritical points are used on the
whole, but with local variation; that is, an AndalusI Kurgan would have all the dots, while a
FasI would leave some out. Words do not stand out, but otherwise the execution is generally
fair and painstaking. The earliest Maghribi Kur'ans followed eastern usage for diacritical
139

More recent subtypes of all these scripts are listed by Bresnier, Houdas, and Moritz, but they do not concern us

here.
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"Some rare mss. seen in Tunis," pp. 614 f.
-02 E.g. Ar. Pal. PL 40 as compared with PI. 45.
203
E.g. Ar. Pal. PL 42.
Ibid. PL 47.
204
Mukaddamah, p. 205; cf. Houdas, op. cit. pp. 98-101, and Robertson, p. 62.
201
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strokes and vowel points, as well as in division of the text into verses and indication of fiveand ten-verse groupings.205 The surah headings also were simple and remained so for many
centuries. Each consisted of a line of Kufic script, usually plain, though sometimes slightly
ornamented, giving the title and the verse count and indicating also the origin as Makkan or
Madinan. Sometimes a panel,206 comparatively simple, was also used, though Km°ans of more
recent date have a more elaborate decorative scheme.207
The main difference between eastern and western Kui°ans is the more general use in the west
of green, yellow, and blue for the orthographic signs other than those for a, i} and u, against
the more general use of red for the same purposes in the east. Thus while the east used at
first a red circle or semicircle for the hamzahm and almost always a red horizontal stroke for the
waslah,209 the west generally used for these two signs a yellow and a green dot respectively.210
Again, in the thuluth and naskhl Kur^ans the vowels and other orthographic signs are usually
in black except for the shaddah and the maddah, which are frequently in red. The Maghribl
Kur^ans, however, have all these in red except for the shaddah and the sukun, which are frequently in blue.211
206

Mubnfr, pp. 133 f.
Cf. our No. 32 and Derenbourg, Les manuscrits arabes de VEscurial III, Pi. I.
207
E.g. Ar. Pal Pis. 48-49.
208
Cf. our Nos. 10 and 12 and pp. 39 f. above.
203
Cf. our No. 16 and p. 40 above.
210
Cf. our No. 32; Wright, Facs.t PL LXI; and Ahlwardt I, No. 416. See also Muknic, p. 134, bearing in mind that its
author, Danl, was a Spanish Arab.
*u E.g. Wright, Facs.y Pi. LXI; Tisserant, PL 43 a.
206
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T H E KURGAN AS A W R I T T E N

DOCUMENT

T H E MORE IMPORTANT SOURCES
The historical development of the Kui°an, as to both content and written form, has engaged
the attention of Muslims and non-Muslims alike. The former have preserved for us the earliest
traditions of the order of "revelation" of its parts and of its collection and organization into a
written volume, while the latter, using modern methods of research, have given us a tenable
reconstruction of the history of this basic document of Islam.
The Arabic sources bearing on our theme may be chronologically divided into three groups.
First in point of time are the earliest biographies of Muhammad, those by Zuhri (d. A.H.
1 2 4 / A . D . 741/42) and Ibn Ishak (d. 151/768), as preserved in the Sirat al-nabi of Ibn Hisham
(d. 213/823). With these we may classify the legal works assembled by Malik ibn Anas, Abu
Hanlfah, Abu Yusuf, and Shafici, which originated in the 2d century after the Hijrah and later
became accepted as the four orthodox law schools of Islam. 1 The second group consists of the
earliest Hadith compilations, 2 the place of honor going to the Sahihain—the $ahlh of Bukhari
(d. 257/870) and the $ahih of Muslim (d. 261/875). 3 In this second group belong also the
works of Ibn Sacd (d. 230/844) and of Ibn Kutaibah (d. 276/889). All of the works so far cited
are important because they form to a large extent the source materials of the third and largest
group, which is also the most used because it is the most easily available—the commentaries on
the Km°an and specific KurDanic studies. The most important of these are the well known
works of Tabari (d. 310/922), Baghawl (516/1122), Baidawl (d. 685/1286), Ibn Kathlr
(d. 774/1373), and Suyuti (d. 911/1505). The Fihrist of Nadim (d. 377 or 385/987 or 995),
the Kitdb al-masdhif of Ibn Abi Dawud (d. 316/928), and the Muknic and the Taislr of Dam
(d. 444/1053), each more or less in a class by itself, also have some very valuable materials
on the Kurgan.
Contributions of non-Muslims are of two types, the first being those of medieval Christian
Arabs and the second those of modern western scholars. Mingana 4 emphasizes the significance
of the first group, in which the most important work is that of cAbd al-Masih ibn Ishak alKindl, 5 who frequented the court of MaDmun (198-218/813-833). His Risdlah, an apology for
Christianity, presents us with the first known outline of a critical history of the gradual formation of the present text of the Kurgan.6 To the second group belong the works of such men as
Muir, Palmer, Rodwell, Hirschfeld, Casanova, Fliigel, Grimme, and that master scholar
Noldeke, whose great work, Geschichte des Qorans, has become indispensable to all students of
Islam. Finally there are the very recent contributions of Bergstrasser, Pretzl, and Jeffery.
Most of this enormous material is concerned, among other things, with the text and the
textual criticism of the Kur\an; only a fractional part has a direct bearing on our parallel
1

Cf. Fihrist, pp. 198-215; von Kremer, The Orient under the Caliphs, chap, viii; Aghnicles, Mohammedan Theories of
Finance, p p . 133-47.
2
Goldziher, Muhammedanische
de la tradition musulmane.

Studien, Vol. I I . For a list of leading traditionists see Wonsinck, Concordance et indices

3

Goldziher, op. ciL I I 234 ff. a n d 245 ft.

* EI II 1021.

4

"The transmission of the Kurgan," pp. 34-47.

6

Cf. esp. his pp. 75-83.
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theme: the evolution of the Kui°an as a written document. Our purpose here is not to enter into
an exhaustive study of this subject and its source materials, but rather to present briefly and
critically the outstanding results which centuries of study have yielded.
THE KURGAN IN MUHAMMAD'S T I M E
The question of whether or not Muhammad was able to read or write or both 7 is made to
have a significant bearing on the nature and authorship of the Kui°an. Orthodox Muslims, 8
past and present, claim that he was able to do neither and see in such a fact not only proof of
his claim to prophetship but also proof of the divine and uncreated nature of the Km°an itself, asserting it to be the word of Allah, coexistent with him from the beginning of time and
guarded on "preserved tablets," from which it was by various methods of revelation put directly into the mouth of Muhammad. Modern thinkers are widely divided on the question, some
considering Muhammad an out-and-out illiterate, 9 others regarding him as a good penman. 10
Those who have taken a middle position11 are probably nearer the truth. Their conclusion is
that Muhammad could both read and write, but not skilfully. The tendency seems to be to
credit Muhammad with giving us a written Kui°an, in part or in whole, in proportion as one
credits him with the ability to read and write. To the Muslim mind this relationship is immaterial, since the same result—a written Kui°an—could be achieved by Muhammad's dictating his revelations to his scribes after determining the order in which the revelations were to
be assembled. Such a procedure, though possible, is hardly probable and has no serious proponents among Muslims. A second possibility, acceptable to some extent to modern thinkers, has
general acceptance in the Muslim world, namely, that, though the complete Kurgan as we now
have it was not written down before Muhammad's death, it is nevertheless his original revelation since part of it was written at Muhammad's command and what was not thus written was
preserved in the hearts of his Companions until, after his death, the written portions were supplemented by the memorized portions, giving us the whole.12 Fear of a treacherous memory
alone, not to speak of possible motives for changes in the text, makes western thinkers look on
this claim with pointed suspicion. But the Arabs, with experienced and trained memories,
have no such fears, some looking on that faculty and its handmaid, oral transmission, as even
more desirable than writing,13 provided of course the transmission is based on a trustworthy
isnad; and the pious halo with which the Companions and the first generation of converts to
Islam are credited provides the "trustworthiness" required.
A more tenable ground for the nonexistence of a written Kui°an in Muhammad's lifetime is
that Muhammad, despite his sensing of the need for it, wished to reserve for himself the freedom, desired by every great leader-reformer, to change his statements and dictums should the
7

Cf. Noldeke, GQ I 12-14; Hirsehfeld, New Researches, p. 12; Sprenger, Leben I I 398-402; Torrey, pp. 36-41 and
93-95.
8

E.g. I b n Khaldun, Mukaddamah

9

Cf. Kui°an, tr. by Sale, ed. by Wherry, I 73 f.; The Holy Qur-dn, ed. and tr. by Muhammad Ali, he. cit.

I 205; The Holy Qur-dn, ed. and tr. by Muhammad Ali, p. 1206, n. 2769.

10

Sprenger, loc. cit.; Torrey, loc. cit.

11

E.g. Hirschfeld, pp. 12 f. Buhl holds the same view; cf. his article on Muhammad in EI I I I 643.

13

Fihrist, pp. 24 f.; Baghawi I 2 3 ; Noldeke, GQ I I 1-8; Torrey, pp. 92-95.

13

Badawi poets considered writing a reflection on memory; Dhu al-Rummah (d. A.D. 719 or 735) concealed the fact
that he could read and write; see Aghani B X V I 121. Ibn Kutaibah, cUyiin II 130, states the ease for oral transmission
t h u s : " M e n write down the best of what they hear, memorize the best of what they write, and relate the best of what
they memorize." Cf. also Itkcln I 60, where a claim of authenticity and accuracy is based on the (later) theory of the
miraculous nature of the Kurgan and on the premise t h a t the "readers" kept their memories in constant practice through
reciting during twenty years of Muhammad's lifetime.
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need arise.14 However, this theory loses some of its force when one remembers that Muhammad had already established the theory of abrogation,15 which must have given him all the
liberty he could have desired. Nevertheless it is very likely that the practical Muhammad,
sensing that prevention is better than cure, postponed a standard edition of a written Km°an
until unexpectedly death overtook him.
THE EDITION OF 'UTHMAN
We have found general agreement among modern scholars on the nonexistence of a written
Kurgan at Muhammad's death. But their agreement ceases there. When did the present orthodox Kur'an first take its written form? How complete and how authentic is it as it stands?
To these questions there are widely differing answers. Some consider the KurDan to be, in the
spirit if not in the letter of Muhammad's words, nearly 100 per cent complete and authentic;
these would allow for minor orthographic and dialectal changes, but for no more. Others admit considerable omissions and interpolations by the early caliphs and "readers." A smaller
group looks on the Kurgan as anything but the authentic revelation of Muhammad and
credits cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan and his governor Hajjaj ibn Yusuf not only with its collection but with a great deal of its contents.
We will now look briefly into the reasons for these conflicting views. The completeness and
authenticity of the Kur 3 an are naturally linked up with the date of its compilation; the earlier
the date, the more complete and reliable is the text of the Km°an. The Arabic sources, to some
extent confused and confusing, give rise to three different time possibilities. First there is a
group of traditions which credit Abu Bakr and c Umar with the first compilation.16 Such credit
is based in part on the following grounds: Abu Bakr and c Umar were inspired by Allah to
make the collection;17 many KurDan "readers," that is, reciters, perished in the Battle of
c
Akrabah, and Abu Bakr and c Umar wished to collect the Kur'an before other qualified readers
should suffer the same fate;18 variations among the different readers determined the two caliphs
to take action before confusion set in.19 Though these reasons seem at first sight to be plausible,
thorough research has proved them inadmissible, and one is led to believe with Noldeke and
Schwally that the activities of Abu Bakr and c Umar in this respect aimed at only a private and
not an official collection of the Km°an.20
Most of the reasons given for Abu Bakr's and c Umar's collection are repeated as motives for
c
Uthman 7 s edition; but Noldeke and Schwally, sifting the materials before them, accept the
tradition that the real reason for this edition lay in the differences which arose when nonArabs, in this case Persians, attempted the reading of the Kur'an and introduced alarming
variations. 21 Noldeke therefore views ^ t h m a n ' s as the first official edition of the Kur'an and
places it in the years A.H. 30-35. 22
Noldeke's conclusions received wide acceptance in the west and are still far from being discredited, though recently they have been somewhat challenged by the last group mentioned
above, well represented by Casanova and Mingana. This group would on the one hand throw
overboard the entire body of Muslim tradition concerning not only the Abu Bakr and c Umar
14

Hirschfeld, pp. 5 f.
Surah 2:106; Itkan II 20-27; Noldeke, GQ I 52-55.
16
Cf. Noldeke, GQ II 4, for the many Arabic sources; see also Mukni'; p. 3, and Ibn Abi Dfiwud, pp. 5-11.
17
Itkan I 58; Baghawl I 23.
13
Fihrist, p. 24; Tabarl, Tafsir I 19; Baghawi I 22; Itkan I 59; Mukni"; p. 4; Ibn Abi Dfiwud, pp. 6-9.
19
2l
Taban, Tafsir I 20; Itkan I 61.
Ibid. p. 53; Itkan I 61.
20
Noldeke, GQ II 18-22.
« Noldeke, GQ II 47-62.
15
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collection but the cTJthman collection as well,23 and on the other hand it would accept as of
great significance the early Christian Arab evidence as typified in Kindl.24 It supports its
contention partly by the assumption that Arabic writing was still so undeveloped that it was
not only very rarely used but was incapable of conveying the present written text of the Kurgan, and partly by the assumption that, since the early Christian writers do not mention a
Muslim book, there could not have been one for them to mention. Having thus disposed of the
c
Uthman edition, they proceed to show reasons—chiefly political—for the collection of what
they consider the first official written KurDan in the reign of cAbd al-Malik ibn Marwan (6586/684-705) through the agency of Hajjaj. 25
This theory, tempting as it seems, has some serious drawbacks, for both the positive and the
negative arguments for it are challengeable. The condition of Arabic writing in Muhammad's
time is indicated by PERF No. 558 (our Pis. IV-V), an Arabic papyrus of the reign of c Umar
dated A.H. 22 and written in a fairly well developed manuscript hand in the distant province
of Egypt, where Greek and Coptic were the written languages in general use. If written Arabic
was so primitive and rare in its own homeland at the time of Muhammad's death, how do we
account for its practical use in Egypt only a short dozen years after that event? Again, to
grant the incomplete development of orthography would give us reason to suspect only the
orthographic accuracy of early KurDan editions but not the possibility of their existence. In this
connection it is interesting to note that nowhere in the traditions of the earliest transmission of
the Kurgan is there any hint of serious orthographic or vowel difficulties; rather, it is differences
in the Arabic tribal dialects and differences arising out of foreigners' use of Arabic that seem
to demand attention. The foregoing considerations lead one to believe that, if we allow for
such common mistakes as writers and copyists are liable to make, the Arabic writers of Muhammad's time and of the time of the early caliphs were able scribes capable of producing an
acceptable edition of a written Km°an despite the lack of all the improvements of modern
written Arabic. Only when the common people in ever increasing numbers began to recite the
Kurgan as a pious act, much as a pious Catholic repeats the rosary, did errors in a grammatical
sense appear and emphasize the need for written vocalization (see pp. 39-41).
The negative argument—that if there had been a written Km°an the contemporary Christian
writers would have mentioned it—seems to lead neither here nor there. Why should we expect
writers whom their own written testimony proves to have been so incapable of keeping up
with the march of events all around them that they even failed to realize that a new religious
idea, monotheism, was taking hold of their Arab neighbors and masters—why should we expect such men to be so wide awake and so well informed as positively to know of a Muslim
book of which, at the best, but a few copies were in existence and those few carefully guarded
from "unbelievers"? Even if we suppose that some of them did know what was going on, their
interests were so largely limited to their congregations and to Christian heresy that the chances
are just as good, particularly in early Islamic times, for their not mentioning the KurDan as
for their mentioning it; therefore their failure to mention the Kurgan in their waitings must in
general be viewed as inconclusive, circumstantial evidence.
Finally, to suppose that the main reasons for a written Kurgan were political and that they
23

Mingana, "The transmission of the Kur fin," pp. 46 f.
-•' Ibid. pp. 3-1-44; cf. Kindi, RisCdah, pp. 78-S3. For the period from the death of Muhammad until and including the
governorship of Hajjaj, Kindl accepts as evidence of wholesale tampering with the text of the Kurgan the worst accusations of rival Muslim groups against each other. The unusual spirit of religious tolerance in Ma^miin's day, when the
Rimltth was written, together with the general c Abbasid policy of discrediting the fallen Umayyads and the outwitted
and alienated c Alids, gave such accusations a currency and an air of validity beyond their just due.
-5 For a traditional, orthodox conception of the few changes introduced by Hajjaj cf. Ibn Abl Dawtid, pp. 49 f. and
117 f.
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became apparent as late as the reign of cAbd al-Malik is to overlook Muslim Arab history up
to that time and to fail to understand its motive power. There may be reason to credit the
first four caliphs with an eschatological outlook and to use that as a motive for inaction; but
no one who has paid careful attention to the long reign of Mu c awiyah (40-60/660-80) could
pronounce him anything but a shrewd, capable, and far-sighted statesman very much concerned with this world, both for his own reign and for that of his son and successor, and agree
that he is rightly to be considered as the founder of the Arab Kingdom. Had there been no
written KurDan in his day, he certainly would have ordered one compiled, for the very same
reason that cAbd al-Malik and Hajjaj are supposed to have done so—namely for the politicoreligious power it would give, not only in the home center but as a sanction for an aggressive
imperial policy.
Thus if the reigns of Abu Bakr and c Umar are too early, that of cAbd al-Malik is too late for
the most likely date of an official and written Kur'an. We are thrown back, then, with Noldeke
and Schwally, on the c Uthman edition. For, after all, the politico-religious attitude of the
Persians of c Uthman ? s day is indicative of the situation among non-Arabs in general. With the
temporary lull in the conquering advance, Muslims in general, and with them the central administration, became aware of a growing disunion in the Muslim world. The collection of an
officially recognized text of the Kurgan was one of the measures adopted to stem this threatening disintegration. 26 However, we do not accept the completeness and authenticity of c Uthman's edition to the extent that Noldeke and Schwally do,27 for we admit with Hirschfeld28
not only omissions but interpolations of textual matter, and even go so far as to admit with
c
Abd al-Masih al-Kindl, Casanova, and Mingana possible changes introduced by Hajjaj,
though both the nature and the extent of these are not to be readily determined.
There seems to be general agreement as to the method and the personnel of the editorial commission that brought out the c Uthman edition. The main sources are said to have been the
previous collection of Abu Bakr and c Umar, which was then in the possession of Hafsah, one
of Muhammad's widows, and the collections of the individual members of the committee,
derived either from their own written notations or from their memories.29 The committee
consisted of Zaid ibn Thabit as chief editor, cAbd Allah ibn al-Zubair, SacId ibn al-cAsi, and
c
Abd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith, 30 whose qualifications for their tasks are set forth briefly by
Noldeke. 31 c Uthman is supposed to have made one stipulation only, that the dialect of the
Kuraish should be preferred in cases of differences arising between the non-Kuraishite chairman, Zaid ibn Thabit, and the other members of his committee.
Orthodox Islam has accepted the order of the surahs as they appear in c Uthman's edition,
though it is difficult to tell on what basis or bases Zaid worked in giving us that order. Some
claim to see a textual connection; but the majority see only a haphazard arrangement based
largely on the length of the surahs, the longest (excluding the first) coming first in order,
though even this is not carried out consistently.
Related to this problem of textual order is the question of the chronological order of whole
surahs or of parts within surahs, since many surahs are admittedly composed of Makkan and
Madman portions. The question is naturally very significant, and Muslims and non-Muslims
alike have bent their energies to its solution. We have as a result order schemes that are re26

1 am indebted to Professor Sprengling for this observation.

27

GQ I 234-61 and II 47-62. Cf. also JefTery, "Abu c Ubaid on the verses missing from the Qur an," Modem
X X V I I I 61-65.
28
New Researches, pp. 137 f.
29

For an account of these and other early collections see JefTery, Materials.

30

Cf. Fihrist, pp. 24 f.; Itkan I 61.

3l

GQ II 54-62.
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markable both for their points of agreement and for their differences* But authenticity and
accuracy rather than chronology and consistency seem to have been the objectives of Zaid and
his editorial committee; and the lengths to which they went in order to achieve these objectives
are seen in the inclusion in their text of the letters, to us still mysterious and unintelligible, that
appear at the heads of twenty-nine of the surahs.
Orthodox Islam attributes these letters to Muhammad and has two general theories as to
their nature and purpose. The first of these is that they are mystic signs the meaning of which
is known to God alone; the second, that they are abbreviations that admit of a rational interpretation. 32 Variants of both theories have found supporters among modern thinkers. Loth,
attributing the symbols to Muhammad, accepted the first, seeing in the letters a Jewish influence similar to the cabala's mystic symbols, since, as he points out, these letters are found in
Madman but not in Makkan surahs. 33 Noldeke, after suggesting that they were likely monograms of the original owners of the written collections of surahs, 34 gave up the theory and took
Loth's position. 35 But the monogram theory would not be downed: Sprenger championed it,
though with some modifications;36 and decades later it was still upheld by Hirschfeld.37
The next step was taken when Hans Bauer suggested that these letters were abbreviations of
well known Kui°anic expressions or catchwords occurring in the text of the particular surah.38
But a more fruitful suggestion came from Goossens, who saw in these letters not only catchwords but catchwords that were once the earlier and current names or titles of these surahs.39
Some details of these theories and a concise estimate of their value are given by Jeffery in his
article cited above.
For our purpose here these letters, whether we consider them as scribes' notes, monograms
of owners, significant catchwords, or earlier titles of surahs, point to two facts bearing on the
transmission of the Km°an: first, that considerable portions of the Kur'an were actually in
written form before c Uthman's edition; second, that Zaid and his committee sought scrupulously to preserve these.
The task before the committee was not only to produce a "standard" Kurgan but to make
several copies (the traditions vary as to the number), 40 which were to be sent to the leading
cities of the provinces with orders that all previous versions were to be destroyed.41 But despite these orders and precautions fragments and sections of other collections undoubtedly
continued in the possession of private owners, and differences soon crept into even the official
copies in the different cities. Thus the Damascus Kui°ans were more like the original one of
Madlnah, while those of Basrah and Kufah showed close similarities in their differences from
the other two.42 Moreover, there are the nonorthodox, particularly the ShTcite, versions to
consider. But, whereas the differences of the former group were mainly secondary, affecting
orthography, dialect, and surah and verse division and organization, those of the latter have
doctrinal significance, growing out of the politico-religious situation centering around the
claims of the house of cAlI to the caliphate. 43
3
- Many such interpretations have been suggested; of. Itkdn II 8-13; Noldeke, GQ II G9-78. Jeffery, "The mystic
letters of the K o r a n / ' gives a concise treatment of the subject.
33
ZDMG X X X V 003-10.
;<4

Gcschichtc des Qaraus (1st ed.) pp. 215 f.; Jeffery, op. cit. pp. 249 f.

•5 Encyc. Brit., 9th ed., art. " K o r a n " ; Jeffery, he. cit.
•* Lebcn II 182.
7

•' Sew Researches, pp. 141-43.

38
33

ZDMG L X X V 1-20.
Der Islam X I I I 191-220.

40

Mukni^, p. 10; Ibn Abi Dawiid, p. 34; Itkdn I 02; Noldeke, GQ II 112-15.

41

Fihrist, p. 25; Noldeke, op. cit. pp. 115-19.

13

Cf. Noldeke, GQ II 93-112, and Nadwi, Bankipore Catalogue, No. 1204.

4

- Noldeke, GQ I I I 15.
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What was the ultimate fate of the earliest Kur'an fragments and of c Uthman's "standard"
copies? To believe, with Casanova and Mingana, that they never existed in the first place is,
in view of the stand we have taken, out of the question. Tradition tells us that of the former
all that c Uthman could lay hands on except Hafsah's copy were destroyed and makes much
ado about the process of destruction. 44 Of the latter we learn from cAbd al-Masih al-Kindi that
the Kuf ah copy was supposed to be extant in his day, though he himself believes it to have been
lost in the insurrection of Mukhtar (67/686)* Either this or the Basrah copy seems to have
survived till 369/979-80, when it is reported as one of the insignia of the cAbbasid caliph
TaDic.45 The Madlnah copy is reported to have been lost in the days of Yazid ibn Mu c awiyah
(60-64/679-683), that of Makkah to have been burned in a conflagration caused by Abu alSaraya (200/815). 46 The Syrian copy, which was probably sent to Damascus, seems to have
been moved about in the course of the centuries. It is reported, in the troublous times of the
First Crusade, to have been transported from Tiberias (Tabariyyah) to Damascus in 492/1099
and put for safety in the treasury of the Great Mosque.47 When in the course of the Second
Crusade an attempt was made in 543/1148 by the Crusaders to storm Damascus, this copy
of c Uthman's KurDan was raised high before the people in order to arouse and stiffen their resistance.48 Ibn Marzuk (d. 781/1379-80) in his Masnad al-sahlh al-hasan, a collection of
authenticated traditions, reports the Syrian copy still at Damascus in 657/1259 ;49 and it is
there that it figured again in 680/1280-81 in the celebration of the victory of Sultan Kalawun
over the Mongols.50 The Makkan and Madman copies were likewise reported by Ibn Marzuk
to have been in their respective cities in 657/1259. The Basrah copy is reported by the same
source to have been in Madlnah as late as 705/1305-6. 51 Another copy of c Uthman's edition
is reported as figuring in the taking of oaths at Cairo, first in the reign of the Circassian Mameluke Sultan Jan Balat in 906/1500 and again in the reign of Kansuh al-Ghurl in 908/1502 and
911/1505.52 This may have been that c Irakian copy—perhaps that of Kuf ah, since the Basrah
copy had found its way to Madlnah—which had come to form a part of the insignia of the
c
Abbasid caliphs. As such it may have found its way to Cairo with the transfer of the cAbbftsids to the court of the Mameluke sultans after the fall of Baghdad in 656/1258. To accept it
as a copy sent out originally to Cairo by c Uthman raises the question why it was not mentioned
before this late date. There is, however, always the possibility that earlier references to it
may yet show up.
With this brief introduction to the collection and writing of the Kui°an up to the end of
c
Uthman , s reign, we now turn our attention first to the writing materials used at that time
and thereafter and then to the more difficult question of the writing itself.
WRITING MATERIALS
There is reason to believe that at first no special attention was paid to the writing materials,
Muhammad's scribes using such materials—stones, wood, bark, leaves, silk rags, leather,
44

Tabarl, Tafsir I 20; I titan I I 172.

45

Suyuti, Ta-rikh al-khulafcV, p. 164.

G

- Kind!, Risalah, p. 8 1 ; cf. Mingana, op. cit. p. 41. For Aim al-Sariiyii see EI IV 170 f.
47
48

Suyuti, TaPrikh al-khulaja?, p. 171.

49
Muir, The Mameluke Dynasty, p. xxi.
Makkari I 222 f.
60
Howorth, History of the Mongols I I I 274. This copy is supposed to have remained a t Damascus until comparatively
recent times, when it was lost in the conflagration of the Great Mosque in 1S93; cf. Muir, op. cit. pp. xxi and 18(i. If that
is true, it must have escaped the burning of this mosque by Tiniiir in A.D. 1400, "when everything in the mosque which
was not of stone was destroyed by fire7' (Rivoira, p. 81).
61
52
Makkari I 222 f.
Ibn Iyas 111 445; Muir, op. cit pp. 185 f., n. 2, and 190.
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parchment, and papyrus—as had been in use among the Arabs before his time. 53 The Kurgan
itself contains several interesting references to writing materials. Papyrus (kirtds) is mentioned
in Surah 6:7 and 91; writing tablets (alwdh), which may be either wooden or stone slabs, in
Surahs 7:145, 150, 154; 54:13; and 85:22; parchment (rakk), in Surah 52:3. Written portions,
regardless of size or writing material, are referred to as suhuf>bi a term conveying the idea of
loose pages, leaflets, or even small pamphlets. 55 The term mashaf was, we are told, associated
with the complete volume of c Uthman ? s edition and continued in use thereafter to mean particularly the Kurgan.56
Arabic sources are more detailed in specifying the different writing materials. Thus the
Fihrist lists scraps (rikdc), thin limestone slabs (ffla/), and palm-tree bark (cusub)f71 than I
59 f. mentions not only the foregoing but also shoulder blades (aktdf), ribs (adldc), saddle
boards (aktdb)} leather pieces (kitac adim), parchments {aurdk), and papyri (kardtis). Tabari
mentions two other products of the palm tree, the palm leaf (sacaf) and the palm trunk (kirndf)^
If such were the materials on which the early collections were written, which of them was
used for the new and official collection? Remembering the avowed aim of the collection—
preservation of all scattered parts and permanency of the whole—we must consider primarily
leather and parchment, the others being too bulky and/or subject to easy damage. Though
leather must have been more easily available at that time, parchment seems to have been preferred. According to one tradition, Zaid ibn Thabit made his first collection for Abu Bakr on
leather pieces, shoulder blades, and palm bark,59 and it was c Umar who later had them recopied
into one volume. Another tradition tells us that Abu Bakr's collection was made on papyrus,
still another that it was on parchment. 60 Since papyrus is hardly likely because of its rarity
and its high cost in Arabia, we are fairly safe in concluding that parchment was the material
used for Abu Bakr's collection and also for c Uthman's edition. It is possible that some of the
early private collections on parchment were in roll form.61 Abu Bakr, however, is credited with
being the first to put the KurDan into book form.62 c Uthman's edition seems to have taken the
same form.63 Though parchment became more and more the Kw°an material, leather held
its own in the secular field, where we find its wide use attested in the Fihrist*4
Various qualities of parchment were produced, depending on the source of the skin and on
the manufacturing process.65 Although almost any skin available was used, sheep, calf, goat,
and gazelle skins were preferred, since from these beautiful, fine, creamy white parchment
could be produced. The Egyptian (formerly Khedivial) Library at Cairo is said to have several
Kurgan manuscripts on gazelle parchment. 66 Parchment, however, was not limited to KuDranic
or religious purposes. We find Mu c awiyah using it in the new diwdn'sf7 and, despite the early
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ItJfan I 60, where we are also told that in Muhammad's house were found many parchments (aurdk) with Kurgan
writing. Cf. CPR I I I , Bd. I, Teil 1, pp. 55 f., for use of parchment by some of the Companions.
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Islamic Book, p. 30; see also Mingana, op. cit. pp. 28 and 46, where suhuj is translated as "rolls" and both Abu
Bakr's and c Uthmrin's mss. are described as such.
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Ibn Abi Dawud, pp. 5 f.: Jamaza bain al-lauhain.
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Itkdn, loc. cit.; cf. Noldeke, GQ II 23-27, and Islamic Book, he. cit.t for the forms of early Kur^ans.
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encroachment of the more practical paper, it continued long in use. In our collection of KurD
anic manuscripts we have some parchments dating from the 3d and 4th centuries; others are
known that date much later in the Middle Ages.68 The latest commercial parchments in our
collection date from 336/947; similar parchments reproduced by Moritz bear the date
423/1032.69 The latest parchments in the Vienna, Berlin, and Heidelberg collections are dated
356/967, 418/1027, and 451/1059 respectively.70
The finished parchment shows a slight difference in color and texture between the hair and
flesh sides. The former is a shade darker, somewhat glossy at times, and takes the ink better;
for this reason it was the more frequently used in private and commercial documents, though
cases where the flesh side was preferred are not wanting.71 The KurDan codices used both sides,
arranging them, for aesthetic reasons, so that two flesh sides or two hair sides faced each
other.
Small as the Oriental Institute collection is, it nevertheless illustrates various grades of
parchment. The Km°an pieces are decidedly better in manufacture and finer in quality than
the commercial ones. Among the former our No. 4 is so fine and transparent that the writing
on each side is clearly visible on the other, despite the fact that the ink is neither very heavy
nor very black. Over against this, Oriental Institute Museum No. A 6967, a deed of endowment, is a palimpsest of coarse parchment that has survived the double use and the ravages
of time much better than the originally superior product.
Karabacek has gone with great detail into the introduction, use, and manufacture of paper
among the Arabs.72 It appears that paper became known to the Arabs in Samarkand; that it
had become an article of trade as early as 30/650 and was in use in Makkah by c Umar ibn
c
Abd al-cAziz in 88/707; that the first Arab paper factory was established at Baghdad by
Harun al-Rashid in 177/793; and that thereafter paper was manufactured in most of the leading cities of the Empire. 73
Though it was to become the writing material, paper was slow in ousting leather, papyrus,
and parchment, perhaps especially so in the Kur^anic field, which continued the wide use of
parchment until the days of Rashid (170-193/786-808), who then ordered that Kur 5 ans be
written on paper.74 It is therefore not surprising to find the earliest Arabic paper manuscripts
of the Vienna collection dating from his reign.75 But if a warrak was one who wrote on paper,76
then paper Km°ans could have been written early in the 2d century, since Malik ibn Dinar
(d. 130/747) is reported to have been both a warrak and one who copied the KurDan for a fee
(seep. 29).
Arab or oriental paper is easily distinguished by its thick, strong substance, smooth and
glossy surface, and creamy or light yellowish color,77 as also by the fact that it lacks watermarks, which were first introduced into paper-making in Italy as late as A.D. 1282.78 All but one
of the Oriental Institute's paper Kurgan manuscripts are on this type of oriental paper. The exception, our No. 31, of a late period, is on very thin and somewhat crisp paper. Though it is
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difficult to trace the origin of fine paper of this latter sort, we do know that such fine paper was
made in Kashmir in the 16th and 17th centuries.79 Very thin paper was first brought to Europe
from China in 1750.80 It was from India that Oxford first imported a fine paper about the
middle of the 19th century, and successful imitations of it have received the name "India
paper.'781
SPECIFIC FEATURES IN KUR^ANIC WRITING
Having already gone into the question of KurDanie scripts, we turn our attention here to
other phases of early Kur^anic writing. We have noted that the Kw°an was considered as a
monument, since the monumental script was adopted for it. Further evidence of the dignified
place it occupied is given by the size as well as the form of its script. c Umar ibn al-Khattab,
we are told, abhorred Kur^ans in small script and was delighted when he saw large copies.
c
AlI likewise urged large script, and the practice found favor among his successors, for Km°ans
of the early centuries were certainly written in a large hand. In this respect the bismillah
seems to have received early and special attention, which showed itself in extended letters and
in a generally more careful execution; for the latter feature forgiveness of sins was promised
as a rewTard. Zaid ibn Thabit and cAmr ibn al-cAsI disliked the bism without the s; c Umar ibn
c
Abd al-cAziz wished al-rahman extended; Ibn Sinn (d. A.H. 110) even specified that in the
bism the letter extended should be the s and not the 6.82
Km°an manuscripts written in gold or silver were known as early as the days of Ibn
Mas c ud (d. A.H. 32, aged 60 and odd years). The Fihrist mentions three of the earliest Km°an
copyists, of whom the first is Khalid ibn Abi al-Hayyaj, a companion of cAlI and a scribe of
Walld. Khalid wrote the Kur'an from Surah 91 to the end in gold for the Mosque of the Prophet at Madinah. When c Umar ibn cAbd al-cAziz saw this, he wished a copy like it. The copy
was made with great care, but when finished it was refused by the thrifty c Umar on account of
the high price set on it.83 Unfortunately we do not have a description of the script of this copy.
Large and magnificent Kur^ans continued to be in favor for court and mosque for many centuries. As these could not be produced cheaply and hastily, they helped to change Kurganwriting from a pious and charitable act to an honored and well paid profession,84 calling not
only for master copyists but for efficient illuminators85 and binders.
The bismillah and the letters of the alphabet found at the beginnings of some of the surahs
(cf. p. 50) were considered from the start as part and parcel of the Kurgan and were therefore always included in any copy of it. Not so the diacritical and vowel signs. Ibn Mas c ud
wished for no signs whatsoever in the Km°an7 and he was not alone in this. Malik allowed them
for smaller copies intended for the instruction of children, but not for the mosque copies.
79

Hunter, Paper making t p. 239.
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Sindail, op. cit. pp. 356-58.
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- 1 than II 170. The bismillah as found in non-Kur^anic manuscripts also received special attention; cf. e.g. Kalkashandl
I I I 133-42, which also gives illustrations.
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* Fihrist, pp. 6 and 40; Khalid must have been a very young companion of cAli and an elderly scribe of Walld. Bjorkman does not list him among Walld's scribes.
^-[Tyiin
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I I 131 and I I I 271; Itkan I I 171.

Fihrist, pp. 7 and 9 f. The term mudhakhih, literally "gilder," is frequently, though sometimes erroneously, so translated. The earliest ornamentation of the KurTm consisted chiefly in the use of gold, the artist being naturally then termed
the "gilder." Particularly in the earlier centuries, the calligrapher and the gilder were one and the same person. Later,
however, elaborate ornamentation led to differentiation of functions. Though the use of gold was now freely supplemented
with a rich color scheme, still the use of the earlier term, murjhahhib, prevailed. It is clear, therefore, t h a t at this stage the
word should be translated as "illuminator," not "gilder." Cf. Islamic Book, pp. 14 and 97, also Sakisian, La miniature
persane, p. xii.
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Punctuation signs at the ends of verses and for groups of five and ten verses met with the same
kind of opposition at the hands of Ibn Mas c ud, Ibrahim al-Nakha c I (A.H. 59-96), Mujahid (20103), Ibn Sinn (d. 110), and Malik (112-79), as did also addition of the name of the surah
and the number of its verses at the beginning or end of a surah.86 But others evidently kept
some of these signs for the sake of accuracy. Thus in the same period we find different practices—a situation which in turn makes it difficult to date any of the Km°an manuscripts of the
early centuries with absolute certainty. For example, Ar. Pal. Plates 1-16 are dated by Moritz
in the lst-2d century; of these, Plates 1-12, which belong to the same copy, are assigned more
definitely by Grohmann to about 107/725.87 Again, Ar. Pal. Plate 17 is placed by Moritz in
the 2d century, but Karabacek would place it in the 3d (see p. 26, n. 63). Furthermore, Ar. Pah
Plates 19-36, placed by Moritz in the 2d-3d century, show a variety of practices. Plates 19-30
have the old systems of diacritical strokes and vowel dots; but Plates 31-36 have in addition
to these the modern vowel-stroke system and also other orthographic signs such as the hamzah
and the shaddah, both of which, as we have seen above, were known in the second half of the
2d century. It is the same story of lack of uniformity in the five- and ten-verse signs; thus
Ar. Pal. Plates 1 and 2 show an ornamental square, with no reference to the number of verses,
while Plates 15 and 16 show a square and a circular ornament respectively, each coming at the
end of a surah and including letter numerals which give the number of its verses.
The earliest Km°ans show short strokes, varying from three to ten, at the end of each verse.
These were replaced later by simple circles. Some 2d-3d-century specimens show a large alif
with a right-angled bend at its foot and a circle for the five- and ten-verse divisions respectively. Others have squares and circles, with or without letter numerals, for these groupings.
Later Kur^ans have small five- to twelve-petaled rosettes,88 plain or whirled, for the verse endings, while various ornaments, with or without khamsah or cashr written within, mark these
groupings. Still later copies, no longer in the early Kur'anic scripts but in the beautiful naskhi
and elaborate thuluth, introduced profuse ornamentation for covers, end papers, flyleaves,
title-pages, surah headings, and the thirty divisions (ajza?) of the Kui°an.89 These decorations
in their earlier and simpler forms included little or no writing. Later, however, not only were
the titles of the surahs introduced, including in some cases (e.g. our No. 30) the number of
verses and a statement as to whether these were Makkan or Madman, but Kur'anic phrases
began to appear on the cover flap and on the flyleaves and title-pages of the whole and of the
ajza?. Both simple and elaborate Kufic, as well as the thuluth script, were employed for this
purpose, as may be seen in the finest specimens of the Mameluke period.
The Kurgan phrases and verses appearing most frequently on covers and title-pages are
Surahs 26:192-96 90 and 56:77-80; 91 of the latter passage Caliph Mustakfl (A.H. 333-34)
ordered that verses 79-80 be written on all Km°ans.92 In addition to these verses, some of
which are usually written in the upper and lower panels, Surah 35:31 f. in some cases incloses
the central ornamental design.93
Selections from the foregoing verses appear also for the juz> headings, which include a number of additional short phrases, such as kalam al-majid, kalam al-kadlm, al-furkan, kalam al^ Itkdn I I 171,
87
Islamic Book, p. 22.
ss
The use of the rosette for Kur^anie and general decorative purposes was paralleled by its use as a heraldic; emblem.
Introduced as such by the Ayyubids, it became very popular with the early Mamelukes; cf. Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry,
pp. 24 f. and 80.
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khdlik, and kaldm rabb al-Qdlamin. Since these phrases are always preceded by the number of
the juz0, followed by the preposition min, they are to be taken as so many descriptive names of
the Km°an as a whole; but among them are not only such terms as kur^an and furkdn, which
are regularly used to indicate the Kurgan,94 but others drawn from the list of the ninety-nine
names of Allah. An assumption that a specific phrase would be used for the heading of a given
juz^ because it occurred within, and somewhere near the beginning of, the juz> itself proved
upon examination not to be justified.
Out of the voluminous traditions bearing on every phase of the reading of the Km°an and
supplemented by later works on specific phases of the subject grew an elaborate system termed
by the Muslims Him al-kird^ah.™ It might justly be called both the science and the art of reading the Kurgan,96 since it covers both the scientific knowledge concerning the written Km°an
and the artistic ability to give a correct and pleasing recitation of the same. More specifically,
Him al-kird^ah covers the orthographic rules and peculiarities of the Km°an, its various readings, both orthodox and nonorthodox, its various text divisions, its punctuation, correct pronunciation and intonation, and the general marginal notations indicating acts of worship—
especially prostration (sajdah)—to be performed during a Km°an recital. Reading symbols
and notations are seldom found on old parchment Kui°ans. Paper Km°ans, however, are frequently elaborately marked with the symbols of one or more phases of Him al-kird^ah.
Color, like gold, played an early part in Kur'anic manuscripts, in some of the earliest of which
it was used for vowels and other orthographic signs (see pp. 39-41 and 44). Various shades of
green, blue, and red, almost always wTith black and gold, and in later Km°ans with white also,
were used for general ornamental purposes. Red and blue, and sometimes green, were also
used for the elaborate reading symbols and notations.
BINDING
Sarre in his magnificent volume Islamic Bookbindings and Grohmann in The Islamic Book
have given us detailed descriptions and many beautiful color reproductions of book covers,
from which much may be learned. It seems clear that from the earliest times the Muslim book
resembled the Coptic, which in turn was much influenced by the classical codex not only in
format but also in binding and in cover decoration.97 Muslim sources point to Abyssinia as
the country from which the direct borrowing came and assert that the idea of binding the first
collected portions of the Kurgan between two boards was adopted in the days of Muhammad
and Abu Bakr.98 Wooden covers had long been in use by the Abyssinians, and Grohmann
traces in the development of this kind of binding ' 'first the quite primitive method of tying the
body of the book without the use of a leather back to the blank wrooden covers by strings of
gut, then the more advanced method with the back pasted on to a strip of leather which is fastened to the two boards, and lastly the wooden boards artistically covered with an ornamental
leather cover and inside covered with silk or cloth."" Such wooden boards gave way to lighter
94

Cf. Itkdn I 51 f. and The Holy Qur-dn, ed. and tr. by Muhammad Ali, p. xxviii.
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Bergstrfisser and Jcffery worked out a "plan" for the critical study of the Kur-an which is to cover all available literature in this field. Pretzl is now carrying on the work of Bergstriisser. For further details of the "plan" and for the work already done by these three scholars see Bibliography.
96
Sell, in his work entitled 'Ilm-4-tajwld, or The Art of Reading the Quran, has taken the phrase Him al-tajwid, which is
but a phase of Him al-kira?ah, translated it as "the art of reading the Q u r a n / ' and extended it to cover all the phases of
the more inclusive Him al-kim-ah. Pretzl more correctly translates the latter as "die Wissenschaft der Koranlesung" and
treats the tajufid as a subdivision. Cf. Islamica VI 1 and 231-34; also EI IV 601, art. "Tadjwld."
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and more practical leather-covered paperboard bindings. The distinctive Muslim feature of the
binding is the flap extension of the left-hand cover of the book. It consists of two sections, a
rectangular part with the height and thickness of the book for its two dimensions and a fivesided end section which folds inside the right-hand cover. It thus protects the front edges of
the leaves and helps to keep the book well closed. The end section, which is protected by the
right-hand cover, is usually better preserved than the rest of the binding and, since it was treated as an integral part thereof in both material and decoration, has served a valuable purpose
in the hands of the student of Muslim bookbinding.
The earliest leather bindings were comparatively simple. But as sumptuousness became the
rule in KurDanic texts, the binding followed suit, and intricate, glittering, geometric designs,
with now and again a floral motif,100 adorned the outer covers. Though it is possible that at
first the bookbinder himself added the simple ornamentation, division of labor must for the
most part have followed early among the gilders, leather-toolers, and bookbinders proper (see
p. 54, n. 85). Instances where some of these functions were still performed by famous calligraphers of a considerably later period101 must be considered as exceptions that prove the rule.
Repeated misfortunes to, and destructions of, Muslim libraries102 account for the comparative
rarity of early Muslim volumes, and it is to the kindly climate of Egypt that we owe most of the
copies extant. Specimens from the later centuries have fared better, especially from the period
of the Mameluke dynasties (A.D. 1260-1517) of Egypt. The Oriental Institute is fortunate in
having several bindings from this period, some of which have been published by the Art Institute of Chicago.103
WAKF
From the earliest times the Kui°an was definitely associated with the mosque and its services; the earliest "standard" copies of c Uthman's edition of the Kurgan were placed in the leading mosques of the several cities to which they were sent. The practice spread and increased,
so that besides the special or official copy of a particular mosque several other copies were
placed there, either by the authorities or by some pious donor. The numbers at some of the outstanding mosques soon mounted to hundreds and even to thousands, so that as early as the
beginning of the 3d century a special trustee had to be appointed to look after them.104 Some
of the older and rarer copies came to be regarded as sacred relics and formed part of the treasure of the mosque. The large quantities can be accounted for partly by the zeal of pious Muslims, rulers or otherwise, and partly by the fact that from the start the mosques were the educational centers of Islam. Here not only were the KurDan, the Hadlth, and philology studied by
the more mature, but elementary schools were established for the education of the young, who
were taught mainly to recite and read the Kurgan.105
A favorite method by which pious Muslims donated Kui°ans to mosques was by the institution of wakf or endowment, a method borrowed from Byzantine practice.106 Endowments,
100

Among these are various modifications of both the eastern and the western type of the fleur-de-lis; cf. our Nos. 28
and 30, also Art Institute of Chicago, Loan Exhibition, Nos. 2-4. For the origin of this motif as a decorative design and
as a heraldic emblem see Mayer, Saracenic Heraldry, pp. 22-24.
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Cf. Yakut, Irshad V 446-48, where Ibn al-Bawwab is reported to have performed all these functions in a masterly
effort to replace a bound juz> of a Kurgan written by Ibn Muklah. See also Aga-Oglu, Persian Bookbirulirigs, p. 16 and
PL X V I I , where the Persian calligrapher Zain al- c Abdin ibn Muhammad is seen to be both an illuminator and a bookbinder as late as 863/1459.
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whether of real estate or of movable property, were always made in perpetuity; they could be
neither sold, transferred, inherited, nor given away, nor could they revert to the donor or his
heirs.107 All these restrictions meant rapid accumulation of donated Kur^ans; and these, as
we have seen, were many.
Tomb sanctuaries were not in favor in early Islam, because they savored of idolatry; but,
when due precautions were taken against their being considered objects of worship or being
even connected with undue veneration of the deceased, they were then sanctioned, despite the
preponderance of Hadith pronouncements against them. At any rate the practice spread rapidly, and tomb shrines and sanctuaries in honor of biblical and Muslim saints and of the mighty
men of Islam sprang up in all the parts of the Empire and acquired the character of tombmosques. These tomb-mosques were frequently prepared and built by men of power in their
own lifetimes, for instance by the Mameluke sultans, with whom the mausoleum-mosque was
the regular practice.108 Such tombs went usually by the name of turbah or kubbah,109 and for
them Kur'an recitations and copies of the KurDan were provided. The paper manuscripts in
the Oriental Institute collection include several turbah KurDans of the Mameluke period.
107

See wakf notation in our No. 21 on p. 76, also other notations referred to in n. 49.
CIA Eg. I, Nos. 70-412; CIA Jer. I, Nos. 170-90. Cf. Creswell in BIFAO XVI 77-157.
109
CIA Eg. I, Nos. 70, 79, 82-85, 95 f., and 106 f.
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IV
KURDAN M A N U S C R I P T S I N THE O R I E N T A L I N S T I T U T E 1
PARCHMENT
The Oriental Institute collection of Km°anic manuscripts includes fifteen parchment folios
and two fragments. These represent fourteen different codices, among which are large mosque
Kur'ans as well as smaller ones for private use. They range from about the second half of the
1st up to the 4th century after the Hijrah.
The problem of assigning a date to an undated manuscript is seldom simple. In the case of
Kur'an manuscripts the tendency has been to assume that those in large scripts and without
vowels are of the very earliest dates. This assumption, true to some extent, is nevertheless
misleading in two respects. It ignores the fact that small as well as large Kur>ans were among
the earliest written and that both types continued to be written thereafter. It also ignores the
fact that even after the introduction of the vowel system Kurgan copies were written without
the vowels. Though the assumption that manuscripts with vowels must be considerably later
than those without is true in some cases, it is not always so, for some very early Kur>ans,
originally without vowels, may well have been voweled later; 2 furthermore, the first vowel
system came into use shortly after the first masdhif were written. Beginning with cAli and
al-Du*ali, reformers and innovators in this field persisted at their task down to Khalil.
The significant thing about this group of reformers (cf. pp. 39-41) is that they were all from
Trak. Equally significant is the fact that most of the serious objectors (see pp. 41 and 54 f.)
were men of the Hijaz down to the time of Malik of Madlnah, who, although he allowed the
use of vowels for small Kur'an copies meant for the instruction of the young, disapproved of
their use in the large copies intended for the mosques. These being the facts, it would be natural to find the use of vowels much more frequent in the Kufic-Basran copies than in the Makkan-Madlnan ones of the same period. The same is true with regard to simplicity of punctuation and ornamentation, since it was these same Traki reformers who took the lead in marking
off groups of five and ten verses and in writing the title and the number of verses of each
surah. For such additions they found it necessary to use more color and ornament than did
the Hijazi conservatives, who led in the opposition to these as well. In dating the following
parchments these facts as well as the script characteristics have been taken into consideration.
The Oriental Institute parchments have suffered much damage. In several cases it is difficult to tell the original size and the number of lines to the page. However, by careful comparison of the manuscript text with the printed Kur'an text the approximate size and number of
lines to the page can sometimes be computed; whenever possible, this has been done.
1

In all measurements height precedes breadth.
Where orthographic signs have been too faint in the photographs they have been touched up to bring out the particular
signs under consideration.
Surah and verse references are according to the 1347/1928 Cairo edition of the Kurgan, which follows the Kufan system in numbering the verses and differs considerably from the hitherto more generally used Fliigel edition.
2

There could be several reasons for this: a new owner of the Kurgan may not have been sure of his readings; an old
Kurgan copy may have been turned over for the use of school children; there may have been a desire to follow current
practices by bringing an old manuscript up to date; etc. It is true that in most instances such later additions can be easily
recognized, yet there may be cases where the additions are so carefully executed as to defy detection.
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No. 1. A 6959.

1ST-2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. 3 PLATES

VIII-IX

Size and general condition.—Fine large parchment 21X35 cm., containing the last 10 lines
on each page. The text lost between recto and verso would need about 8 more lines. Thus
there would be 18 lines to the full page, which must therefore have measured about 40X35 cm.
The lower and outer margins are broken; the inner margin shows signs of the binding.
Contents.-—Recto, Surah 68:9 Cc^Ir^ ***])-24 (end); verso, ibid.; 36 ( o / ) ^ 5 (^^).
Verso
4-5 (verse 41) has \yy& and ^yy^
for i l ^ i a n d J^JSLS^O 0 f the printed text respectively. I
have found no comment on this either in the better known commentaries or by Ibn Khalawaih,
Ibn Jinni, and Danl. 4
Script—Clear and carefully executed Makkan, with its three characteristics of slight backward slant, long vertical strokes, and alif with bend to the right at the lower end. It has some
resemblance to Ar. PaL Plates 1 and 6. The ink, originally dark, is unevenly faded into various
shades of brown. The alif measures 1.8-2 cm., lam 2-2.2 cm. Single and group letters are
separated by as much as 1 cm. The words do not stand out as such and are frequently divided
at the end of the line.
Vowels are wanting, but diacritical strokes are used freely, including those for dh, z, and gh.
One stroke above is used for / ; but k usually has none, though occasionally it has one stroke
below. Sh has three strokes in line horizontally, and th has three strokes in line vertically or
diagonally. Characteristic letter forms of special interest are the alif with decided bend to the
right, the reversed and extended ?/, the old, almost Nabataean form of separate c (e.g. recto 2),
and the doubly curved final fc (verso 6). The alif of prolongation is omitted.
Ornamentation and text division.—Color and designs are both lacking. Three strokes (in a
few instances two strokes) mark the end of a verse. Groups of five verses are not marked, but
the verses are numbered by tens by inclosing the appropriate letter numeral in a circle, e.g. k
for 20 in recto 8 and m for 40 in verso 4. The verse divisions agree with that of the printed
text, which follows the Kufic usage. Similar use of letter numerals is seen in our No. 2 and also
in Ar. Pal. Plate 15, where I in a circular space surrounded by an ornate square stands for 30,
and Plate 16, where kt in a circular space surrounded by an ornate border stands for 29; the
number in each of these latter cases marks the total number of verses in the surah. It is possible
that the letter numerals in our manuscript are of a later date than the text, for the letters and
their circles are drawn with a wavering and uncertain hand, and the ink has taken on a more
reddish tint in fading. The use of letter numerals continued well into the 6th century after
the Hijrah. 5
No. 2. A 6990.

1ST-2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE

IX

Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 12x24 cm., containing 6 lines and remnants
of 2 more, one at top and one at bottom, on each side. The text lost between last line of recto
and first of verso would need another 12 lines, so that as in No. 1 there would be 18 lines to the
full page, which would then also measure about 40X35 cm.
3
So far no definitely dated Kur^fms of the 1st century have been published. Ar. Pal. Pis. 1-12, dated by Moritz to
the lst-2d century, are placed by Grohmann early in the 2d century (ca. 107/725). The probabilities are that most undated manuscripts assigned to the lst-2d century belong to the 2d century but represent practices at least as early as the
second half of the 1st century. The library of the Imam Rida shrine at Mashhad contains a comparatively large collection
of early Isur^tns, many of which date from the 1st and 2d centuries after the Hijrah. The promised publication of these
early Kur^ans will doubtless throw new light on I£urDanic scripts and orthography; cf. American Institute for Iranian
Art and Archaeology, Bulletin No. 7 ( D e c , 1934) p. 31.
4

Cf. Jeffery, Materials, pp. 104 and 172, for other though noncanonical readings.

5

Cf. EI I 384, also Paris Cat., Nos. 325 and 331.
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Contents.—Recto, Surahs 97:4 (L$AJ)—98:4 ( ^ j J I ) ; verso, Surahs 99:6 (.JLI-OJI)—100:4
Script.—In parchment, script, and punctuation likewise No. 2 resembles No. 1. The old
form of separate h in recto 1 and verso 3 deserves special attention.
Ornamentation and text division.—The letter numeral h indicates the end of verse 5, which is
also the end of Surah 97; and the letter numeral h indicates the end of verse 8, which in turn
is the end of Surah 99. Both these letter numerals, like those in No. 1, are likely later additions.
The nonuse of the circle with them in No. 2 may be due to the fact that they are here not applied to ten-verse groups, like those in No. 1, but give the total verses in short surahs and are
placed at the end of each surah. It is clear that the codex to w7hich Nos. 1-2 belonged was not
ornamented and that the surahs followed one another without any comment, each beginning
with a fresh line or after a one-line space.
No. 3. A 6988. 1ST-2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X
Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 15X17.5 cm., containing 12 lines to the full
page, the length of which is intact, except perhaps for the loss of some of the lower margin.
A considerable part of the width is lost; to judge by the portions of text it represents, the original width of the piece would have to be about 20-22 cm., and the page would be greater in
breadth than in length. What is left is in fair condition except for one lacuna.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 48:25 (^iX[$JL])-29 (iaiitf^U); verso, Surahs 48:29 (cont.)—49:7
Script—This and Nos. 4-5 are written in a small but graceful Makkan, with comparatively
long vertical strokes. If we allow for the small script and the closer spacing, the general appearance of the script of all three is not very different from that of Nos. 1-2. The ink of No. 3
must have been originally a light or medium brown, for the recto is so faded that it looks
blank and can be read only with great difficulty. The verso, however, shows a light and a dark
shade of brown.
Vowel points are wanting, but diacritical strokes are freely used, including those for dh, z,
and gh, but not for d and z. One stroke above and one below are used for k a n d / respectively.
Alif has a decided bend to the right. Separate c has the old form in verso 1; but as a final letter
in verso 4 it has a later form, modern except that the upper stroke of the triangular head is not
yet in use. The h shows a marked extension of the upward stroke; y appears in the older reversed and extended form, as well as in the later, relatively modern form (e.g. in verso 1).
Ornamentation and text division.—Color and design are lacking; a new line with no extra
spacing between starts a new surah, the initial formula receiving no more attention than the
text proper which follows in the same line. Verso 2 margin has ^ o L J I «A** written in red, but
in a different and later hand. A small circle marks the end of a verse, but whether groups of
five and ten were marked cannot be determined.
No. 4. A 6991.

2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X

Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 14.2X16.8 cm., containing 13 lines on each
side. To judge by the text portions lost, the manuscript must have contained 18 lines to the
full page and have been about twice as wide as the preserved piece, so that the original breadth
also was greater than the length. Outer margin and text are considerably broken.
Contents.—Recto, Surahs 72:24 ( U b ) - 7 3 : 1 6 (end); verso, Surahs 73:19 (J!)—74:18
Script.—As in No. 3.
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Ornamentation and text division.—As in No. 3, except that the title and the number of verses
are inserted at the end of each surah; but these are additions in red ink by a later hand, apparently occupying the blank space left in the last line of each surah. Small circles of the same
ink mark the ends of verses. Double concentric red circles mark groups of five verses (see recto
9 and verso 7 and 10), but these also seem to be later additions.
No. 5. A 7000. 2 D - 3 D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATES X I - X I I
Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 7.8X17.5 cm., containing but 5 lines of each
page, which, by the text lost, must have had originally 12 lines and therefore measured about
16.5X27 cm., with a format greater in width than in length.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 4:5 (LAJ>)-6 ( ^ J L J L ) ; verso, ibid.: 11 (*5jJJ ^ [ ^ ^ l ] to *XJ).
Script.—Similar to that of No. 3 but slightly rounder. Vowels are lacking, and diacritical
strokes are but rarely used. It is impossible to tell whether verse-division marks were used.
The ink is very dark, and the script stands out very clearly.
No. 6. A 6978. 2 D - 3 D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATES X I - X I I
Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 24X19.5 cm., containing parts of 20 lines on
each side. Text lost would need 4 more lines, so that the full page would have 24 lines and
must have measured originally about 27.5X22 cm. The 4 missing lines are broken off at the
top, and the rest of the piece is badly broken on both sides.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 50:3-27 ( [ , J £ ! ] J ) ; verso, Surahs 50:34 ([ p ]jj ^[J*])—51:12 (^bf).
The first two lines of the recto are very fragmentary, recto 1 showing only [*]»•> of verse 3,
recto 2 only +^JUQ of verse 4. Recto 3, almost as fragmentary, has [ j ^ L S^dSoi the same
verse. The rest is more easily read.
Script.—The piece is interesting in that recto and verso show different Makkan scripts.
That of the recto is the heavier and more angular; that of the verso is not only lighter but also
less crowded and more graceful, resembling in many respects that of Nos. 1 and 2. Vowel
points are missing; but diacritical dots, not strokes, are used on the recto, though they are placed
the same as the strokes would have been. Thus t has its dots one above the other, not side by
side as in later practice. I know of only one other codex, our No. 16, where dots instead of
strokes are used for diacritical signs in an early manuscript. Some of the dots are clearly such,
but others look as though they might have been intended for very short strokes but failed to
appear as such at first sight on account of the pen used. The early scribe either used the edge
of his pen or more likely employed a very fine pen for this purpose, producing hairlines. To
all appearances the same pen that wras used here for the text was used for the dots also. Perhaps we have here a 3d century scribe who, more accustomed to secular than to Km°anic
writing, slipped into the use of the dots. An effort by the same writer to be more careful and
write a more truly Makkan hand may account for the difference in the script of the verso.
Or perhaps the verso represents the hand of a second, more experienced copyist* Another
possibility is, as Professor Sprengling suggests, that a second hand has gone over the original
writing of the recto.
The diacritical marks are more freely used on the recto than on the verso, though even there
they are mostly limited to the b and its sister letters, including also n and y. In recto 17 / has
one dot above, but otherwise it and k are undotted. Letter forms include the older forms of h
(in recto 6 and 9), the reversed y, and the doubly curved final fc. The alif of prolongation is
usually left out, though in the feminine plural ^LL> in recto 7 it is written in.6
6

Cf. Muknv, pp. 24 and 147.
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Ornamentation and text division.—Ornamentation is lacking. The surahs are separated by a
double line drawn in the same ink, using no more than the space of one line. Above this double
line, written in light red ink without any strokes or dots and in a smaller and apparently later
hand, are the title and verse count of the surah following (not visible on PL XII). Four short
strokes that might easily be mistaken for dots mark the end of each verse. A circle inclosing
from two to four dots and itself encircled by a number of dots marks off ten-verse groups in
recto 8 and 15. In verso 10 we find strokes instead of dots within the circle, with strokes and
dots surrounding it. These three ten-verse divisions mark off verses 10, 20, and 40 of Surah
50 in the manuscript; these are, however, verses 10, 19, and 42 in the printed text. 7
No. 7. A 6992. 2 D - 3 D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XIII
Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 13.5X22 cm., containing parts of 12 lines.
Script and margins lost would require a format of greater width than length, measuring about
16.5X27 cm. Parts of the upper margin still remain, but the text is broken and much damaged.
Contents— Recto, Surah 6:139 ( cJ Jo)-142 (*JUI); verso, ibid.: 143 (^f[jJl])-45
(U*i).
as m
In verso 9 we have ^ y o instead of <jys>
^he printed text. The diacritical strokes for t,
however, are in dark ink and were likely added later. Dam informs us that Ibn Kathlr, Ibn
c
Amir, and Hamzah read t, the rest y.s
Script.—Small Makkan(?); that of verso especially is doubtful; short vertical strokes. The
alif bends very slightly to the right. The whole is neatly executed. Spacing is liberal, but
words do not stand out as such. The only letter of special interest is the separate *am of cyJ!
in recto 6. It is the old form of the letter, but without the usual downward curve to the
right.
Red vowel dots are used, but very sparingly. Diacritical strokes are fully used, though /
has none and k only one stroke above. A few black strokes, as in recto 1 and 8 and verso 9 and
10, and a modern dammah in recto 6 point to later addition of these particular signs. Alif of
prolongation is left out except in ^ L J * (cf. No. 6) in recto 5.
No. 8. A 7001.

3D-4TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE

XIV

Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 17X9.5 cm., with 11 lines to the page. The
piece shows traces of the inner margin of the adjoining page. It represents about a third of the
width of the page, which therefore must have measured about 17 X27 cm. What is left of each
page is in good condition.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 9:17 (IJ**JU U I ) - 2 6 (JLJ3;); verso, ibid.: 28 (pXu*j)-37 ( ^ j j J l ) .
Script.—Small and poor Makkan(?), with a very slight slant, the characters written close
together in brown ink that has faded somewhat. Many of the letters are more rounded than
angular, e.g. final I, n, and y; the reversed extended y is absent; h in all positions has frequently
an unusually long upward stroke, as in recto 1, 3, and 8 and verso 6 and 8. The script has some
characteristics in common with Nos. 3-5, especially in the forms of these letters.
Diacritical strokes are used fully and freely, though / is but rarely marked with one stroke
below and k with one above. Red vowel dots are also used. A red semicircle is used for hamzah
in recto 5 and in verso 1 and 5. If this hamzah is sounded with an a, the sign is placed above
the letter, if with an i, it is placed below the letter. A red horizontal stroke below the line is
7

Spitaler, Verszahlung, pp. 30 and 59, does not bring out those differences.

3

Taisir, p. 108.
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used for wa§lah in verso 9, while the same stroke above a letter is used for maddah in verso 4.9
A red circle is used with the unpointed letters (al-huruf al-muhmalah) over s in verso 3. In
verso 9 we have ,<Lut for Lit of the printed text.
Ornamentation and text division.—It is impossible to tell whether any ornamentation was
used. Six strokes mark off the verses. A circle with several strokes within it and some around
it marks off groups of ten (and perhaps five) verses, as in recto 5 after verse 20.
No. 9. A 6958. 2 D - 3 D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XV
Size and general condition.—Fine parchment folio 24X22.2 cm., containing parts of 10 lines
on each page and traces of an 11th line on the verso. To judge by the text lost, at least a third
of the original width is lost, and the full page therefore must have contained at least 18 lines,
making the original folio one of considerable size which perhaps, like No. 1, measured about
40X35 cm.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 5:91 (5tjJLaJt)-94 ( [ ^ J l ) ; verso, iUd.: 97 (U ; )-102 ( I J ^ M O I ) .
Script.—Large, straight, angular Ktific, with hardly any spacing between the lines, so that
the unusually long perpendicular alijy measuring 2.3-2.5 cm., almost touches the text in the
lines above and below; letter and word spacing is also comparatively close. The alif bends to
the right almost at right angles, with a fair-sized horizontal stroke tapering toward the end.
Final and separate s and n are extended downward considerably, and the final stroke toward
the left is cut short without turning upward. Several m forms are seen; that in ^ y ^ ^ p l in
recto 7 is especially interesting in its adaptation to the form of the adjoining h. The y is reversed.
Vowels are represented by large dots above, to the left of, and below the letters for a, u,
and i respectively. These were originally in red ink, which is now oxidized into black. Diacritical strokes are used fully and freely.
Ornamentation and text division.—No beginning of a surah occurs in the text, but the punctuation devices would point to a simple scheme of decoration. Two or three strokes mark the
ends of verses; in one instance (verso 4) a double-lined diamond is used. Several geometric
designs must have been used to mark groups of ten verses; recto 1 shows a double-lined square,
and verso 3 (wThich marked verse 100 in the manuscript, though it is only verse 98 in the printed
Kurgan) has a larger double-lined square in the center of which is the doubly curved letter
numeral k for 100. The k is original, but the rest of the design seems to be of a later date.
Each of the vertical sides of the square is extended upward to form the outer side of a rightangled triangle with half the side of the square for a base. This particular design may have
been conditioned by the position of the letter n of the line above. Small semicircles fringe the
outer lines, and the triangles are hatched. These evidently later decorations are clumsy in contrast with the earlier and well executed script.
No. 10. A 6963. 2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XVI
Size and general condition.—Fine large parchment 25.8X23 cm., containing on each side the
first 14 lines of a page that originally must have had 18 lines and measured about 35X26 cm.
Upper and outer side margins are 2 cm. wide; lower and inner margins are lost. Several of the
lines are almost complete, but the majority are broken. This and the following number belong
to the same copy of the KurDan.
9

The ms. shows this stroke drawn through the final alif of NcX^t a n ^ the initial alif of the following word (j?»L^I).
Since a wa$lah is out of the question here, the stroke must have been intended for a maddah over w.
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Contents.—Recto, Surah 2:278 (LJ3j])-282 G_AJCJU); verso, ibid.: 282 (JjudL to ^ O x * , ) .
In recto 6 we have l^i, though the printed text is without the alif.10 In verso 10 we have S* a£
Sw«ia> instead of L ^ L * s«La£; Danl tells us that cAsim alone reads it with a, the rest with u}1
In this and No. 11a red dot for u is frequently placed after the pronominal endings -hum and
-kum—a practice which seems to have been accepted by some who preferred this vocalization
to the sukun.12 In recto 3 we have LL*** for the &)***. of the printed text. This seems to have
been a scribal error later corrected by a dot for the i in a lighter red ink.
Script.—This and Nos. 11-14 have the same general type of Kufic script as Ar. Pal Plates
31-36, dated by Moritz 2d-3d century. Grohmann gives us the further information that Plates
31-34 came from a Km°an written by the Imam Jacfar ibn Muhammad al-Sadik (d. 148/765).13
The letters of all five of these manuscripts are large and heavy, though the vertical strokes are
comparatively short, the alif measuring 1.2-1.3 cm. The lines are 1.8 cm. apart, and words
and letters are well but not extravagantly spaced. The words do not stand out as such and
are frequently divided at the end of a line. The inks, red and brown, have retained their color
on both sides of the parchment remarkably well. Characteristic letter forms are the reversed y,
the doubly curved final k (in No. 11), and the open medial c .
Diacritical strokes are used fully and freely. The / has one stroke below, the k one above;
sh has three strokes above, and s frequently but not always has three strokes below. A double
vowel system is used. The older red dots are used rather consistently, but they are reinforced,
as it were, by the addition of newer symbols, viz. the miniature alif and w. Thus a red dot is
frequently accompanied by a small red alif to the left or a small red w above it. The dot below
alone is not so reinforced. The appearance of alif and w thus used confirms the theory that the
modern fathahy dammah, and (by inference) kasrah have their origins in the letters alif, w, and
y respectively.14 Both types of vowel markings are in orange-red ink, but those of the newer
system are generally slightly lighter in shade owing, it seems, to the use of a thinner solution of
the same ink. In several instances both types are in the same shade of ink, either both dark or
both light, e.g. 5. after j y i n r e c t o 9 and r after JLOJ in verso 4, also in No. 11a above L$A*»j
in recto 13, r after Jyil in verso 6, and i* after *JUI in verso 10. This would indicate that
though the newer vowel signs were on the whole added after the dots, they are nevertheless
original with the text and represent the practice of the period of transition from the older system of dots to the newer one of abbreviated alif, w, and y. Further evidence of this is to be
seen in several instances in the placing of the newer u sign not above the dot but to the side
of it on a line with the letters, e.g. in No. 11 verso 4 in 9«^il; in No. 11 recto 6-7 the u is
found not only on the line but superimposed on the dot and vice versa. Nunation is indicated
by two red dots one above the other. A small semicircle is used for hamzah in recto 10 and 13
and verso 5; it is also used for the shaddah in verso 12 CLaS). The alifoi prolongation is left out.
Ornamentation and text division.—Colors used in this and No. 11, which belong to the same
I£m°an, are red and green. Three or four strokes mark the ends of the verses. A large circular
ornament in green with red center and red circumference separates groups of ten verses. Such
a device in recto 10 marks the end of verse 280 in the manuscript, which is verse 281 in the
printed text.15
10

Cf. Sell, p. 18, and Mu^ni-f p. 29; the first calls for this alif, the second does nut.
l3
Taisir, p . 85.
Islamic Book, pp. 44 f.
12
l4
See Taisir, p . 19, and Pretzl in Islamica VI 292.
Cf. Mukni-, p. 149; Kalkashandi I I I lt*3 f.; Itkan I I 171.
15
280 is also the verse count in the Hijaz and in Syria; cf. Spitaler, p. 33. Since our ms. is in the Kufic script, it is
more likely t o have come originally from Syria than from the Hijaz.
11
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No. 11. A 6962. 2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XVII

Size and general condition.—Fine large parchment 31.5X26.5 cm., containing 18 lines to the
full page; considerably damaged, however, along the margins and well into the text. To judge
by parchment, size, number of lines to the page, spacing, general appearance and peculiarities
of the script, and the color and ornamentation used, this and No. 10 belong to the same copy
of the Kur'an. They are, furthermore, successive folios.
Contents— Recto, Surah 2:283 ( | ^ J J G ) - 2 8 6 (SslfeV); verso, Surahs 2:286 ( r ydl JU)—3:7
([»U* I U A J ) . In recto 14 we have V^A*»XS1 for the ^-C*M$1 of the printed text. Verso 8, where
the printed text is ^bl—?, has ^ %. The two dots toward the end suggest un} but may
offer instead the alternative readings a and L The repetition of y is etymologically interesting
as indicating an earlier pronunciation after the measure of f&Hlah, that is, ayiyah, plural
dyiyat.™ The sources for variant readings at my disposal throw no light on the manuscript
version of this word.
Script.—As in No. 10. Of special interest is ^jX*y+l\ of recto 8, for it is written with double
indication of not only the vowels but the hamzah; the latter is represented by a dot on the line
and also by a semicircle (cf. p. 40).
Ornamentation and text division.—Same features as in No. 10. From this folio we learn also
that the Km°an to which Nos. 10-11 belonged used a narrow decorative band to separate the
surahs; the practice is illustrated in Ar. Pal. Plates 13-16 and 19-21. The motif here is a simple
one, consisting of green X's with four red dots around their centers alternating with green
lozenges containing red and green dots and accompanied by four red semicircles apiece, one
projecting from each side. Green scrolls connect these successive elements. Above this band,
written in dull red ink in a small Kufic hand, are the title and number of verses of the surah
following. Not only ink and script, but also spacing, show the red to be a later addition.
No. 12. A 6993. 2D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XVIII
Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 20.4X19.5 cm., containing 12 lines of text.
Some of the lines are almost complete, others are about a third lost, as are also all traces of the
four margins. However, the lines are of the same length as in Nos. 10-11, and comparison of
the manuscript with the printed text would allow here too 18 lines to the page, which likewise must have measured originally about 35X26 cm.
Contents— Recto, Surah 42:16 (ju*)-19 (y&j); verso, ibid.: 21 ( ^ j J f l - 2 3 (V JL[S]).
Script.—Similar to that of Nos. 10-11. The script of this and of No. 13, belonging to the
same copy of the Kur'an, differs from that of Nos. 10-11 only in that it is a little larger and
provides more space between the letters. Except for this and a little difference in the verse
division marks, these four numbers might easily belong to the same copy of the Kurgan. In
recto 6 in J ^ O ^ J we have a further illustration of the use of a red dot and a red semicircle for
hamzah.
Ornamentation and text division.—Green and red are used; but, as no surah division occurs in
the text, we cannot tell whether bands were used. A small green rosette in verso 10 marks
verse 20 in the manuscript, which is verse 22 in the printed text.17 Three to four strokes mark
off the verses.
l

« Bustanl I 53.

17

See Spitaler, p. 57. The verse count in this and No. 13 is that followed in the Hijaz, Damascus, and Basrah; the
present ms., being in the Kufic-Basran script, may have come originally from Basrah.
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XIX

Size and general condition.—Fine parchment 28.5X21.5 cm., containing parts of 17 lines.
Like No. 12, of which it is a continuation, the lost text allows for 18 lines to the full page measuring about 35X26 cm.
Contents.—Recto,Surah42:24 ( ^ 4 ^ ) - 2 9 (^jJL^); verso,ibid.: 29 (JU yc ; )-36 (either [lu] j J !
or [^J\ jJU). Recto 5 has ^ ^

L^J

L for ^ l l L J l of the printed text. It is interesting to

note the use of the red semicircle for hamzah and the repetition of the y, the first y with a dot
below for i, the second with dot above for hamzah (cf. p. 40).
Script.—As in No. 12.
Ornamentation and text division.—Same features as in No. 12. A small green rosette in
verso 12 marks verse 30 in the manuscript (33 in the printed text). 18
No. 14. A 7007. 2 D - 3 D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X I X
Size.—This is a small fragment measuring 7X9.8 cm., with one corner (more than a fourth
of it) lost. Though the script bears a resemblance to Nos. 10-11 and the text, as on them, is
from Surah 2, yet the three do not belong together, since in this fragment the script is smaller
and the lines are closer together than in the other two pieces. Traces of only 5 lines are left.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 2:61 (jLOC^Jt); verso, ibid.: 76 (tyd l«3lj)-77 (*JUt) in line 3.
No. 15. A 6960. 2 D - 3 D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X X
Size and general condition.—Fine large parchment 31X24.5 cm., with 17 lines to the page.
The margins are lost except at the lower left corner (of the recto), where they measure 3.5
cm. each; if we allow uniform margins, the original measurements of the folio would be about
34X28 cm. The piece has suffered much damage; the upper left corner is missing; the lower
half has a large lacuna. The thick, dark brown ink has eaten into the parchment, damaging
much of the text, and has also faded considerably in places.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 20:61 (,«**!)-71 ( ^ u J ! ) ; verso originally unbroken continuation
of recto but now contains verses 71 (J0L> J^)-78 LgiusLi). In recto 9 we have Jua£ instead of
Jui£; Dam tells us that the first is the reading of Ibn Dhakwan, the second rawl of Ibn cAmir
of Damascus, 19 all the rest reading J-v=v20 The manuscript has several irregularities about which
I have not been able to find any comments. These are S^yJ in recto 2 (verse 62), lJU in
recto 15 (verse 70), bllai in verso 5 (verse 72), ^JLJ.U in verso 12 (verse 75), ^ , U ^ in verso
12 (verse 76), and ^ ^ , 1 in verso 15 (verse 77).
Script.—The script (cf. pp. 22 and 29 f.) closely resembles that of Ar. Pal. Plate 39, of which
ibid. Plate 40 is an enlargement. In both manuscripts the script is of medium size, considerably
rounded, and well executed. Spacing is moderate, and the words begin to stand out as such.
Verso 5 shows the use of a small h to fill in space at the end of a line. Diacritical strokes are
used fully and freely; th has its three strokes arranged -> in recto 14;/has one stroke below, fc
one above. The red dot vowel system is used; but the ink of the dots must have lacked sufficient body, for some of them have spread out, and others are all but completely faded. Characteristic letter forms of special interest are final h and j in recto 6 and 13 and in the word g>
in Ar. Pal. Plate 39, line 3, and final y in recto 6 and in Ar. Pal. Plate 39.
18

See preceding note.

19

Sell, p. 22.

20

Taisir, p. 152.
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Ornamentation and text division.—It is impossible to tell whether any ornamentation was
used for the surah divisions. From three to six strokes mark the ends of verses. A large alif
with a bend at right angles to the right marks groups of five verses, as in recto 10 for verse 65
and in verso 14 for verse 75, which in the printed text, however, are verses 66 and 76 respectively. The alif is outlined in black and filled in with red ink. De Slane mentions this practice as
frequent in the 2d-3d century. 21 A black circle, also filled in with red, marks off ten-verse
groupings, as in recto 1 for verse 60, which is verse 61 in the printed text. 22
No. 16. A 6975a. 3D CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XXI
Size and general condition.—Large fine parchment 15.6X29.5 cm. The piece, found in three
parts, is much damaged; the upper and lower portions are lost, and the remaining central section is considerably broken. The folio shows 15 lines to the page; to judge by the text lost, the
original number of lines must have been 18.
Contents.—Recto, Surah 6:158 ([,jJo] J L J D L J I ] on small fragment) to end. Recto 1 and 2
of the main piece show traces only; recto 3 has tfl^y. of verse 159; recto 4 begins with *Ls* ^ > J .
of verse 160. Verso, Surah 7:2 ([^jjjvoj+]JJ ^S[<^] on small fragment)-14 (Jl). Verso 1 and
2 of the main piece again show traces only; the end of verso 3 gives [,?^]U» i[t] of verse 5.
Script.—The script closely resembles that of Ar. Pal. Plate 45 b 23 in size, spacing, and letter
formation; note especially the forms for k, medial h, and final k and y. However, the script of
this piece is more square in character, resembling in this respect Ar. Pal. Plate 42 b, given as a
wakf by Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Aflah in A H . 2 7 0 / A . D . 883/84 to the Great Mosque at
Damascus.
Red vowel dots are used; a red stroke indicates the waslah, as in recto 6 and 13 and verso 6
and 7. Medial hamzah of the printed text is expressed by a medial y, as in recto 10 (Juujui) and
verso 6 (juuc^S).
The diacritical signs were perhaps originally meant for strokes, but many of them look very
much like heavy dots. They are fully and freely used. The triangular arrangements %
. and ;.
have replaced the older groupings % and /~ of th and sh respectively.
Ornamentation and text division.—A narrow band separates the surahs. More or less heartshaped elements in gold, alternately erect and inverted, are outlined and filled in with red on a
gold background. The band extends across the page and ends with a circular(?) design on the
outer margin. A single black stroke or dot marks the end of a verse. What was used for fiveverse groupings is uncertain, since the manuscript is broken where these would occur. Groups
of ten verses are marked off by a gold square, as in recto 4, the end of verse 160 of Surah 6.24
No. 17. A 69756. 3D-4TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X X I
Size and general condition.—A roughly triangular fragment measuring 8X7 cm. and containing parts of 6 lines of text. Careful comparison of the text lost would account for 3 more lines,
21

See Paris Cat., Nos. 325:1; 334:2 and 5; 335 f.; 370; etc. It is difficult to explain the use of an alif for five-verse divisions. It is possible the sign as used in this number is not an alif but a right angle, a geometric device in keeping with the
use of the circle for ten-verse divisions. Professor Sprengling suggests that there was possibly a definite numerical concept
back of both of these devices. Use of the circle for ten may be due to South Arabic influence, where a circle is the symbol
for caint which itself would be an abbreviation of the word cashr, "ten." In this event the five-verse division mark would
be a modification of the South Arabic form of khdD and as such stand for the word khamsah, "five."
22
See Spitaler, pp. 44-47, whence it is clear that this surah had many different verse counts, none of which, however,
explains all the differences in the present ms., though 75 seems to be the verse count of the Hijaz. Perhaps we do have
here, as the previous note suggests, a South Arabic ms. following more or less local devices.
23
For a further specimen of similar script cf. Griffini in ZDMG LXIX (1915) PI. XVI.
24
The verse count is the same as that of Ktifah, Basrah, and Syria; cf. Spitaler, p. 36,
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giving 9 lines to the full page, each line about three times as long as the maximum preserved
or some 15 cm. Ar. Pal. Plate 45 b, 13.5 X19 cm., has a text page 9 X 14.5 cm. Nine lines to the
page would require in our manuscript also a text page 9 X14-15 cm. Since the line spacing is
identical in the two pieces and the script is similar in every detail, this manuscript and Ar. Pal.
Plate 45 b evidently belong to the same copy of the Kui°an.
Contents— Recto, Surah 89:9 (j>ty[L])-16 LdJti); verso, ibid.: 21 (!3[l])-27 (jJLdl).
Script.—Similar to that of No. 16. The diacritical strokes in this and Ar. Pal. Plate 45 b
are more defined than those in No. 16. Verso 3 shows a y for the hamzah in <Xyo*-?.
Ornamentation and text division.—Surah division does not occur in our manuscript, but
Ar. Pal. Plate 45 b shows the title and the number of verses at the head of Surah 61 in large,
heavy Kufic with letters freely extended. A triangular scroll ornament follows in the margin.
A single stroke in black ink marks the ends of the verses in both pieces. An initial h marks off
groups of five verses; in recto 5 of our manuscript it indicates the end of verse 15 in the manuscript but the middle of verse 15 in the printed text.25
PAPER
The Oriental Institute collection contains fifteen paper Kurgan manuscripts, of which one
comes from North Africa and two from Persia. The rest belong to the period of the Burjite
or Circassian Mameluke rulers of Egypt (784-923/1382-1517). The Mameluke sultans were
not only great builders of mosques and mausoleums but also generous patrons of the libraries
that went with these institutions. Frequently they were the donors of Kui°ans as wakf or
pious endowments; of these we have a few specimens. Comparatively large numbers of KurD
ans from this period have survived. Among them are magnificent copies written in elegant
thuluth, richly and colorfully decorated, and beautifully bound. The collection includes both
the smaller and simpler as well as the larger and more elaborate types. They range in size from
17.7X12.5 cm. to 76X54 cm. (No. 29, the third largest Kui°an manuscript known).
No. 18. A 12029a. GIVEN AS wakf BY SULTAN FARAJ, A.H. 801-15/
26
A.D. 1399-1412. PLATE XXII
Date.—Folio 2a gives the following wakf notation:
d^*ai j^x- ^^Jyjiyi

JbLfr&Jl ^jlJalfrJl ^ t

U£j
j i j*c\jJ\

siLUJI ob*-*iJI

27

a o J j ^ a J L LscUol ^ 1

* U i J t tu£*
292o vJl ^

2fi
Cf. Spitaler, p. 70, according to whom the verse count is that of the Ilijaz and also of Hirns (Emesa; on spelling see
Yakut I I 334).
26
For full bibliography of this Mameluke sultan see Wiet in MIE X I X (1932) No. 1789. Cf. also Muir, The Mameluke
or Slave Dynasty of Egypt, chap. xii. For other Kui°ans of Sultan Faraj see Ar. Pal. Pis. 71-74.

*7 On this title see CIA £g. I 248.
28

Reigned 784-801/1382-1399. Cf. Wiet in MIE X I X 94, No. 650; for K u r a n s from his reign see Ar. Pal Pis. 04-70.

29

Cf. CIA £g. I, Nos. 205 fT., for inscriptions from several of Faraj's buildings, including some turbah's. For historical
and architectural details of Mameluke mosques see Creswell in BIFA O XVI 77-157, also Hautecoeur et Wiet, Les rnosquees
du Caire I 259-339 and II, Pis. 146 etc. (cf. index). For the joint Barkuk-Faraj mausoleum-mosque see Creswell, op. cit.
p. 119, and Hautecoeur et Wiet, op. cit. I I , Pis. 151-61. Excellent photographs of it appear in Ross, The Art of Egypt
through the Ages, pp. 289-91.
30
The tombs of the Circassian Mameluke sultans were built in the outlying desert east of Cairo. Cf. MakrizI II 443
and 464; CIA £g. I 316.
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Size and general condition,—42.3X31 cm., with text page 26 X19 cm.; two folios only, of fine,
light-colored, lightweight, thin paper, highly glossed and sparsely mottled with small reddish
brown fibers. The margins are unusually soiled, torn, and roughened, and parts have lost the
original gloss of the paper. The two sheets, though still partly glued together, are worm-eaten
along the inner margin.
Contents.—Folio 1 is left blank, separating juz> 18 from juz> 19. Folio 2a has, in addition
to the wakf notation already mentioned, the words y&r. *«Jjdl9 "the nineteenth/ 7 written
with the same ink as the wakf but in a different and larger hand. The rest of the page is blank.
Folio 26 contains 3 lines of text from the beginning of juz* 19, Surah 25:21.
Script.—Beautiful thuluth, fully pointed and voweled. The decorative writing in the title
panels represents markedly the mudghamah or "assimilated" type, in which certain connected
letters are run together so as to render the point of ligature indistinct. The final strokes of some
of these letters are frequently extended and/or curved so as to touch or overlap the following
letter or letters. The round or mukawwarah type, which requires both a curve and an incline
in certain thuluth letters, is also much used. The script of the text proper uses mostly the open
or mabsutah stroke, that is, an almost rectilinear one extended out to a point in such letters as
m, r, and w. Thus, though the scripts of both the panels and the text are in thuluth, they present
a different general appearance—a difference which adds to the beauty of the page.31 The alif
measures 2-2.2 cm.
Reading symbols and notations.—A red alif is placed over the y of ^^j to show the pronunciation a. A small green w placed over the m of * ^ * A J ! , which has also the sukun, must be meant
for the u used by some readers at the end of the pronominal suffix -hum (cf. Nos. 10-11). The
letter khy an abbreviation for wakf murakhkha§, which indicates a permissible pause, is also
added in small red letters.
Ornamentation.—Folio 2b is an elaborate title-page for juz^ 19. Two panels, each 6.5 cm.
broad, are placed one above and one below the script section proper. In the central cartouches
of these panels, written in white on a background of gold and blue, with a few dots in red, is
the phrase from Surah 56:77-78, ^jySio ^ L s " ^ ^S^\Jii
&j|, "Verily it is an honorable Km°an
(written) in a preserved book." Circles and other curved motifs are combined with conventionalized leaves and tendrils in the panel designs and the marginal ornaments. The central
cartouches of the panels have on either side a small circle in gold and black and then a larger
semicircle of gold arabesques on a background of blue with a few touches of red. These elements are boldly outlined with white paint. The line is continuous and intertwined, tempting
the eye to follow its course; hence, although stationary, it gives the impression of motion. The
remaining space in the panels shows floral motifs outlined in black on a background of gold
touched with red and blue.
The 3 lines of main text are inclosed in a gold border with geometric design outlined in black
and with colored squares of red, white, and blue placed at intervals of 2.5 cm. An irregular
double line of gold and black outlines cloudlike spaces in which the text is written. The area
outside of and between the written lines is crosshatched in red.
The marginal ornaments are gilded, with inner elements of design in black with touches of
red. The outermost frame and the "finials" are drawn in blue. Every detail in the script as
well as in the design shows very careful and exact workmanship. Some of the gold leaf, however, has peeled off, as have some of the colors, the white having suffered the most in this respect.
31

For the various thuluth letter forms see Kalkashandl III 62-104.
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No. 19. A 12066. GIVEN AS wakf(?) BY SULTAN FARAJ (SEE No. 18)
PLATES XXIII-XXIV
Date.—Folio 2a is an illuminated title-page for juz* 25, which begins on the next page. The
artist, however, has done his work over some 6 to 8 lines of fine script in several hands. This
script is only partly visible, but enough can be read to show that the notations are such as appear on many book or juz* title-pages of KurDans donated to mosques. These, in addition to
stating the wakf, include usually the incipit and the name of the copyist and sometimes the
date of the work, the signatures of one or two witnesses, and some pious phrases. In the present case I have been able to read the following :
. . . . s^t —

4X$-£

<j-? . . . . J J j o 4X3-^ . . . . ^jJ J*& r ^ i '

[*-^

• &]•?. * * ^ ] \J>* v4*'

f^?.

The outer margin has the following notation in a general manuscript hand:
>\Jy*j* Afrfr&Jt j j l L L J l ijj

ji w^Ut vdJUl ^jLkJLJ! \Siyo

The first word of the second line is likely meant for J^z; but it can also be read as oJ. (from I\x),
"count" or "take into consideration," or <\i (from <3li), "repeat," "supply." 32 Whichever of the
three readings is preferred, it is clear we have here a reference to something fully detailed in
juz* 1. This means that though juzD 25 is now separate, it must have belonged originally to a
complete copy of the Kurgan donated by Sultan Faraj with a complete wakf notation at the
beginning of the first juz*. From early Muslim times various portions of the Kurgan were
bound separately; for not everyone was either skilled and patient enough to write his own complete copy or rich enough to purchase one. The juz° division lent itself to this practice; it also
became the main basis of internal division even when the whole KurDan was bound in one volume. Again, the thirty juz* divisions were sometimes bound separately even when they were
merely parts of a whole copy undertaken as a single project by the owner or the copyist, and
they thus formed as it wrere an edition of the Kurgan in thirty volumes. Such, for example, was
a KurDan copy written by the famous though ill-fated wazlr and calligrapher Ibn Muklah. 33
The present manuscript seems to have come from a Km°an originally meant to be bound in one
large volume (cf. No. 21); but, perhaps because of the great thickness such a volume would
have had, this Km°an was actually bound in thirty separate juz* volumes. The original wakf
sheet having now been used for a title-page, the cross-reference to the wakf sheet of juz* 1
became a matter of necessity.
Size and general condition.—Forty-seven folios 18.5X12.5 cm., with text page 11X6.5 cm.;
5 lines to the page. The folios are well preserved on the whole. A few near the beginning are
discolored; some others are worm-eaten along the inner margins. The lower margins as well
as the lower part of the binding have been damaged by water, so that the leather of the binding
has darkened and the paper has lost its gloss and become rough. The binding has suffered
much damage. The original back strip and also the hinge of the flap seem to have been thoroughly worm-eaten, for the present pieces are later additions and are clumsy attempts at repairing. But even these are damaged, much of the back strip in particular having been eaten
away. The flyleaves at beginning and end are also later additions. They are lighter in weight
S2

Suggested by Professor Sprengling.

33

Cf. Yakut, Irshad V 440-48.
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and less glossy, and the leaf at the end bears a watermark that is evidently meant for a "sun
disk/' a symbol used frequently by Italian and French papermakers. 34
Contents.—The manuscript is supposed to contain all of juz° 25, which begins with Surah
41:47 and ends with the end of Surah 45. For some reason, however, the copyist stopped at
the end of verse 32 of the latter surah. The juz° is therefore short 5 verses.
Script—Beautiful naskhl, fully pointed and voweled, all in the same black ink. The titlepage and the surah titles are in thuluth khafif, the former in white, the latter in gold. The manuscript is on the whole carefully executed, though mistakes are not wanting. Where these occur
a correction has frequently been attempted in a different hand by erasing and rewriting, with
the result that the line or page is disfigured, as for instance on folios 18a and 316.
Reading symbols and notations are lacking.
Ornamentation and text division.—The color scheme is gold, red, white, and blue. The titlepage (PL XXIII) bears at the top a rectangular panel with a gold and gray-blue background
on which the juz> number is written in white. The panel is framed with a double gold border
outlined in black. Below this panel and separated from it by a broad gold strip is a square inclosing an eight-lobed medallion which contains a conventional leaf motif of gold, with a few
red touches, on a background of blue; the medallion is surrounded by a gold band. The rest
of the space within the square is filled with a design in gold on a background of red. The square
and the juzD panel are together inclosed in a gold frame outlined in double lines of black. A
heavy gray-blue line with small curved ornaments and short "finials" completes the frame.
In the outer margin, in line with the juz^ panel, is a circular medallion of gold over red, again
with a gray-blue frame.
Folios 456 and 46a (PI. XXIII), representing the end of the juz>, are ornamental pages of
careful execution. Inclosed in a gray-blue and gold border similar to that of the title-page is
an area 7X5.8 cm. This contains three lines of naskhl script, each irregularly outlined in
black. The interlinear space is filled with a tendril-and-tref oil design, also outlined in black and
touched at points with red or blue, on a background hatched in red.35
The surah titles each occupy the space of a regular line and are written in gold outlined in
black (PI. XXIV). Small six-petaled gold rosettes with blue and red dots mark the ends of
verses. A small gold almond outlined in blue and containing a central red trefoil marks off
five-verse groups, while a circular ornament of concentric blue and gold bands with red dots
and black "finials" is placed in the outer margin to mark off ten-verse groups. In the central
blue area, written in gold, is the word cashr. The verse count is that of Kufah.36
The cover design likewise is elaborate. Interlacing bands form five- and six-pointed stars
and other polygons, regular and irregular, on a background partly gold-punched. Four octagons are outhned in gold, and the panel is inclosed in a narrow gold-tooled band. A narrow
double twist filled in with gold punches completes the design of the front cover, which is repeated on the back cover. The end flap has a gold-tooled medallion formed by interlacing
bands that produce seven-pointed stars and other polygons within a circle. A key pattern
34
Cf. Briquet, Les Jiligranes IV, Nos. 13903-S2. Nos. 13963-73 have straight lines similar to those of our symbol but
without the inclosing circle; the latter is seen, however, in several of the other numbers, e.g. 13915, 1392G, and 13943.
35
36

Cf. AT. Pal Pis. 70 and 73 f.

In identifying the verse count used in these paper Kur^ans a test was made by checking a few folios at the beginning,
middle, and end of each ms. against the data given by Spitaler. It is to be noted that some counts given in some of these
mss. do not correspond to any of the systems given by Spitaler. Furthermore, different systems are frequently represented
in the different surahs of a single copy.
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fills the rest of the panel, which is inclosed by blind- and gold-tooled bands. The leather lining
of the cover shows a blind-tooled design of tendrils and conventionalized leaves and flowers.
No. 20. A 12067. A.H. 812 (A.D. 1409/10). PLATE XXIV
Date.—The date of the original manuscript is given on page 395 ;37 later additions are dated
1262 (A.D. 1846) on page 695. The copy, according to Moritz' notation, comes from Bukhara.
The front flyleaf has several Turkish notations written in a mediocre Turkish hand. One of
these states that horse artillery gunman Siraj Amln Effendi and Sergeant Hajj! c Uthman read
the manuscript on the 25th of Nisan, A.H. (1)309. Another tells us that a soldier of the third
company of the third squadron prayed in the noble mosque of . . . . on the 28th of Hazlran, 38
A.H. (1)304. A third tells us that the head chef, Ismail Effendi, has this day read a fourth of a
juz\ Finally, the signatures of cAlI, the villager Ahmad Salih, c Uthman Muhammad of Karahisar, and Haj ji Hafiz Khairi Effendi imply that their owners have at some time read portions
of the manuscript.
The simple term wakf or the words wakf min kalam or the full phrase wakf min kaldm Allah
appears usually at juzz divisions. There seems to be a fuller wakf notation at the end of juz>
21 on page 487. As far as it can now be made out, it seems to read:
(?) i 5 *JiiJl J ^ j ^ ^ H ^ J ' jL*"5w*io> (two words illegible) v-u^' ^ * " ^ S P ^ - "

SJL

?) ^ " ;

It is clear that the copy was a wakf in some mosque of importance, perhaps in Bukhara,
where stationers or Kui°an copyists, military men, and head chefs would all be readily found.
Size and general condition.—The copy, including the covers, is 10.5 cm. thick and has 348
folios, of which 14 are later additions, 4 at the beginning and 10 at the end of the book. The
folios measure 31.5X25.5 cm.; but the measurements of the script sections vary, being 25.526.5 X 19-22.5 cm. There are 11 to 17 lines to the page, 15 being the most frequent. The manuscript has seen much wear and tear. Several of its folios have had to be replaced, many have
been mended, and others are left still torn. Many of the margins have been patched, usually
with a thinner and lighter paper. The outer lower corners have suffered the most, mainly
through much thumbing and turning. Whole sections of the upper parts of pages are disfigured with what looks like mildew stains. Many of the marginal ornaments have been lost
or removed and their places filled by patches.
Contents.—Originally a complete KurDan, the codex has suffered losses, some of which, as
already stated, were replaced in 1262/1846. It now lacks but 3 folios (pp. 347-52), which have
been torn out; they contained the text of Surah 18:52-99.
Text—The main manuscript has no reading symbols or notations. The text has several
major and minor scribal errors, some of which seem to have been corrected by the original
scribe (e.g. on p. 146). Other corrections have been made in at least six different hands (e.g.
on pp. 11, 68, 91, 392, 479, and 541). The errors are either omissions or repetitions of text; the
omitted portions are frequently inserted in the margins, and the repetitions are canceled either
by erasure or by a line drawn through them.
Script—Thuluth and naskhi. The first, middle, and last line of each page are written in
thuluth covering the whole width of the writing space and dividing the page into two sections,
each of which contains usually 6 shorter centered lines in naskhi. Seven naskhi lines in one section occur repeatedly (pp. 76-78, 89, 93, etc.); 8 lines are crowded into one section on page 475;
37

As this manuscript is paginated, references will be given to pages instead of folios.

58

For the use of these names instead of the Muslim month names sec Ginzel, Handbuch der . . . . Chronologic I 205.
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while pages 50, 74, and 396 have only 5 lines in each section. There are several instances where
a naskhi line ends the page (pp. 401, 424, 429, etc.); in one instance (p. 513) two such lines
close the page. The practice of combining the thuluth and naskhi scripts39 seems to have been
popular during the Mameluke period and was favored by the Persians and later by the Turks
also, both of whom reached a high degree of perfection in these scripts.40
The execution of the thuluth lines is fairly good on the whole, though there are several cases
of poor writing and of overcrowding. Frequently, too, these lines are extended far into the
margins (pp. 154, 229, 245, etc.). There is also a tendency to slant the lower thuluth line upward, as is usually done in Persian and Turkish writing (pp. 10 ff., 103 ff., etc.). The naskhi
script is fair. The ink is heavy and very black, and the writing is smudged in several instances
(pp. 110, 164, 624, etc.). The text is fully pointed and voweled in the same black ink.
Ornamentation and text division.—The ornamental layout of the page has already been indicated. The margins are outlined in red. The verses are marked off by a small six-petaled
rosette in gold and green, but groups of five and ten verses are not noted. The verse count is
that of Makkah. Each surah starts a new line without any title or comment and usually without any extra spacing (e.g. pp. 238, 405, and 425). A blank line precedes a new surah on pages
475, 582, and 660. There are two instances (pp. 354 and 623) where a surah begins with a large
thuluth line, so that there are four of these lines to the page instead of the usual three. On the
outer margin of each page is a large circular ornament of red and gold, framed in a scroll pattern of green. All juz> divisions of the original manuscript (ajza? 1-29) start on right-hand pages
(pp. 26, 50, 74, etc.), leaving the preceding page blank if necessary. These pages are ornamented with panels of red (on p. 420 both red and orange), gold, and green stretching across the
page at top and bottom. Each panel is divided into two squares and a central rectangle, this
last containing the juz^ number written in black ink in thuluth script. The juz^ number is in
most cases followed by a phrase designating the Kur'an (see pp. 55 f.). From juz^ 24 on, the
space in the panels is taken up with the number alone. The decorations on some juzD pages are
lost and replaced by blank paper (pp. 74, 96, 166, 232, 254, 466). Whatever the substance of
the decorative matter used, it did not stand the test of time. It has dried up, cracked, and
peeled off, leaving damaged pages and margins.
Later additions.—The additions of 1846 are pages 1-8 and 677-96, of which page 695 bears
the date. The paper is thin, very light in color, and well glossed. It is of European manufacture, with watermarks. Pages 1 and 695 show the capital letters GFA, pages 7 and 679 a swan
with outstretched wings. Since the paper of pages 679 and 695 is in one piece and the respective marks occur close to the inner margin of each and at the same level, the two devices are
evidently parts of a single watermark. 41 Both devices were used early in the history of papermaking.42
The scribe has matched the original page layout, using both the thuluth and the naskhi
script. Both scripts are well executed, and the writing is not as heavy nor as crowded as that
of the original manuscript. The text is fully pointed and voweled. The scribe has usually
39

Cf. Nadwi, Bankiporc Catalogue, Nos. 118-19, 137, 149, 1162, and 1166; Huart, p. 95.

<°Huart, pp. 93-107 and 117-205.
41
Watermarks, as we have seen (p. 53), date from A.D. 1282. Papermakers' initials were introduced in 1307, in close
association with the watermark design. The Venetians introduced in 1483 the custom of separating the initials from the
design and placing them at the bottom of the sheet; cf. Grant, Books and Documents, p. 30.
42
Cf. Briquet, Les/digrams III 428 and Nos. 7897-9919, for letters of the alphabet, and p. 607 and Nos. 12073-12252
for birds, including swans and ducks.
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written the maddah twice, first in black, then in red on a little larger scale. He has used the
full, elaborate punctuation system, 43 the various letters and symbols appearing in red ink.
Verses are separated by a blank interval within the line. Five- and ten-verse groups are
marked by the letter numerals h and y respectively, following the Kufic usage. In the last section (pp. 677-95) the words cashr and sajdah are given in red ink in the margins, while the
surah titles, also in red, are inserted in the text. The scribe began juz° 30 not on page 677 but
on the blank lower part of page 676, which belonged to the original manuscript.
Pages 293-96 are likewise later additions, though undated. They are in a different hand and
of different paper, both being more like the original manuscript than are the 1846 additions.
The paper is of Italian make and has as watermark the name "Andrea Galvani Pordenone/'
written in a large Spencerian hand, plus a well drawn crescent with a face in profile.44 These
pages too are laid out to match the original. The scripts are well executed, and the text is fully
pointed and voweled.
Some late hand has inserted floral transfers on pages 2, 166, and 695, thus bringing a cheap
and childish note of modernity into a comparatively valuable manuscript.
Binding.—The manuscript is bound between two wooden boards covered with heavy dark
red-brown leather. The flap and the section joining it to the back cover are made of several
layers of paper so compact that they feel like wood. They are incased in leather like that of the
covers. The back is reinforced at top and bottom with a heavy headband of cream and tan
silk cord. A large centered arabesque and one small one above and another below it are blindtooled on each of the covers; a similar large arabesque is blind-tooled on the flap. The inside
of the binding is faced with marbled paper; the flyleaves are of this same paper, which carries
the same watermark as pages 293-96. Over the upper part of the inside of the back cover and
flap a piece of green cotton cloth has been clumsily pasted as reinforcement.
No. 21. A 12030a. A.H. 839/40 (A.D. 1435/36). GIVEN
SULTAN BARSBAY. PLATE

AS

wakf

BY

XXV

Date— RabF II, 839—4 Rabic I, 840/October-Novembcr, 1435—16 September, 1436. The
4th juz^ of this Kui°an of Barsbay45 was completed during Rabic II, A.H. 839; the 1st and the
9th juz*j however, were finished a month later, in Jumada I, 839.IG The rest of the manuscript
must have been completed sometime in the ten months or so between this and the wakf date
of 4 Rabi c I, 840. The scribe signed and dated his work at the end of ajzdD 1, 4, and 9 only
(folios 17, 44, and 82). The first of these reads:
i

'

'

With nothing but cAbd Allah for a name, it is next to impossible to identify the scribe himself,
though cAbd Allah, the calligrapher of Harat, who wrote naskhi and died in 849/1445, may
43
E.g. m, t, and j for wakf lazim, wakf mullah, and wakf jWiz respectively. Cf. Itkdn I 85-9-3 and Sell, pp. 10-10. See
also Nos. 27 f. and 30 f. below.
44
Cf. Briquet, Les filigranes II, Nos. 5327-38.
45
For another Kurgan of his cf. Ar. Pal Pis. 78-79. For bibliography on Barsbay see Wiet in MJK X I X 93, No. 044.
46
There is a bare possibility t h a t the unit in this date is "seven" instead of "nine," especially in the notation at the
end of the first juz\ It is, however, similar to the pointed word «**$ in the notation at end of juz> 4. Read as "nine"

here it indicates t h a t the ms. was not written in the order of the text. On the other hand, read as "seven" it would mean
t h a t two years elapsed between the completion of the 1st and the 4th juz*, though it took less than a year to finish the
rest of the ms.
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be our man. 47 Not so with his better known uncle, who according to Ibn Taghribirdi VI 81548
died in Rajab, 833/March, 1430. He was a learned man, a Sufi of the school of Ibn cArabi, a
favored courtier and confidential secretary, who wrote a proportioned hand (see pp. 33-38).
It is therefore understandable why cAbd Allah was content to be known merely as the nephew
of Shaikh Nasr Allah. Folio 44 shows, in addition to a similar date notation, the signatures of
two witnesses. One of these has been deliberately removed by peeling off a layer of the heavy
paper, leaving traces of the word <Xg-w and the name a ^ f o . The other reads iVtsp dlljo &J J ^ c ,
^y&'yil ^v*** yjj (V^y0 i^-?'> written in a different ink and a poor, careless hand. Folio 82 also
shows that a signature has been deliberately destroyed, this time leaving no legible traces.
Wakf.—There are 5 wakf sheets (folios 19, 46, 88, 128, and 155), preceding ajzd* 4, 8, 20, 25,
and 29 respectively. The beginning sections of the remaining 25 juz* divisions are missing
from the manuscript; with them were likely other wakf sheets. The first of the wakf notations
is somewhat lengthy. The others have minor changes of phraseology, tending to make each
succeeding notation briefer. It is not necessary for our purpose to consider more than the
first, which reads as follows:49

aJJt &=>y) IAJCJ! ^j&yS Vj V^y» ^ £^y^ L^T^ ^ J S ^ ^ J
ajjjjwo ^ J J I

J^

^?^))

x^'l U J L » " • * * LO J J U s J j o ,jM»i J u y i ' M j ^ L>-U^ J I J U

^ A J U J auu* JjVl *-o% *-£-<£» * A £ a^-Lfi <^$-*" *Jj p - S ^ /**•** * - ^ < j '
I

The first two wakf sheets were drawn up by cAbd al-Razzak himself and are written in a careful and well formed hand; the remaining three sheets are in inferior script in contrast with
c
Abd al-Razzak's signature. The second sheet has, in line with this signature but in a fine
small hand in a lighter ink, the following testimony; ^ | a^LgxiJt J > I M J ! ^y=Lf tj^> 3 o t ^ l
a j ^ j &JUI Vl *JI V. The fourth sheet adds the testimony of " c AlI" and of "the humble
donor."50
Neither Suyutfs Who's Who nor Wiet's Les biographies mentions this cAbd al-Razzak.
There can be little doubt, however, that he is the Hanafite preacher mentioned in a Berlin
47

Cf. Huart, op. cit. p. 98.

48

His full name appears there as ^ A ^ l ^».a&Jt J u ^ l + * J „J>J <X^£ ^

49

adUt i\+£ ^ J aJUt wiOJ ^ y i J f .

For full wakf sheets in other manuscripts cf. AT. Pal. PL 18; AMJRL, No. 22; Paris Cat, Noa. 351, 358, and 376
(Nos. 336 and 347 have shorter waty notations).
50

Can this be indeed the signature of Barsbay? The writing is immature.
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Museum manuscript as being initiated into a Sufi order in the year 825/1422. His full name
and title appear as v 5 ixil Ja^t^Jl J<& ^ »w^> ^ o K j l Jux. 51
We have already spoken of the tombs of the Circassian Mameluke sultans in the outlying
desert east of Cairo. The convent and mausoleum of Sultan Barsbay was completed in 835/
1432.62 Since it was the custom to bury members of the royal family in the royal mausoleum,
the domed tomb of Khawand 53 Julban must have been in this mausoleum, for Khawand
Julban was the chief wife of Barsbay and mother of his heir Yusuf, who succeeded him as
al-Malik al-cAziz. Herself a Circassian, she was bought as a slave by Barsbay, who later married her and on the death of his chief wife promoted her to that high rank. She must have been
a woman of wisdom and of charm, for the historian Ibn TaghribirdI bears her this remarkable
testimony; "She was beautiful, wise, a good manager, and had she lived in the reign of her
son she would have managed his kingdom excellently."54
Size and general condition,—One hundred and seventy-seven folios 30X21 cm., except
folios 154-77, which measure 27.8X19 cm.; text page 20.5X14.5 cm.; 9 lines to the page. The
manuscript is clean and in comparatively good condition except for some worn edges and some
folios worm-eaten to varying degrees. The paper is oriental, of a good grade, light both in
color and in weight, and finely glossed. Gatherings are of 6 leaves, which show signs of having
been bound at some time but are now loose in the present leather cover.
Contents.—Surahs 2:48-141; 3:92-189; 3:195—4:24; 6:111—7:85; 7:89—8:40; 11:27-31;
11:116—12:23; 27:56-59; 28:19—29:45; 33:5-30; 37:170—38:18; 39:3-27; 40:7-15;
40:44—41:29; 41:44—42:48; 43:40-62; 44:59—45:38; 52:43—53:9; 59:3—61:6; 67:1—
73:14; 74:24—77:1.
Folio 82a has 4 lines canceled.55
Script.—Thuluth and naskhi. The first, the middle, and the last line of each page are written in a beautiful thuluth hand, covering the whole width of the writing space and dividing the
page into two sections, each of which contains 3 centered shorter lines written in a clear and
delicate naskhi hand. The vertical strokes of this latter script show a tendency to slant downward a little to the right.56 The text is fully pointed and voweled. The scribe, cAbd Allah, who
was evidently a Persian (cAjamI) since his famous uncle is so designated, has produced a fine
piece of work, excellent in neatness and in beauty of script.
Ornamentation and text division.—The general decorative layout of the page has already been
described in connection with the script. The margins are remarkably free from any sort of
writing and ornamentation. The usual five- and ten-verse divisions are lacking. Ends of
verses are indicated by the use of two concentric circles, the area of the inner being covered
with gold leaf which frequently takes a squarish shape. The area between the two circles is
divided into four, six, or eight parts by dots or lines, the latter often extending outside the
circles. In a few instances a single circle is made to do, while occasionally a rosette is substituted. The verse count is mostly that of Makkah, though Surah 42 has the Kufic count. Each
61

Ahlwardt III 220 and 331 (Lbg. 607, 3, fol. 37, cited under Nos. 3353 and 3649:60).
Cf. Creswell in BIFAO XVI 125 f.
53
For the origin of this title and its use by Mameluke princesses see CIA Eg. I 186, n. -5, and CIA Jer. I 325. For
other khawand''s see CIA Eg. I 840.
&4
Ibn TaghribirdI VI 670 i., 739, and 842.
55
The text involved is Surah 8:37 f., in which the wicked (al-khabith) is threatened withjahannam. Professor Sprengling suggests that some childishly superstitious man, looking on the Kui°an text as something with magic power, ran a
line through these verses so they would not be applicable in his case.
66
The Turks frequently give the naskhi script a slight slant downward to the right; cf. Ar. Pal Pis. 97-99. An instance
where this tendency is unusually exaggerated, to the detriment of the copy, is to be found in a Kurgan described by
Mingana (AMJRL, No. 46) and illustrated in John Rylands Library, Bulletin II (1914-15) facing p. 207.
62
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surah (folios 37, 76, 85, 152, etc.) is introduced by a panel with purplish gray background and
a black and gold border. The panel is divided into three sections—a square at each end and a
rectangle in the center. Within each square is a large gold circle, while within the rectangle is
a cartouche containing the title and the number of verses of the surah, written in red ink in
the tjiuluth script (PL XXV). The juz^ is introduced by facing ornamental pages with a color
scheme of purple-gray, gold, red, and black. The design is comparatively simple. The dark
areas in the page shown photographically in Plate XXV (folio 196) represent the purple-gray
background; the squares and the cartouches at the sides are in gold; the triangles are dotted
in black and red. The central cartouches are plain, that at the top containing the number of
the juz*, that at the bottom Surah 56:79 f. (see p. 55): ^ . ^JO Jo^tf ^ - g U t H Vl &***-> V
^JJHAJLJI, "Let none touch it but the purified. It is a revelation from the Lord of the Worlds,"
The writing is in red in thuluth script. The space around the naskhl lines is hatched with red,
that around the thuluth lines in yellow-brown. A leaf border in yellow-brown is to be seen at
the bottom of each of the naskhl script sections.57 Joggles fill the border bands; the light ones
are in red, the dark in purple-gray. Gold, black, and purple-gray lines, the last bordered by
purple-gray "finials," complete the design.
Binding.—The manuscript is in a loose paperboard case. A large piece of glossy brown
leather forms the outer covering of the whole. The covers and the flap are lined with plain
yellowish brown oriental paper. The designs on them are comparatively simple, consisting in
each case of a blind-tooled central oval medallion of delicate arabesque and a narrow link
border framed by straight lines.
No. 22. A 120306. 9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH
Size and general condition.—Three folios 30.5X21 cm., with text page 20.5X14.5 cm. The
3 leaves are glued together for binding; the lower outer corners are worn away; the paper,
originally wThite and glossy, is now spotted and much discolored.
General description.—The 3 folios are so much like those of Barsbay's Kurgan (No. 21) that
it is not difficult to see how they came to be tucked in with the latter. Close examination,
however, proves them to belong to a different Km°an, in which the script was not as carefully
executed. The 3 thuluth lines are more crowded, and the naskhl lines are in a little larger and
heavier hand; the ink, too, is lighter. Double circles are used for verse endings. The wrord
wakf appears on the first folio.
Contents.—Surah 42:22-42.
No. 23. A 120296. 9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XXVI
Date.—The manuscript is a wakf for the mosque of Sultan MvPayyad, 815-24/1412-21. 58
The edifice was originally a prison wrhere MiPayyad had once been a prisoner. He had the
building converted into a royal mosque, which soon acquired a large library and a high-grade
theological school. This manuscript could have been written before the building of the mosque
or at a date considerably later than that event. However, it has many points in common,
both in script and in decoration, with the Kurgan of Barsbay (our No. 21) dated 840/1436. The
simple wakf notation Jo^Jl **lsi J>IJU »JU v-i5j appears seven times in the manuscript
(folios 4, 9, 15, 25, 34, 35, and 42).
Size and general condition.—37.5X27.8 cm., with text page 25X16.5 cm.; 51 folios, 5 lines
to the page. Some pages are worm-eaten, others are partly torn away (folios 38, 40, and 42);
57

Cf. our No. 19 and Ar. Pal. Pis. 86, 89, and 97-99 for similar practices popular with the Persians and the Turks.
Cf. Wiet in MIE XIX 169, No. 1183; Makrizi I 328-30; Muir, op. cit, chap. xiii. See Ar. Pal Pis. 75-77 for other
Sur^fms of Mu^ayyad.
68
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edges are worn and marginal ornaments much damaged. The paint used for outlining has
eaten through the paper, causing the ornaments to break away and in some cases to fall out.
However, some of the ornaments seem to have been deliberately cut out (folios 22 and 31).
Contents— Surahs 15:7—16:108; 16:112-28; 36:34-40; 40:5-8, 18-22, 27-47; 47:32-37.
Script,—Beautiful thuluth, fully pointed and voweled in the same black ink. The extended
{mabsut) forms of the thuluth letters are the ones most frequently used; these give the script an
open and uncrowded appearance. The alif measures 2.3-2.5 cm.; s is sometimes seen with
three points below, arranged either ... or •.* (folios 3 and 23), or with the muhmalah sign v
above it, which sign appears also on r (folio 26). The letters h, s, and c repeat their independent
forms below in reduced size to distinguish these letters from j , kh, d, and gh, though the latter
are always pointed; final h and k have corresponding smaller letters written above them. The
manuscript has no reading symbols or notations.
Ornamentation and text division.—Small eight-petaled, whirling, gold rosettes, with alternating blue and red outer dots, mark the ends of verses. Five- and ten-verse divisions are indicated by gold and blue marginal ornaments containing the words khamsah and cashr written
in Kufic. The five-verse ornament consists of a circle surmounted by a triangular design, the
two together forming an almond; a vertical line projects above and below. The ten-verse division ornament is a larger circle of gold, divided into 6 or 8 equal sections surrounding the central portion, which contains the word cashr. A wide blue band encircles the gold, while dots
or V's mark the divisions. It is impossible to determine the verse-count system, since the contents of this manuscript happen to be surahs and verses that are counted alike in all the different systems. At the beginning of a surah comes a wide panel of gold and blue, with red dots
sparingly used (PI. XXVI). The surah title and the number of verses are written on a background of gold in a close thuluth hand with free use of the mudghamah and the mukawwarah
forms of the letters (see p. 70). Gold arabesques on a background of blue fill the rest of the
panel. A gold band and a sort of key pattern complete the panel, which is then outlined in very
dark blue. A gold and blue almond filled with a delicate arabesque extends into the outer
margin.
JuzD divisions seem to have been marked by two ornamental pages. Folio 42b, the end of
juzD 14, has 3 lines of script inclosed in a gold border, with two panels, one above and one below, giving the number of the jW>.59 The same color scheme and the same type of thuluth script
are used for these as for the surah panel, but the design within the panels varies in its employment of geometric forms. Two almonds similar to the one already described extend into the
outer margin and complete the page decoration.
Marginal ornaments of gold and blue with convex arcs at the ends and concave arcs between
indicate a sajdah (folio 23a), with that word written within, surrounded by an arabesque, on a
background of gold. The red, sparingly employed in the decorative scheme, has oxidized so
that it now looks more like brown. The script in the panels appears now to be in very dull
dark blue, but was very likely painted over with white, as white traces are still to be seen in the
sajdah ornament described above.
Binding.—No. 18 and Nos. 23-25 came to the Oriental Institute together in one loose cover
measuring 41.9X30 cm., which is therefore too small for No. 18 and too large for the other
three. The boards are made of layers of manuscript paper; the leather is dark red, unevenly
worn and faded and much damaged by worms, especially along the back strip. The inside is
covered with plain paper crudely colored red. The cover design is simple and blind-tooled,
consisting of a small central arabesque and corner pieces. The flap is similarly treated except
for a slight difference in the arabesque motif.
59

For same page arrangement see No. 18 (PL XXII) and AT. Pal. PI. 50.
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No. 24. A 12029c. 9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH

Size and general description,—One folio 37.5X26.5 cm., with text page 25X17.5 cm.; rulings
for 5 lines to the page. The sheet was tucked in with the preceding manuscript, from which it
differs but slightly in size, quality of paper, and script. It bears an offset of a marginal ornament different from those used in No. 23. The sheet is of light-weight, brownish, glossy paper,
with three of its damaged edges patched. It is the last sheet of juz* 7, with the second page
left blank and the first containing but 2 lines of thuluth script covering part of Surah 6:110.
An eight-petaled whirling gold rosette with blue and red points marks the end of the verse.
No. 25. A 12029d. 9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XXVII
Date.—The manuscript is an undated private copy. It is, however, stamped with a circular
seal in nine different places (folios 23, 42, 76, 80, 97, 118, 132, 171, and 203). Close examination shows the seal to be identical with that appearing in Ar. Pal. Plates 42 a, 121, 132, 136 f.,
139,141,146 f., 152, 154, 166, 175, 178, and 185 on manuscripts ranging from the 3d (PL 42 a)
and the 4th century (PL 121, dated 351/962) to the 9th century after the Hijrah (PL 154,
dated 815/1413). The central inscription on the seal reads:
(5>jJt

w L i i j auu &*^vJ , 5 ^ M vS^T*-" ^

c ^ vs*^' ^ ^

On the margin is the following couplet:

When sore affliction troubles you,
Then call to mind, "Did we not ope?'*
Between two eases stands one grief;
If you remember that, then hope.

This couplet alludes to Surah 94, which Muslim friends tell us is frequently repeated by Muslims in trouble. That surah comes closest to being for the Muslim what Psalm 23 is for the
Christian. Its text and translation follows:

>))

w

/ ^ u^1

&

Did we not open thy constricted breast
And take from thee thy heavy load,
Which was about to break thy back,
And raise for thee on high thy name?
For lo, with the grief there is an easing;
Lo, with the grief there is an easing.
So when thou art free, then strive amain,
And upon thy Lord then place thy hope-60
f)0

I am indebted to Professor Sprengling for the excellent translations of the couplet and of the sfirah. c Abd Allah ibn
al-Mu tazz (d. 29(>/90S) expresses the same idea in a short epigram (see Le monde oriental X V I I I 99). For an interesting
commentary on this surah cf. Nasafi IV 272 f.
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The cAbd al-Baki mentioned on the seal was apparently a book collector of some note who
lived in the 9th century after the Hijrah. Several books of his collection have turned up in the
Egyptian Library at Cairo, bearing the seal of that institution under its former name, which
reads: *L>J«TI»H aujjjJLl X^LSEUJOI .61
Size and general condition.—Two hundred and twenty folios 37X27 cm., with text page
22.5X 15.5 cm.; 5 lines to the page. The paper used for this manuscript consists of four different qualities and shades of color,62 the best of which is creamy white, heavy, and glossy. Both
a light brown and a reddish brown variety are used for rather large sections. Both are light
in weight but glossy. The fourth variety is dull reddish brown, so light in weight that the
writing shows through. The better-quality paper folios are in good condition, the rest are discolored; some have damaged edges, and some are worm-eaten.
Contents—Surahs 2:93-140; 4:24-32, 78-84, 150-59; 4:164—5:15; 5:20-26; 7:3-22, 89106, 115-55; 7:189—8:36; 9:80-92; 9:94—10:10; 11:14-17, 66-83; 15:28—16:49; 16:11625; 20:53-90; 21:11-18; 23:3—24:19; 29:47-61; 30:56—31:21; 36:31-47, 53-60; 37:150—
39:26; 39:67—40:13; 46:11-15; 51:36—54:51; 62:3-5.
Script.—Large thuluthy fully pointed and voweled in the same black ink. The muharraf
form of alif is used rather generally; this is an alif with a slight curve to the left.63 The mudghamah and mukawwarah forms of other letters are used; these give the script a comparatively
crowded appearance. cAin frequently repeats its independent form in reduced size below;
k and h have smaller corresponding letters written above them; r and s have the muhmalah
sign v above them. No attempt is made to distinguish s from d, and curiously enough j , h,
and kh all have a small h below them.
Ornamentation and text division.—The 5 lines of script are inclosed in a narrow gold band
outlined in black with an outer frame of blue. The verses are separated by small six-petaled
gold rosettes with blue and red points. Ten-verse divisions are indicated by circular marginal
ornaments in gold, red, and blue, with the word cashr written first in blue, then painted over in
white. In many cases the white has rubbed off, leaving but slight traces. The verse counts
given in the few surah headings are those of Makkah, except that Surah 39 (folio 1846) here
has 77 verses. This total and the internal verse divisions throughout the manuscript do not
correspond to any of the systems listed by Spitaler. At the head of each surah (folios 29, 63,
89, 151, 160, 171, 184, 195, 202, 208, 211, and 214) stands a broad panel in gold, blue, red,
white, and in some cases (folios 29, 63, 89, 208) black. Geometric designs, different in each
panel, are interspersed with arabesques. In the center are written the title and the number of
verses of the surah in gold overlaid with white. In the margin, centered on the panel, is a circular ornament. Wide space is allowed on either side of the panel. The bismillah is written
in gold outlined in black, and the loop of each h is filled in with blue.
Instead of the usual juz^ division into thirty parts, we have here the hizb division into sixty
parts (e.g. folio 976). One-fourth (folios 1, 35, 48, 69, 204, etc.) and one-half (folios 30, 53, 64,
127, etc.), but not three-fourths, of each hizb are marked by marginal ornaments usually
similar to those used for the ten-verse divisions. In one instance (folio 127) two arcs inclose
the motif; in three others (folios 100, 113, 145) an almond is used, while the words rubQ hizb,
61

Ar. Pal Pis. 130 f., 139, 141, and 166.

62

Cf. Ar. Papier, pp. 60-66. There is a possibility that we have here parts of two Kur 3 an copies, one consisting of the
lighter and one of the darker papers. In the surah verse count of the former the units precede the tens, in the latter the
reverse is seen. In every other respect they seem to be identical. On such variant writings of numerals see my article
"Arabic numerals," JRAS, 1938, pp. 277-80.
w

Cf. Kalkashandl I I I 63.
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without any ornament, occur once (folio 204). An elaborate sajdah ornament in dumbbell form
appears twice (folios 63 and 118).
The ornamental work is on the whole very well done. The beautiful and richly designed
panels show expert workmanship. The red used has for the most part retained its color and
metallic brilliance. The blue has not fared so well. Several shades of it are to be seen; that on
the heavy white paper is of a grayish hue.
No. 26. A 12033. 9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XXVIII
Date.—The manuscript is undated, but paper and general decorative scheme place it with
the Mameluke KurDans of the 9th century.
Size and general condition.—27.4X18.5 cm., with text page 17.6X10.5 cm.; 8 folios, 5 lines
to the page. The paper is considerably discolored, margins are roughened, and lower outer
corners much worn and patched.
Contents.—Surahs 4:171—5:3.
Script.—Beautiful, large, open thuluth, fully dotted and voweled, all in heavy black ink;
alif measures 2.3 cm.
Ornamentation and text division.—A border of two red lines inside a thicker gray-blue line
incloses the 5 lines of script. An eight-petaled whirling gold rosette with red and blue points
marks the ends of verses. Marginal ornaments of gold, red, and blue, with the word khamsah
in Kufic, mark the five-verse divisions. Surah 5 is introduced by a panel of gold clouds on blue
background, framed in a gold border. Title and number of verses are written in white (now
mostly rubbed off) on gold. The Kufan verse count of 176 verses for Surah 4 appears in the
heading of Surah 5, doubtless by a scribal error. The verse count in Surah 4, however, is not
Kufan; for the manuscript has only 175 verses, which is the verse count of Basrah and the
Hijaz. The count for Surah 5:1-3 differs from any given by Spitaler64 and also from that of
No. 25.
Binding.—The front cover and part of the back strip are all that survive. The paperboard,
made clearly of layers of old manuscripts, is covered with dark brown leather. The back strip
is reinforced with coarse brown cloth which still has some paste remnants. The inside is lined
with fine light leather with an all-over design of blind-tooled arabesques. On the outside of the
cover is a central eight-lobed circular medallion with "finials." The medallion contains right
angles, twists, and gold punches. Two twist designs in rhomboid form, with gold punches, are
placed one above and one below the central medallion. The lobes of the latter are adapted for
the corners. The frame consists of several blind-tooled lines inclosing a band of intersecting
arcs.
No. 27. A 12032a. 9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE XXVIII
Size and general condition.-—Seventeen folios 25.5X17.5 cm., with text pages 20X13 cm.;
5 lines to the page. The folios show evidence of having been trimmed down to their present
size by uneven cutting. Originally these folios must have been of the same size as those of
No. 28. The paper is slightly worm-eaten, discolored, with a few pages patched to reinforce
the lower outer corners. The manuscript was at one time given as a ivakf (folio 10).
Contents—Surah 7:52-54, 89-132, 143-61.
Script.—Neat, large, open thuluth; ah/measures 1.8 cm. The text is fully pointed and voweled, all in black ink. Hamzah and sukun are sometimes accompanied by a red dot of later insertion.
Reading symbols and notations.—For punctuation signs only the letters t for wakf tamm, k
64

Spitaler, p. 30.
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for wakf kdfi, and h for wakf hasan are used; they are in blue.65 The following letters, written
in red ink above the letters or words concerned, are used to insure the correct pronunciation :66
gh for idghdm or assimilation; z for izhdr or vigorous and clear utterance; kh for ikhfa? or partial
assimilation; and bgh for idghdm Basrl to indicate that assimilation is required by the Basran
school.
The variant readings are given in the margins, note being taken not only of the outstanding
seven master readers and their fourteen pupils but of the three lesser readers and their six pupils as well.67 These latter were used only for private readings.68 The variations are given in
red, the ramz,m or letter symbol for each reader, in black. A variant maddah or shaddah is frequently supplied in red; the original black sukun of the endings -kum and -hum is changed
throughout to a prolonged dammah (r). All of these signs, as well as the red alif of prolongation, are later additions to the text.
Ornamentation and text division.—The ornamentation is comparatively simple; it consists
of filling the loops of the letters with gold. The loop of initial c has only a gold dot in the center. The device has detracted somewhat from the beauty of the open thuluth script. Eightpetaled whirling gold rosettes with blue and red dots mark the ends of verses. It is impossible
to determine the verse-count system since this manuscript, like No. 23, happens to contain
surahs and verses that are counted alike in all the different systems.
No. 28. A 120326.

9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH

Size, Contents, etc.—This manuscript consists of 21 folios 26.5X18.5 cm., with text page
20X13 cm., with 5 lines to the page. It is in all respects similar to No. 27, and the two manuscripts give every indication of having been parts of the same Kui°an, though probably of diff e r e n t ^ 3 volumes. The present section is part oijtiz^ 22, the whole of which was at one time
bound and given as a wakf (folio 19); but the manuscript as it now stands contains only Surah
33:31-71; 34:16-23, 41-47; 35:2-10. Thus it stops a few verses short of the middle of the
juz?. The verse-count system, so far as can be determined from these contents, is that of either
Ktifah or the Hijaz.
Binding.—As in No. 26, only the front cover and part of the back strip are left of the binding, which is however still attached to some of the manuscript folios. Dark reddish brown
leather covers board made of layers of old manuscripts. The inside is lined with thin dark
leather with an allover arabesque. The outside shows a large gold-tooled central medallion
consisting of geometric figures built around a six-pointed star. The figures form a twelvepointed star inscribed within a circle, outside of which are twelve lobes, ten of them semicircular, their outer edges bordered by a twist with "finials." The other two lobes, those at top
and bottom, are each modified into a pointed arch from the point of which projects a sort of
fleur-de-lis. The corner designs harmonize with the outer elements of the central medallion.
What may be a much simplified plant motif is used in the rectangular frame of the cover.
No. 29. A 12031.

9 T H - 1 0 T H CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH.

Plate XXIX

Size and general condition.—Eight folios 76X55 cm., with text page 55.5X37 cm.; 11 lines
to the page. This seems to be the third-largest Kurgan known. Those still larger are Kur J an
No. 19 of the Egyptian Library at Cairo, 117X98 cm.,70 and the Arabic manuscript catalogued
65

From I than I 85 f. we would understand these signs to be equivalent to our period, semicolon, and comma respectively. They are not listed by Sell, who, however, explains the use of k as an abbreviation of kmlhalik.
m
See Mukni", pp. 140 f.; Taislr, p p . 19-29; Itkan I 95-9S; and cf. Pretzl in I&himica VI 293-97.
67
See Taislr, p p . 4-10, and Itkan I 75; and cf. Sell, pp. 8 and 22 f., and Pretzl in lslamica VI 17-47.
C8
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Sell, p. 20.
> Ibid. pp. 22 f.
CPU I I I , lid. I, Toil 1, p. 58; EI I 385.
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as No. 42 of the John Ry lands Library, 86X54 cm.71 The paper of our manuscript is heavy in
weight but light in color, well smoothed but not overly glossy. All pages except the first, which
is much rubbed and somewhat stained, are in good condition. The 8 folios are sewn together
with heavy twine, and the back still shows remnants of paste and coarse cloth used in the
binding. Bits of several leaves on either side of the bound section give evidence of hasty and
violent handling and lead one to suspect that these 8 leaves were torn off and "lifted" from a
larger section. Gatherings are of 12 folios, but the inner two double folios have been removed,
and with them has gone the beginning of Surah 17.
Contents:—Surahs 16:45-93 and 17:18-71.
Script,—Letter forms are those of the thuluth; but size of the strokes, both in width, 2.5-3
mm., and in the height of the alif, 3.4-4 cm., is roughly twice that of the usual thuluth specimens. The mabsut or comparatively straight and extended types of thuluth letters are used
consistently, with the exception of mudghamah r. Even with r, the latter form is used only when
it follows jf c ,/, k, I, m, or one of their "sister" forms. Embodying these two factors of size and
straight {mabsut) strokes, this may well be a specimen of thuluthain script. The writing is very
carefully done in heavy black ink; the text is fully pointed and voweled. Later corrections
have been made in a small hand, in red ink. They occur as follows: Page 1, line 11, a is substituted for u over the t of ^y^', page 11, line 11, an overlooked u is supplied for the b of viJG.;
page 13, line 10, an omitted w is inserted before JL»; page 13, line 11, a is substituted for i over
the z in pylj; 72 page 14, line 7, the omitted vocalization of ^ is supplied, likewise the omitted
word ^ 1 j ^ following it. A scribal error appears in line 10 of page 16, where the copyist
wrote ( V ^ J o for J ^ I ^ J o and, discovering his mistake, crowded the alif between the w and
the k, adding the I but leaving the superfluous m still joined to the k.
Ornamentation and text division.—The word Allah is throughout written in gold, outlined in
black. The word sajdah, occurring only once, is written the same. A large twelve-petaled
whirling gold rosette with large green center and red dots around the edge marks off each
verse. These rosettes are not very well done. Each ten-verse grouping is indicated by a large
circular ornament in the outer margin. On a small central circle with red background the word
c
ashr is written in gold in Kufic letters. A ring of white paint separates this inner portion from
the larger outer area, which is covered with gold leaf. Two blue rings, the outer with "finials,"
complete the ornament. These marginal ornaments are carefully done; since they differ in
color scheme from the rosettes included in the text, it is not likely that they were done by the
same person. It may be that the verses were originally separated by small blank spaces and
that the rosettes between them are later additions. The hizb division scheme is apparently not
used, since no note is taken of the beginning of the 28th hizb} though the sajdah which goes
with it is written in the margin.
No. 30. A 12068.

9TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATES

XXX-XXXI

Date.—The dating is based on the decorative designs and color schemes.
Size and general condition.—Three hundred and twenty-five folios 42X31 cm., with text
page 30X21 cm.; 11 lines to the page. The manuscript is on the whole in fair condition, except that a few folios (e.g. 1, 2, and 151) are torn and discolored, causing loss of or damage to
71
There is in Mosul a complete Kurgan written on 30 "large" folios, each folio containing a complete jug3; actual
measurements are not given, neither is the script indicated. The copy was written by Hajjl Muhammad Salih in 1201/
1786-87; ef. Dawud Chalabi, Kitdb makhtutat al-mau?il, p. 221, No. 160.
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the text. The margins of many another folio are torn; in almost every instance they have been
mended with light cream-colored paper. A few folios have been mended inside the text page
(folios 11, 57, etc.). In many instances an attempt has been made by scraping the new paper
to bring it to the same level as the old (folios 303 ff.). A few of the marginal ornaments are
lost (e.g. folios 243b and 2486).
Contents.—The complete text of the Km°an, except parts of Surah 1:1-5. There are three
scribal errors of omission (on folios 13a, 1836, and 3076) and one instance of misarrangement
of the sheets in binding: starting with folio 313 the order should be 313, 316, 317, 315, 314,
318 ff.
Script.—The initial title-page headings (folios la-6 and 2a) are in ornamental Kufic; titles
of Surahs 3 ff. are in thuluth, with preference for the rounded variety. The text is in beautiful
thuluth khaflf, with the extended and open forms of the letters, except that r frequently has the
mudghamah form, especially in most cases where it follows/, k, s, or c. Alif measures 1.2 cm.;
h, c, s, and t each have the same letter repeated, small, below; k and final h have the small
letter above; r, s, and in a few cases I, each have for the muhmalah sign a small v written
above. The arrangements of the diacritical points are of interest, not because any of them are
new, but because they are used quite generally here. Many of the arrangements are mentioned
in Kalkashandi III 155 f. as in use by Ibn Muklah, and all of them are found in non-Kur^anic
manuscripts of the 3d century and later. The letters involved are: UP, with dots .., .., .. ,
: ;73 tha?, with dots .*., v ;74 dal, with dot below,76 used sparingly (folios 1476, line 6, and 156a,
line 7); sin, with ... or v below76 (in some cases this letter has no dots at all, in others one of
these arrangements, in others one of these together with v above, in still others just this last
mark); shin, with •:, v , or ... above; 77 kaf, as with ta?;1* ya?, as with ta>, except that in the
final form the two dots are sometimes above and sometimes below.79
The scribe has made special efforts to keep even margins. To do this it is usually necessary
either to divide words at the end of the line, as was the earlier practice, especially in Kufic and
Makkan manuscripts, or to crowd in the words at the end of the line, as is frequently seen in
thuluth and naskhl manuscripts. Our scribe has regularly avoided both methods (but see folio
256) by writing the same even hand to the end of the line, leaving a considerable vacant interval, and then finishing the divided word in the margin (folios 8a, 22a, 25a, etc.). The alif of
prolongation was omitted originally, but folios 1-27 show its later addition in the same red
ink that is used for reading signs and notations. The compound signs *, *, and i, when lacking in the text, have been supplied in red ink.
Reading symbols and notations.—The full system of punctuation symbols,80 including .-.
placed above for the mucdnakah or "embracing" (e.g. on folios 226-23a), is used freely.
Variations of the seven master readers and their pupils are given in the margins. The word
kara?a is written extended in red ink, and below it are other readers' versions, accompanied by
their names (spelled out). By way of abbreviation the two geographic terms al-haramiyydn
("they of the two haram's," i.e., Makkah and Madlnah) and al-kufiyyun ("the Kufans") are
used. The first refers to Nafic of Madlnah and Ibn Kathlr of Makkah; the second to cAsim,
Hamzah, and Kisa?!.81 Catchwords at the bottom of the page are written in a different and
poorer hand than the notes on the seven readings.
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Cf. Ar. Pal Pis. 50, 69, 73, 94, and 96.
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Ahlwardt, No. 302.
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Ar. Pal. Pis. 50, 68, and 73.
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Wright, Facs., Pis. V I - V I I and LX; AM JUL, No. 42.
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Ar. Pal. PI. 76; Wright, Facs., PI. X X .
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Ar. Pal. Pis. 83 and 8S; Wright, Facs., Pis. V I - V I I .
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See p. 56.
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Ornamentation and text division.—The end of a verse is marked with a small eight-petaled
whirling rosette of gold with blue dots. Five- and ten-verse groupings are marked by marginal
ornaments of gold ringed in blue containing the words khamsah and cashr respectively, written
in Kufic. The five-verse ornament is almond-like in design, with a long blue fine projecting
above and below. The ten-verse ornament is a large circular one similar to that of No. 29.
Several verse-count systems are used, some of the surahs having the Kufan, others the Basran,
and still others the Madman count, both for the total and for the individual verse divisions.
Each surah is introduced with a broad panel. This consists of a central rectangle with a
square at each end. Each square contains a floral design in gold over a background of blue
with touches of red. The rectangle contains the title and number of verses of the surah written in white in tkuluth over a gold background; the remaining space is filled with gold arabesques over a background of light red. The whole panel is framed in a band of gold and outfined in blue. A centered circular ornament of gold, red, and blue with a palmette design, in
other respects in keeping with the five- and ten-verse marginal ornaments, extends into the
outer margin.
No special note is made of the juz> divisions. The ahzab and their quarters and halves and
the sajdah's, however, are marked in red in the margins. Eleven of the usual fourteen sajdah's
are marked; the three missing are at Surahs 13:15, 32:15, and 96:19 (folios 132a, 2206, and
3206). Since two of these are not among the three rejected by Malik,82 the omission is likely
an oversight.
The artist of this manuscript has lavished his skill mainly on the title-page, now partly
lost, the two pages following it, and the two ornamental pages at the end. All five are beautiful
pieces of workmanship in the same color scheme of gold, blue, red, green, black, and white.
The central unit of the title-page (PL XXX) is a square with a pointed star at its center. The
narrow bands of white links which frame the star are extended and interlaced to form geometric
figures which inclose floral designs. Some of the latter are in gold over red, others in gold and
green with touches of red on a blue background. Two panels, one above and one below the
central square, have at each end a floral design within a circle touching a large central cartouche. The cartouches together contain Surah 26:194-96, written in ornamental Kufic:
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That thou mightest become a warner in a clear Arabic tongue.
And truly it is (foretold) in the Scriptures of them of yore.

The rest of the space in the cartouche is filled with a delicate ivy pattern of gold over blue.
The remaining space in the panels is filled with white arabesques on a black background. A
complex key pattern interspersed with small red squares with gold centers fills bands which
separate the two panels from the central square and frame the rectangle formed by the three
units. The broad outer border consists of delicate arabesques in gold and colors on a background of blue. The whole page is finished off with gold and blue "finials."
The design of the two ornamental pages at the end is essentially the same as that of the titlepage. It differs mainly in lacking inscribed panels and in having at its center a ten- instead of
a twelve-pointed star. Traces of a large central circular ornament in the outer margin are to
be seen on only one of these pages, the other two having been lost with the sections that were
torn away.
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The ornamentation of the first two pages of text (title-pages of Surahs 1 and 2) consists of
two broad panels to the page, one above and one below, essentially similar to the panels on
the title-page. They are each framed with a heavy green line, then with the same sort of key
band as before, which likewise frames the 5 lines of text and the two panels as a unit. Blue and
red squares alternate in this band, whereas those in the band on the title-page are all red. The
outer border is narrower than that of the title-page, being in general similar to the outer half
of the latter. A large central circular ornament in the outer margin completes the design.
The main concepts of this design as well as many of its minor details were popular in the
8th and 9th centuries after the Hijrah. Yet no two manuscripts among the many specimens
published in Moritz' Arabic Palaeography8i have identical designs, nor is any one of his specimens identical with those described here.
Binding.—The original boards and the inner flap, made of layers of old manuscripts, and
their outer tooled-leather covering are well preserved. The whole manuscript, however, has
been rebound. The covers and the flap are edged with soft light brown leather. The back is
bound with the same leather; a wide strip of this leather, attached to the back cover and the
inner flap, protects the front edge of the book. Clean white end papers have replaced the originals. The inside of the flap is lined with brown cotton cloth. The tooled design of the covers
has been copied by Moritz on the covers of his Arabic Palaeography, from which a good idea
of its general appearance, though not of its delicate details, can be gained. The flap has a large
circular central design built, like that of the cover, around a six-pointed star and much punched
in gold. The flap has a twist border similar to the middle unit of the border on the cover.
No. 31. A 12103.85 12TH OR 13TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X X X I I
Size and general condition.—Two hundred and forty-eight folios 23.3X14.5 cm. Script area,
including the Persian, 21.3X11.8 cm.; Arabic alone 16.5X9.4 cm., mostly 17 lines to the page.
The paper is 100 per cent rag, very thin and rather crisp (cf. p. 53); the thickness of the pages
all together is only 1.8 cm. with the leaves pressed down, 2.3 cm. without pressure on the leaves.
The manuscript is in good condition. There are a few instances of slight damage, but these
have been carefully mended.
Contents.—The complete Kurgan, with selected passages paraphrased in Persian. Catchwords are in a later hand.
Script.—The Arabic text is written in black in good naskhl. The surah titles also are in
naskhi, but written a little larger and in blue. The Persian commentary is in the nastaHik
script; the Km°anic phrases to be commented on are written in red, the commentary in black.
The black ink is very even, and the writing on the whole is very carefully done, though not
always on the same scale. The usual number of lines to the page is 17, but the use of a smaller
script gives at least one instance of 21 lines (p. 358). The same page frequently contains two or
three different scales of writing, the regular size and a smaller and/or a larger one. There are
very few scribal errors; occasional omission of an alif of prolongation, a maddah, or a shaddah
(e.g. pp. 5 ff., 10, and 299) has been made good in red by a later hand.
Reading symbols and notations.—Originally the text did not have any punctuation and reading signs, except to mark the ends of verses. A later hand, using red ink, has emphasized the
madd either by supplying maddah if originally left out or frequently by writing it again over
the small black maddah of the text. In some surahs a small red h marks off the Kurgan division
of five-verse groups (pp. 413-15); ten-verse groups are not marked. The rukuz is marked by a
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large red cain, placed sometimes in the Persian margin (e.g. pp. 62, 65, and 359-98) and sometimes in the outer margin (e.g. pp. 66-69). A small cain written in the text accompanies the
larger cain found in the margin; in one instance (p. 359) the letters cain-ba? occur to specify
that it is a Basran rukuc. Punctuation signs are used freely. No reading variants are given.
Six of the 14 sajdatis (Nos. 2-5, 7, and 9) are marked in red in the margin. Two (Nos. 6 and
10) show signs of having been written in black. The remaining six (Nos. 1, 8, and 11-14) are
lacking. It is likely that the last three (Nos. 12-14) were deliberately left out, after the fashion
of Malik,86 but the other missing ones are likely errors of omission. The margins contain numerous traces of letters and incomplete words written in a brown-black ink in a poor hand.
Some of these look like remains of the words sajdah, nisf, rubc, and hizb and of catchwords at
the foot of the page. This means that the margins were originally wider but were trimmed off
in binding. Page 290 shows the word sajdah fully written out in red and beside it the remains
of the same word written in black. It is evident, then, that the manuscript has had two "editors," the first working with black and the second with red ink. The second one has marked
the beginning of each ji«? and has indicated its division by quarters. His markings, however,
are neither complete nor consistent. Ajza? 1, 9, 12, and 15 are left unmarked; 8, 19, and 22
have just al-juz\- 5, 7, and 16 have al-juz> followed by Arabic numerals, but with the 7 written
-t instead of v . The rest have the number written out fully in words.
Ornamentation and text division,—The page is laid out with an inner rectangular area for the
Arabic text separated from a margin of Persian text by a narrow band of gold outlined with
black between blue lines. The same sort of band separates the Persian text from the outer
margins of the page. Ornaments at the corners and in the center of the vertical Persian section
give four more or less equal spaces on each page. In these the Persian is written diagonally in
parallel lines within each space, usually with the lines on upper and lower half-pages and also
on facing pages symmetrically arranged.
The text lines, both Arabic and Persian, are separated by irregular cloudlike bands of gold
bordered in black by very fine curved strokes. The end of each verse is marked by a gold circle
with plain black outline. There are no five- and ten-verse ornaments. The surah titles, and in
a few instances the number of verses also, are written in blue over a background of gold. The
surahs follow different verse-count systems, all those of c Irak and Syria being represented. No
extra spacing is allowed for the beginning of a surah. Usually not even part of a line is wasted;
either the title of the new surah is written in the middle of the line, with the last of the preceding surah on either side of it, or the last of the preceding surah is written in the middle, with the
new title and verse count on either side. The bismilldh starts a new line (except where the text
is crowded at the end, pp. 492 f.), with a splash of gold above the extended s, the formula usually occupying the whole line. In some cases no ornaments appear with the surah headings; in
others a small floral motif in gold on blue is placed at either side of the cartouche containing
the title (e.g. p. 425). This is especially the case when the preceding surah ends with the end
of a line and a whole line is then given to the next surah heading (e.g. pp. 427 and 444). There
are no ornamental devices to mark the juz0 divisions. The genius of the artist is centered on
decoration of the Persian margins and of three elaborate double pages, one pair at the beginning
of the manuscript, one at or about the beginning of the 15th juzD, and one at the end of the
volume.
When the side margins are not needed for the Persian comments, they are variously ornamented. The scheme is to have a large central ornament with smaller ones above and below
it. The large central motif varies. The six- or eight-pointed design combining features of a
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star with a rosette and filled with some floral pattern is frequently used (pp. 7, 11, 77, etc.).
Sometimes an elongated (pp. 32, 36, 40, etc.) or a leaf-shaped variation (pp. 51, 59, 65, etc.)
is employed. There are a few omissions and irregularities. Sometimes the black outlining
of the design is lacking (pp. 96, 330 f., 334, etc.); in one instance an unusually broad band of
black is worked into the leaf motif (p. 227). Occasionally the corner and central motifs in the
Persian margins have just the blue, with the gold design left out (pp. 329 and 339 f.); again,
on two pages (136 and 166) the spaces between those motifs are filled with allover floral designs in gold.
The three elaborate double pages are of the same general order as those of Ar. Pal. Plates
89 and 92-99, representing Persian and Turkish practices from the 7th and later centuries
after the Hijrah, the earlier ones being the simpler.87 In all of these, as in our manuscript,
conventionalized floral designs predominate over purely geometric elements. The designs of
the three pairs of pages, though similar, are identical neither with one another nor with the
Ar. Pal. examples already mentioned. The artist here, like a skilled musician, repeats the
same theme but with pleasing variations. The first variety (PI. XXXII) has a narrower script
space than the rest, because a vertical floral border in gold over blue, lacking in the other two
designs, extends alongside the title and script area. In all three cases the title panels have floral
motifs of gold on blue, while the writing is in blue over gold. The script sections and the title
panels are separated and framed by narrow gold borders, containing rosettes alternately red
and blue with white centers, which extend also to top and bottom of each page along its inner
margin. The rest of each page is occupied by an elaborate border wrought in gold over blue.
The gold is well preserved, but the blue has faded unevenly; the "finials" on the first two pages
are almost all lost, and those on the others have been retouched.
Binding.—The binding is modern and lacks the customary flap of the Muslim book. Besides the end papers there are two extra blank leaves at each end, all of modern white paper.
The cover itself consists of two layers of heavy paperboard, covered with fine leather dyed
brownish red and highly polished. The back has no special reinforcement. The ornamentation,
stamped in gold, is simple. Four palmettes extending from a common center form the small
central ornament of each cover. A single palmette projects diagonally from each corner. A
narrow twist border frames each cover. On the back of the book are five horizontal twist
bands and four palmettes, one in each interval between bands. Except for a few scratches and
a tear on the edge of the back cover, the leather is in good condition.
The manuscript was received in a cloth bag such as one sees frequently in use in the Near
East. This particular bag is made of red silk with a tapestry-woven design in black and yellow
and other ornamentation in gold thread. It is lined with coarse white cloth and bound with
red woolen tape. The lining is still in good condition; the tape is much worn in parts; the red
silk cloth is worn threadbare.
No. 32. A 16964. 7TH OR 8TH CENTURY AFTER THE HIJRAH. PLATE X X X I I I
Bibliography.—No. 75 in Descriptive Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Libraries of the University of Chicago.
Date.—Facsimiles of Km°ans in the Maghrib! script are relatively few, and dated ones are
87
Professor Richard Gottheil has drawn attention to a unique case of a Kui°an that is illustrated with representations
of animate objects—a practice, as is well known, forbidden in orthodox Islam. The Kurgan is written in naskhi and is
dated 1232/1816. The illustrations, however, are later additions. Among these is a representation of Muhammad riding
through the air on the legendary creature Burak; cf. Revue des etudes islamiques V (1931) 21-24 and plates. For other
and earlier representations of Muhammad in copies of Birunf s Al-athdr al~bak,iyah see Islamic Book, Pis. 36 and 39,
dated 707/1307, and PI. 40, dated to the 17th century after Christ.
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even fewer.88 The three Kurgan manuscripts that most closely resemble this number are Ar.
Pal. Pis. 46 b (5th/6th century) and 47 (557/1160) and Wright, Facs., Plate LXI (652/1254),
the first in lack of verse division and in general simplicity of decoration, the other two in general appearance of the Maghrib! script. Secular manuscripts comparable in script are Ar. Pal.
Plates 180 (689/1290) and 183 (714/1315).
Size and general condition.—Fine thin paper; 70 original folios supplemented later with 8
new folios at beginning and 15 new folios at end, with the first 16 folios interleaved, so that
there are 109 folios in all; 28X 19.5 cm., with the text page 20X 13.5 cm.; 21 lines to the page.
The manuscript is in good condition except for the binding.
Contents.—Surahs 1:1—2:58 (in later addition; followed by ruled but unwritten pages sufficient to fill the gap); 2:158—12:45 (in original). Leaves are missing between folios 40 and 41
and 89 and 90. The two leaves have been cut out, leaving in each case only the inner margin,
which bears traces of the script. They belonged to the original manuscript; but, since the present text is in both instances continuous, they may have been cut out by the original scribe because of some scribal errors.
Script.89—Carefully executed Kur'anic Maghrib! script. The final curves of s, s, and n and
their "sister" forms are deep and graceful, especially in the case of the n and y; s, d, t, z, and k
have the horizontal strokes well extended and the turns angular; the upper stroke of t is drawn
at an angle of about 45°; final m has a long downward stroke which then tapers and turns to
the left; the two strokes of the d and dh form a very sharp angle, and final k differs from these
only in the long vertical stroke;/ and k have, as usual in Maghrib! script, one dot below and one
above respectively; h in all its forms is usually open; medial and final j , h, kh and reversed
final y are frequently extended backward the full length of some preceding letter; Idm-alif is
sometimes closed and sometimes open at the bottom; shaddah, when used with it, is placed
over the left-hand stroke, which must therefore be the lam.90
Diacritical points are fully used except those for final/, k, n, and y; since these letters are so
treated in the cursive Fasi script (see pp. 42 f.), the present manuscript may have come originally
from Fas or its neighborhood. The modern vowel signs also are fully used; they and the shaddah are in red. A yellow and a green dot indicate the hamzah and waslah respectively. The
alif of prolongation is in red; where it follows lam the scribe has written it before the lam as in
the Idm-alif combination throughout this manuscript.
The surah titles and the word hizb are written in ornamental Kufic of fair execution. The
manuscript is well written; scribal errors are few, consisting chiefly of omissions which have
been carefully supplied in the margin by the original scribe (folios 236, 366, etc.).
Reading symbols are lacking except s for silah or waslah.91
Ornamentation and text division.—Aside from the surahs the only text divisions indicated are
the hizb and its quarters. A circular marginal ornament marks the hizb; it consists of an inner
area of yellow with hizb traced in Kufic, a circular band of white with large green dots alternat88

See Ar. Pal. Pis. 46-49; Wright, Facs., PI. LXI; Tisserant, No. 43; Bresnier, Pis. IV and XXXVII; Hesperis I 83
(dated 801/1398); Derenbourg III, Pis. I—II (dated 1008/1599); Maghrib! Kur>ans, without reproduction, are listed in
Ahlwardt I, Nos. 413-17, and Paris Cat,, Nos. 385 ff. For a general treatment of Maghrib! scripts and Maghrib! Kur^ans
see above, pp. 41-44.
89
See pp. 41-44 and note 88 above.
90
Cf. Lidzbarski, Ephemeris II 34, n. 2, and Kalkashandi III 171 and 131.
91
Cf. Derenbourg III, Pis. I-II (of 1008/1599), and Ar. Pal PI. 48 (of 1182/1768). The reading signs and symbols
were in use in the east at least as early as the 6th century after the Hijrah (Ar. Pal Pis. 86 and 88 f.) and were in full
swing in the Mameluke period (Ar. Pal PI. 77 and our Nos. 20, 27 f., and 30 f.); it is therefore not surprising to find some
of them in use in the west in the 14th century after Christ. The use of the symbol s only may be an indication of a date
somewhat later than that here assigned to our ms.
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ing with small red ones, and an outer band of yellow divided into quarters, with red dots and
"finials" projecting at the division points. The quarter-to& divisions are marked in the text;
their symbol is a small circular device similar to the marginal ornament but without any writing and without the outer yellow band. The Kufic surah titles are written in yellow, outlined
in the brownish black ink of the manuscript; except for Surah 7, each occupies not more than
one line of script, and sometimes even this line is shared with the last words of the preceding
surah (e.g. folios 836, 88a, and 93a). The bismillah occupies a full line. In a single instance
(folio 65a, Surah 7) a panel marks the surah division, occupying the space of four fines of
script (last four on page). The panel is rectangular and consists of a central green background
on which the Kufic title is written in yellow, a twist band of black and white, and a wider
twist band of black and yellow, the whole outlined in red with red "finials" placed diagonally
at the corners. A circular palmette-like ornament in yellow, surrounded by red and green
dots and a green border, extends into the outer margin.
The only other decorative feature is a circular marginal ornament indicating a sajdah
(folio 74a). Two equilateral triangles intertwine to form a six-pointed star. In the central
hexagonal area the word sajdah is left white on a background of red. The rest of the space is
filled with yellow. An outer rim is filled with red, yellow, and green dots and finished off with
yellow "finials."
According to the verse counts given with five of the ten surah titles, the system used is that
of Makkah and Madlnah; but in the other five cases the verse counts given in the manuscript
differ considerably from any usually accepted.92 The unusual counts are as follows:
MS. FOLIO

SURAH

MS. V E R S E COUNT

Itkan COUNT

33a
416
58a
77a
93a

3
4
6
9
12

100
150
160
180
161

199-200
175-77
165-67
129-30
111

There are also considerable differences in the hizb divisions (e.g. folio 526), but more so in
the qu&Yter-hizb divisions (e.g. folios 416, 576, and 81a).
Binding.—The binding is western, probably English. It consists of binder's board covered
with marbled paper, with brown leather back and corners.
92

Cf. Itkan I 69-72; Pretzl in Islamica VI 239-41; Spitaler, pp. 35-40.
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<= (*ain), writing of, 18, 26-27, 36-37, 40, 60-61, 63, 65, 79,
81, 84-85
=> (alif), writing of, 17-19, 23-24, 26-28, 30, 33, 35-37,
39-40, 42, 55, 60-65, 68, 70, 79, 81-85, 90; miniature
—,65
a, vowel sign for, 39-40, 44, 64-65
Abarljuh, 8
c
Abbasids, 29, 33-34, 48, 51, 81
Abbott, Nabia, 16, 53, 81
c
Abd al-Balu, 81
c
Abd Allah, a scribe of Harat, 75, 77
c
Abd Allah ibn al-Mu c tazz, 80
c
Abd Allah ibn al-Zubair, 49
c
Abd Allah ibn Tahir, 41
c
Abd al-Malik ibn Marwan, caliph, 15, 47-49
c
Abd al-MasIh ibn Ishak al-Kindl, see Kind!
c
Abd al-Muttalib, 9-10, 12
c
Abd al-Rahman ibn al-Harith, 49
c
Abd al-Rahman ibn Khair al-Hajri, 18
c
Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-Anbarl, xvii
c
Abd al-Razzak, 76
Abdullah, Saiyed, 14
Abgarids, Abgars, 2, 4
abrogation, theory of, 47
Abu <Abd Allah, 33
Abu al-Aswad al-Du 3 ali, 22, 39, 59
Abu al-Faraj al-Isbaham, xv, xvii, 5
Abu cAli Hazarasp, 8
Abu al-Mahasin Yusuf ibn Taghrlbirdi, see Ibn Taghrlbirdi
Abu al-Saraya, 51
Abu Bakr, 47, 49, 52, 56
Abu Hanlfah, 45
Abu Ja c far al-Nahhas, 25
Abu Kais ibn c Abd Manaf, 7
Abu Musa ibn Kais, 21
Abu Sufyan ibn Ilarb, 10
Abu c Ubaid, xx
Abu Yusuf, 45
Abyssinia, 11, 56
c
Adi ibn Zaid, 5-6, 13
a4laz> 5 2

Adulis inscription, 11
Africa, 11; see also Egypt
Aga-Oglu, Mehmet, xvii, 57
Aghnides, Nicolas P., xvii, 45
^ahdab, 37
Ahlwardt, Wilhelm, xvii, 53, 77, So, 90
Ahmad Sfilih, 73
Ahmed ibn Iyas, see Ibn Iyas
Ahwal, Ahmad ibn Abl Khalid al-, 33, 37-38
ahzdb, see hizb
c
Ajarni, Shaikh Nasr Allah al-, 77
ajza?, see juz~>

Akhmlm, district of, 15-16
^Abilah, 31
c
Akrabah, Battle of, 47
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Aksum, 11
aktdb, 52
aktaf, 52
c
alamat, 29
Aleppo, 5
Alexander, empire of, 2
Algerian script, 42
=A1I, a Turk, 73
=Ali [ibn Abi Tfilib], 15, 22, 39, 50, 54, 59
c
Ali ibn Khalaf, 25
Ali Zabarah, Saiyed, 14
^Alids, 48
Allah, 47; ninety-nine names of —, 56; word of —, 46;
writing of name —, 27, 84
Allen, T. George, ix
alphabet: Arabic, 1-2, 7, 9, 15, 17, 36; Aramaic, 2;
Phoenician, 2; Semitic, 2; Syriac, 7, 17
alwdh, 52
Amenemhet I I I , 2
American Institute for Iranian Art and Archaeology, xvii
c
Amir ibn Jadrah, 6
c
Amr ibn c Adi, 4
c
Amr ibn al-Abbas, 15
c
Amr ibn al-Asl, 54
1
Amr ibn Hind, 6
"Amru, 4
Anbar, 5, 7, 9, 17, 25, 32; three men of —, 8
Anbiiran script, 17-18
Anbarl, -Abd al-Rahman ibn Muhammad al-, xvii, 39
AndalusI Kur^nns, 43; — script, 41-43
animate objects in ornamentation, 89
Antigonos, 1
Aphrodito papyri, 16
Apocrypha, xvii-xviii
Arab Kingdom, 49; — kings, 1, 4-6, 8; — migrations, 1-2,
11; — states, 1-2, 4, S, 12-14; — traders, see trade,
Arab; see also Christians, Arab
Arabia, 1-2, 8; modern government in —, 13-14; —
Petraea, 9; South —, 10-11
Arabic alphabet, see alphabet; — dictionaries, 7-8, 24;
— inscriptions, see inscriptions; — numerals, see numerals; — script, national, 8; — scripts, see scripts
ardkdl, 22
Aramaic alphabet, 2; — dialect, 4, 19; — inscriptions, 4;
— script, 2, 4
Arethases, 2
Arnold, Thomas W., xv, xvii
ambi, 18-19, 28
ashr, Tyh, 68, 72, 75, 79, 81, 84, m
'-Asim, one of the seven Kurgan readers, 65, 85
Aslam ibn Sidrah, 6-7
Assyrian Empire, 1
-alndb, 37
aurdk, 52
Ayyub, 5
Ayyubids, 55
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b(ba-), writing of, 27, 35-38, 54, 62
bad!-, 28, 36
Badr, Battle of, 10
Baghawi, al-Husain ibn Mas ud al-, xvii, 45-47
Baghdad, 51, 53
Bahrain, 6
Baidawi, -Abd Allah ibn c Umar al-, xvii, 45
Bakkah, 7
Baladhuri, Ahmad ibn Yahya al-, xvii, 6-7, 10, 17, 33, 3S
balance of script, 26
Bankipore, Bengal: Oriental Public Library, xxi, 36, 38,
50, 74
Barkuk, sultan, 69
Barmecides, 33
Barsbay, sultan, 75, 77-78
Barton, George A., xvii, 1
Basrah, 17, 2 1 ; verse count of —, see verse count
Basran KurTms, 50-51, 59; — ruku'} 88; — script, see
scripts
Baumstark, Anton, xvii, 13, 19
Bauer, Hans, xvii, 50
Becker, Carl H., xvi-xvii, 57
Bell, H . I., xvii, 16
Berchem, Max van, xv, xvii
Bergstriisser, Gotthelf, xvii, xix, xxi, 45, 5(y
Berlin: Staatliche Museen, 23, 53, 76
bilingual inscription, 4; — manuscript, 20
bindings, 54-57, 69, 71-73, 75, 78-79, 82-83, 87, 89, 9 1 ;
cloth in —, 75, 83, 87, 89; leather in —, 56-57, 71, 73
75, 78-79, 82, 87, 89, 9 1 ; silk in —, 56, 75, 89
Birum, Abu al-Raihfin Muhammad ibn Ahmad al-, 89
Bishr ibn ^Abd al-Malik, 6-7, 10, 12-13, 18
bivnillah, 21, 54, 88, 91
Bjorkman, Walther, xvii, 24-25, 29, 35, 54
bone as writing material, 52
book-binding, see bindings
Bostra (Busra), 4
Boyes, Watson, ix
Bresnier, Louis J., xvii, 36, 42-43, 90
Briquet, Charles M., xvii, 72, 74
British Museum, see London
Brockelmann, Carl, xvii, 37
Brimnow, R. E., xv, xvii
Brux, Adolph A., ix, xvi, xviii
Buhl, Frants, xviii, 8, 10, 12, 46
Bukhara, 73
Bukhari, Sahlh of, 45
Bukhsh, S. Khuda, xx
Buralj;, 89
Burckhardt, John L., xviii, 13
Burjite Mamelukes, 69
Busra (Bostra), 4
Bustfml, Butrus al-, xviii, 66
Byzantine coins, 15
Byzantium, see Eastern Roman Empire
cabala, 50
Cactani, Leone, xviii, 6-7, 9-11
Cairo, 51, 69
Cairoj Institut francais d'archeologie orientale, xv; Institut
d'Egypte, xv; Egyptian (Khedevial) Library, 52, 81, 83
calfskin, 52
calligraphers, 9, 30, 33, 35, 57, 71, 75

calligraphy, Druze and Kur^anic, vii
Cantineau, Jean, xviii, 4
carrier-letter, 40
Carter, Thomas F., xviii, 53
Casanova, Paul, xviii, 45, 47, 49, 51
Caspari, Carl Paul, xvi, xviii
Castries, H. de, 42
Chalabi, Dawud, xviii, 84
Cheikho, L., xix
Chicago: Art Institute, xviii, 57; University, xviii, 89;
University, Oriental Institute, ix, 15, 53, 57-59, 69, 79
China, paper from, 54
Chosroes, see Khusrau
Christian Arabic manuscripts, 20, 23-24; — script, 20-21,
24
Christian Persian manuscripts, 21
Christianity: apology for, 45; in Abyssinia, 11; in Arabia,
12-13; in Edessa, 19
Christians, Arab (writers), 5-7, 12-13, 20-21, 45, 48;
c
Iraki —, 6; Syrian —, 21
Circassian Mamelukes, 51, 69, 77
cloth, see bindings
coins, Muslim, 15-16, 38
colors in Ijjur^ans, see ornamentation
Combe, Et., xxi
commentaries on Kur ; an, 45, 87
commerce, see trade
"common" scripts, 29
Companions of Muhammad, 46, 52
composite (tPm) script, 18
Constantine the Great, 12
Constantine of Abyssinia, 11
Cooke, George Albert, xviii, 9
Coptic, 48; — books, 56
copyists, 20, 29-30, 53-54, 62, 71, 73; see abo scribes; script
of the —, see scripts
Cornelius, Charles O., xviii
Corpus inscriptionum Semiticarum, xviii
Couch of State, 14
covers of books, see bindings
Creswell, K. A. C , xviii, 58, 69, 77
Crusades, 51
d (ddl), writing of, 28, 35, 42-43, 85, 90
4 (04), writing of, 28, 42-43, 61, 79, 81, 90
dam of Ma^rib, bursting of, 12
Damascus, 51, 67; Great Mosque of —, 51, 68; — IJur^ans,
50-51; verse count of —, see verse count
4ammah, 63, 65, 83; see also u, vowel sign for
Dani, c Uthman ibn Sa c id al-, xv-xvi, xviii, 40, 44-45, 60,
63, 65, 67
dating of manuscripts, 59
Dawud Chalabi, xviii, 84
decoration of Kur^ans, see ornamentation
Derenbourg, Hartwig, xviii-xix, 44, 90
destruction of libraries, 51, 57
Devonshire, Henrietta C , xviii
dk (dtel), writing of, 28, 38, 42-43, 60-61, 90
D h u al-Riyiisatain al-Fadl ibn Sahl, 31, 34
Dhu al-Rummah, 46
D h u Nuwas, 11
diacritical marks, 2, 19, 24, 38-44, 54-55, 60-69, 85
dictionaries, Arabic, 7-8, 24
Dimand, Maurice S., xviii
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diwdn of Khusrau, 6; — of Yaman, 14
diwan's, 52
Diyar Mudar, 7
Doughty, Charles M., xviii, 9
Druze calligraphy, vii
Du D all, al-, see Abu al-Aswad al-Du^ali
D u m a t al-Jandal, 7
Dussaud, Rene, xviii, 5
Duval, Rubens, xviii, 19
Eastern Roman Empire, 2, 8, 12-13, 57
Edessa, 2, 4, 19
education, see instruction of young and schools
Egypt, 16, 29, 48, 57, 69
Egyptian Eair 3 ans, 43, 57
Ellesbaas, 11
Emesa (IJims), 69
endowments of mosques, see wakf
epistles (rasdHl), 28
estrangelo, 8, 17-20
Ethiopic sources, 11
European paper, see paper
Euting, Julius, xviii, xx, 9
"expanded" forms, 22-23
c
Ezana, king of Abyssinia, 11-12
/ ( / # ) , writing of, 18, 27, 33, 36-37, 39, 42-43, 60-63, Q5,
67, 84, 90
Faraj, sultan, 69, 71
Fas, 42, 90
Fasi Kur^ans, 4 3 ; — script, 41^13, 90
fathah, $5] see also a, vowel sign for
Fihr, 4
Fihrist, xv, 7, 9, 17-18, 20, 23-25, 2&-30, 33, 36-39, 45-47,
49-50, 52, 54
Flruzabadi, Muhammad ibn Ya c kiib al-, xviii, 7
Fleischer, Heinrich L., xviii, 20-21
Fleischer, H. O., xvii
fleur-de-lis, 57
floral designs, see ornamentation
Fliigel (Fluegel), G., xix, 45, 54
Flury, Samuel, xviii, 23
Fogelberg, Julie Michelet, xviii
furkdn, 56
Garshum, 21
Gayangos, Pascual de, xx
gazelle skin, 52
geometric designs, see ornamentation
gezme, 8
gh (qhain), writing of, 18, 33, 60-61, 79
Ghassanids, 2, 13-14
Ghauth ibn Sulaiman al-Hadraml, 16
ghubdr al~halbah (al-hilyah), 31, 37-38
Gibson, Margaret Dunlop, xvi, xviii, xx
gilders, 56-57; see also ornamentation
Ginzel, Friedrich K., xviii, 73
goatskin, 52
Godard, Andre, xviii, 8
Goeje, M. J. de, xvi-xvii, xix, xxii
gold used in Kur^ans, see ornamentation
Goldziher, Ignacz, xviii, 45
Goodspeed, Edgar J., xviii
Goossens, Eduard, xviii, 50
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Gottheil, Richard, xviii, 89
government in Arabia, 13-14; — documents, see state
documents; — officials, 5-6, 14, 21, 31, 33, 36, 38
Graf, Georg, xviii
graffiti, 15
Grant, Julius, xviii, 54, 74
Gratzl, Emil, xix
Greek inscriptions, 5, 13; — language, 48; — sources, 1;
— trade, 11
Greek-Aramaic inscriptions, 4-5
Griffini, Eugenio, xix, 68
Grimme, Hubert, xix, 5, 45
Grohmann, Adolf, xv, xvii, xix, 15-16, 19, 24, 55-56, 60, (J5
Griinert, Max, xix
h (ha^), writing of, 18, 27-28,42,61,63, 67-69,79,81,85, 90
h (ha>), writing of, 29, 61, 64, 67, 79, 81, 85, 90
Habashah, 11
Hadlth, 45, 57-58; see also traditions
Hafsah, widow of Muhammad, 49, 51
Haitham ibn c Adi, 7
Hajjaj ibn Yusuf, 39, 47-49
Hdjjl . . . . , see under individual names
Hajjl Khallfah, Mustafa ibn c Abd Allah, xix, 17, 33, 36-37,
39,41
Hammad ibn Zaid, 5, 8
Hammer-Purgstall, Joseph, xix
hamzah, 39-40, 44, 55, 63, 65-69, 82, 90
Hamzah, one of the seven Kurgan readers, 03, 85
haramiyydn, «/-, 85
Harat, 75
Harb ibn Umayyah, 6-7, 10, 12
Harley, A. H., xix, 33
Harran, 5, 9, 13; —• inscriptions, 17-18
Hartford, Conn.: Hartford Theological Seminary Library,
xx, 23
Hartmann, Martin, xix
Harun al-Rashid, 29-30, 53
Hasan al-Basrl, 39
Hashim, 9-10
Hashimites, 29
Hauran, 9; — inscriptions, 12
Hautecoeur, Louis, xix, 69
Hawary, Hassan Mohammed el-, xix, 15
headings of ajza?t seejuz^; — of surahs, see surahs
heads of letters: barbed, see tar wis; triangular, 36
Hebrew characters, 4
Heidelberg, University of, parchment collection, 53
heraldry, 55, 57
Herzfeld, Ernst, xix, 4
Hijaz, 6-9, 11-12, 14; script of —, 23, 28, 40; verse count of
—, see verse count
Hijazis, 22, 40-41, 59
l.lijr (Mada'in galih), 4, 8-9
Hims (Emesa), 69
Himyar, 7, 11
llimyarite of SJan-a3, 9
Himyarites, 11
Hippalus, 11
Hirah, 2, 4-8, 12, 17, 32
Hlran script, 17-19, 2 2 , 3 1
Hirschfcld, Hartwig, xix, 45-47, 49-50
Hit, 7
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Hitti, P., xxii
hizb, ahzdb, 81, 84, 86, 88, 90-91
Honigmann, Ernst, 2
Horovitz, Josef, xix, 5
Horsfield, George, xxii
Houdas, Octave V., xix, 41-43
Howorth, Sir Henry Hoyle, xix, 51
Huart, Clement L, xix, 10, 29-30, 33-34, 36, 38, 74
Hunter, Dard, xix, 54
Hurgronje, Christiaan Snouck, xix
huruf al-muhmalah, al-, 64
i, vowel sign for, 39-40, 44, 64-65, 67
Ibn <Abd al-Salam, 35-36
Ibn c Abdus al-Jahshiyarl, Muhammad, xix
Ibn Abi Dawud, xv, xx, 28, 39-40, 45, 47-48, 50, 52
Ibn al-Bawwab, 30, 36, 38, 57
Ibn al-Husain, 22, 31
Ibn al-Kalbi the Younger, 7
Ibn al-Mu c tazz, c Abd Allah, xix
Ibn al-Tiktaka, Muhammad ibn cAli, xix, 33
Ibn ^Amir, one of the seven Kurgan readers, 63, 67
Ibn ^Arabi, school of, 76
Ibn Dhakwan, 67
Ibn Duraid, Muhammad ibn al-Hasan, xix, 7, 10, 39
Ibn Durustuyah, c Abd Allah ibn Ja c far, xix, 25-28
Ibn Hisham, c Abd al-Malik, xix, 11, 45
Ibn Ishak, 45
Ibn Iyas, Abu al-Barakat Muhammad ibn Ahmad, xviiixix, 51
Ibn Jinni, 60
Ibn Kathir, Isma ll ibn : Umar, xvii, xix, 45
Ibn Kathir of Makkah, one of the seven Kur : an readers,
63, 85
Ibn Khfdawaih, al-Husain ibn Ahmad, xix, 60, 84
Ibn Khaldun, Abu Zaid <Abd al-Rahman, xix, 29, 42-13, 46
Ibn Khallikan, Ahmad ibn Muhammad, xix, 6, 33-34, 37,
39,41
Ibn Kutaibah, "Abd Allah ibn Muslim, xv-xvi, xix, 5, 45-46
Ibn Man?iir, Muhammad ibn Mukarram, xix, 7, 24
Ibn Marzuk, 51
Ibn Mas^ud [ ; Abd Allah ibn Ghafil], 21, 54-55
Ibn Mulclah, 16, 22, 31-36, 57, 71, 85
Ibn Sa-d, Muhammad, xix, 9-10, 45
Ibn Slrln, 28, 54-55
Ibn Taghribirdi, Abu al-Mahtlsin Yusuf, xix, 76-77
Ibn Tahir, Abd Allah, 41
Ibrahim al-Nakha I, 55
idgham, 83
ikhfd?, 83
illuminators, 54, 57; see also ornamentation
Him al-kirCPah, 56
Him al-lajicTd, 56
Imam . . . ., see under individual names
Imam of Yaman, 14
I m n P al-Kais, 4, 8, 11
India paper, 54
ink, 37, 53, 60-63, 65-67, 74, 76, 78-79, 81, 84, 87-88, 91
inscriptional script, 15, 30; see also scripts: "monumental"
inscriptions: Adulis, 11; Harran, 17-18: Hauran, 12;
Hijr, S-9; Namarah, 4-5, 8-9, 11, 13, 16; Paikuli —, 4;
"Via, 9; Umm al-Jimal, 9, 17-18; Zabad, 8-9, 13

inscriptions, Arabic, ix, 4-5, 8-9, 11-13, 15-19, 22; Aramaic —, 4; Christian —, 13; Greek —, 5, 13; GreekAramaic—, 4 - 5 ; N a b a t a e a n — , 4, 8, 12, 16; Palmyrene
—, 4; pre-Islamic — 4-5, 9, 12-13, 16; Safaitic —, 2;
Syriac —, 17
instruction of young, 54, 57, 59
"inventors" of Arabic writing, 7, 30, 31, 33-36
c
Irak, 6-8, 17, 21, 28-29, 39; Kur^ans of —, 5 1 ; script of —,
29, 40; verse count of —, 88; see also Anbar, Baghdad,
Basrah, Hirah, and Kufah
I r a k i s , 22, 59
D
Ishaq, 34
ishmdm, 39
iskulithd, 20
Islam, rise of, 1-2, 8, 12-13, 15, 19, 46-61
I s m a i l Effendi, 73
isnad, 46
Istakhr, 8
Istanbul, 28
Italy, paper made in, 53
izhdr, 83
j (jim), writing of, 18, 26, 35-36, 41, 67, 79, 81, 84, 90
Jacobites, 19
Jadhimah, 4
Ja c far ibn Muhammad al-Sadik, Imam, 65
Jahshiyarl, Muhammad ibn c Abdus al-, xix
jalilj 31, 34
jamic, 31
Jan Balat, sultan, 51
Jarld, 42
Jaussen, A. J., xx, 4, 9
jazrn, 7-8, 41
Jeffery, Arthur, xv, xx, 28, 45, 49-50, 56, 60
Jewish influence in use of mystic letters, 50
Jews, 9-11, 13
John Rylands Library, xv, xx, 77, 84
Jovian, 8
Julban, Khawand, wife of Barsbay, 77
Julian, 8
Justinian, 12
juz>, ajzip, 30, 55-57, 71, 73-74, 78-79; — headings, 55-56,
72, 74, 78-79, 83-84, 86, 88
k (kdf), writing of, 18, 22, 27-28, 36, 43, 68, 79, 81, Sn, 90
k (kdf), writing of, 18, 33, 39, 42-43, 60-63, 65, 67-68, 84, 90
Kabus, 5
Kahir, caliph, 33
Kairawan, 42; Great Mosque at —, 43
Kairawanl script, 41-42
kalam: reed pen, 20; script, 20, 31, 37-38; see also scripts
kalam al-7iassdkh, 37-38; see also khatt al-nassdkh
Kalawun, sultan, 51
Kaleb, 11
Kalkashandl, Ahmad ibn cAli al-, xx, 9, 17, 20, 22-29, 3 1 37, 39-42, 53-54, 65, 70, 81, 85, 90
Kammerer, Albert, xx, 9, 11
Kansiih al-Ghurl, sultan, 51
Karabacek, Joseph von, xv, xx, 19, 23, 26, 53, 55
kardtis, see kirtas
Kashmir, paper from, 54
kasrah, 65; see also i1 vowel sign for
kh {kh&), writing of, 38, 68, 70, 79, 81, 90
Khairi Effendi, Hdjjl Hdfiz, 73
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Khalid ibn Abl al-Hayyaj, 54
Khallfah, Mustafa ibn c Abd Allah, Hajji, see Hajji KhalTfah
Khalil ibn Ahmad, 39, 59
khamsah, 55, 68, 79, 82, 86
Khashnam of Basrah, 30
khatt, khutut, 17, 31, 33-34, 36-37; see also scripts
khatt (kalam) al-nassdkh, 9, 37-38
khatt al-nisa?, 9
Khawand Julban, 77
Khedivial Library, see Cairo
Khusrau I and II, 5
khutut, see khatt
khutut al-masahif, 1, 17
Khuza c ah, tribe, 9, 12
Kindah, tribe, 2
Kindi, c Abd al-MasIh ibn Ishak al-, xx, 45, 48-49, 51
Kindi, Muhammad ibn Yusuf al-, xx, 16, 57
kirnaf, 52
kirtas, iaratls, 52; see also papyrus manuscripts
Kisa?I, one of the seven Kur-an readers, 85
fyitat adwif 52
Kratehkovsky, Ign., xix
Kremer, Alfred von, xx, 45
Krenkow, F., 21
kubbahy 58
Kufah, 16-18, 21-22, 32; — Kur^ans, 50-51, 59; verse
count of —, see verse count
Kufic script, see scripts; Persian —, 23, 36
kufiyyun, al~, 85
Kuraish, 9-10; dialect of —, 49
Kurgan: commentaries, 45, 87; compilation, 45-52; private
compilations, 47, 49-52; "readers," 46-47, 56, 63, 65,
67, 83, 85; recitation, 39, 46-48, 56; revelation, 45-47;
translations, xx
Kur=an, editions of: Abu Musa ibn Kais, 2 1 ; Cairo, 59;
Ibn Mas f ud, 2 1 ; c Uthman, 13, 21, 47-51, 57
Km°anic scripts, vii, ix, 15-30, 32, 37-38, 41, 43, 54
Km°ans, collections of, ix, 15, 23, 53, 57-60, 69; see also
libraries, Arabic; early —, ix, 15-16, 19-20, 22, 39-40,
43, 47-54; forms of —, 52, 55-56, 59-91; paper —, 6 9 91; parchment —, ix, 29, 43, 52-53, 59-69; ornamentation of —, see ornamentation
Kur^ans: AndalusI, 43; Basran, 50-51, 59; Damascan,
50-51; Egyptian, 43, 57; Fasi, 4 3 ; c Irakl, 51, 84;
Kufan, 50-51, 59, 68, 72; Madlnan, 50-51, 59; Maghribi,
41, 43-44, 69, 89-90; Makkan, 51, 59; Persian, 43, 69,
78, 89; ShMte, 50; Syrian, 43, 5 1 ; Turkish, 43, 78, 89
Kurrah documents, 15-16, 24
Kusayy, 9-12
Kutbah, 31, 33, 38
I (law), writing of, 18, 26-27, 36-37, 43, 63, 84-85, 90
Lakhmid court, 5, 8, 13
Lakhmids, xxi, 4, 7-8
lam-alif, writing of, 18, 33, 36, 90
Lane, Edward W., xx
"lapidary" script, 19
Lavois, Henri, xxi
law schools, 45
leather as writing material, 51-53; — in bindings, see
bindings
letters, mystic, 50; — used as numerals, 60-61, 64, 75;
writing of individual —, 18, 22, 26-29, 33-44, 54, 6 0 65, 67-70, 79, 81, 83-85, 90; see also under names of
individual letters
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letters (epistles), 6, 9, 14, 28, 30; diplomatic —, 33
Levi-Pro venial, Evariste, xx, 41-42
Lewis, Agnes Smith, xvi-xvii, xx
libraries, Arabic, xx-xxi, 51-52, 57, 60, 69, 78, 81, 83
Lidzbarski, Mark, xx, 4-5, 19, 90
ligatures, 18, 23-24, 28, 30, 42-43, 70
likhaf, 52
litigation in verse, 14
Littmann, Enno, xx, 4-5, 11
London: British Museum, xvi-xvii, 23
loops below line, 22; closed —, 37-38; head —, 29; open —
37-38
Loth, Otto, xx, 24, 50
Lyall, Charles J., xx, 6
m (mim), writing of, 18, 33, 36-37, 41, 64, 70, 84, 90
mabsut, see scripts
Macdonald, D . B., xx, 23
Macedonian Empire, 2
Mackensen, R u t h S., xx, 57
Macler, Frederic, xviii, 5
M a d a m Salih (Hijr), 4, 8-9
madd, 87; see also niashlc
maddah, 40, 44, 64, 75, 83, 87
Madlnah, 9-10, 12, 44, 51, 85; Mosque of the Prophet at
—, 54; schools at —, 34; trade in —, 9-10; verse count
of —, 86, 91
Madlnan KurTms, 50-51, 59; — script, see scripts; —
verses, 49-50, 55
maftuh, 29
Maghrib, 41
Maghribl Kur ans, 41, 43-44, 69, 89-90; — script, 36, 4 1 44, 90; — system of diacritical marks, 39
mahdjir, 37
maHl, 23-24, 28
makhsuf, 22
Makkah, 7, 9-12, 21, 44, 53, 85; — as a shrine, 12; — as a
trade center, 11-12
Makkan Kur Tins, 50-51, 59; — script, see scripts; —
verses, 49-50, 55; — verse count, see verse count
Makkarl, Abu al-' Abbas Ahmad ibn Muhammad al-, xx, 51
Makrlzl, Ahmad ibn All al-, xx, 69, 78
Malik al-cAz!z, al-, 77
Mrdik ibn Anas, 45, 54-55, 59, 86, 88
Mfilik ibn Dinar, 29, 53
Malkite script, 20
Mameluke KurTins, 38, 43, 82
Mamelukes, 38, 43, 51, 55, 58, 69, 74, 77, 90
M a ^ u n , 29, 45, 48; treasury of —, 9; tcazir's of —, 31, 33
Manichaean influence on calligraphy, vii
mansub, 33-36
''manuscript" style of writing, 16, 30, 41, 49, 71
manuscripts, Christian, 20-21, 23-24; dating of Kur an •—,
59; paper and parchment —•, see Kur Tins, paper and
parchment; see also papyrus —, parchment —, secular —
Mar Amor (Muramir ibn Murrah), 7
Mar^ais, Georges, xx, 41-42
Mar^ais, William, xx
Margoliouth, D. 8., xv, xx, xxii, 21
Ma rib, dam of, 12
ma$haf} inamhij, 17, 52, 59
Mashhad, library at, 60
mashk (tnadd, matt), 23-28
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mathematical principle of Ibn Muklah, 34, 36
matt, see mashk
mauld, mawdll, 33-34
mausoleums, 58, 69; — of the Mamelukes, 58, 77
Mayer, L. A., xx, 55, 57
Mecca, see M a k k a h
Medina, see Madlnah
memory of Arabs, 46
Mesopotamia, 2; see also c Irak;
Metropolitan Museum of Art, xv
Mez, Adam, xx
Michelet Fogelberg, Julie, xviii
Middle Ages, Arab in, 2
Midian, 9
migrations, 1-2, 11
Mingana, Alphonse, xv, xx-xxi, 45, 47-49, 51-52, 77
miniature letters, 65, 70, 79, 81, 85
Moberg, Axel, xxi, 11
Mongols, 51
monsoons, periodicity of, 11
Montgomery, James A., xxi, 1-2,11
"monumental" script, see scripts
Mordtmann, A. D . , xxii, 15
Moritz, B., vii, xv, xx-xxi, 1, 15, 19, 23-24, 26, 38, 40-41,
43, 53, 55, 60, 65, 73, 87; — collection, ix
Moroccan script, 42^13
Morocco, 42
Mosque of the Prophet, 54; Great — of Damascus, 51, 68;
Great — a t Kairawan, 43
mosques, 43, 51, 54, 58, 68-99; endowment of —, see xvakf;
Kur^ans in — , 54,57,59, 71, 73,78
Mosul, Kurgan in, 84
Mousa, Ahmed, xxi
mucdnakah, 85
Mu c awiyah, caliph, 49, 52
Mu^ayyad, sultan, 78
Mubarak ibn Mubarak, 36
mudawwar, 18; — al-kabirt 3 1 ; — al-saqhir, 31
mudqhamah, 70, 79, 81, 84-85
mudhahhib, 54
Muller, D . H . , xxi
muhabfpafc, see scripts
Muhammad (the Prophet), 1-2, 6, 9, 13, 15, 46-48, 50-51,
5h, 89; ancestors of —, 10; biographies of —, 45;
Companions of —, 46, 52; revelations of —, 13; widow
of —, 49, 50
Muhammad Ali, Maulvi, xx, 46, 56
Muhammad ibn c Abd al-Rahman, 34, 37-38
Muhammad ibn Ibrahim ibn Aflah, 68
Muhammad ibn Khazin. 36
Muhammad Salih, Hdjjl, 84
muharrafy 81
Muhaqqiq script, see scripts: muhakkak
muhmalah, 79, 81, 85
Muir, Sir William, xxi, 9-11, 45, 51, 69, 78
Mujahid, 55
jnukawwar, mukawwarah, 22-23, 31, 70, 79, 81
mukhtalis, 29
Mukhtar, insurrection of, 51
mukhtasar al-tumdr, 32
Muljtadir, caliph, 33
Mundhir I I I and IV, 5
Murakfcash al-Akbar, 6, 8

Muramir ibn Murrah, 6-8
Murtada al-Zabidl, Muhammad ibn Muhammad, xxi, 7, 24
Musil, Alois, xxi, 1, 5, 7, 12
Muslim, Sahih of, 45
musnad, 2, 7
mustadlr, 22-23
Mustakfi, caliph, 55
mustakim, 22-23, 31
Musta c sim, caliph, 36
Mutalammis, 6
muthallaih, 18
mutlak, 29
mystic letters, 50
Mzik, H a n s v., xix
n {nun), writing of, 18, 36-38, 42-43, 62, 64, 90
Nabataean kingdom, 1-2, 4, 8, 12, 14; — inscriptions, see
inscriptions; — script, see scripts; — market in Madlnah, 9-10
Nabataean-Arabic script, see scripts
Nadim, Muhammad ibn Ishak al-, xv, xxi, 17-18, 25,
29-30, 33," 45; see also Fihrist
Nadwi, Maulavi Muinuddin, xxi, 36, 38, 50, 74
Nafi c of Madlnah, one of the seven I£ur 5 an readers, 85
Najran, 11
Namarah, 4, 8-9; — inscription, see inscriptions
Nami, Khalil Yahya, xxi, 6
Narsah, Sasanian king, 4
Nasafi, c Abd Allah ibn Ahmad al-, xxi, 80
Naskh script, see scripts: naskhl
naskhi, see scripts
Nasr Allah al- c Ajami, Shaikh, 76-77
7iastaclijc, 87
nawajid, nawajidh, 37
Nawawi, Yahya ibn Sharaf al-, xxi
Nestorian script, 19-20
Nestorian^Jacobite controversy, 19
New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, xv
Nielsen, Ditlef, xxi
nisbah, 35; see also mansub
?iisfj 88; — al-thakil, 31-32
Noldeke, Theodor, xv, xxi, 5, 18, 21, 28, 30, 40, 45-47,
49-50, 52
nomads, 1, 10
jiubat, 32-33, 35
Nu c man I I I , 6
numerals, Arabic, 41, 81, 88
official documents, see state documents
O'Leary, De Lacy E., xxi, 8, 13
"open" forms, 22-23, 32; see also mabsut and maftuh
Oriental Institute, see Chicago
ornamentation of Kur^ans, 22, 54r-57, 59, 64-66, 68-70, 72,
74, 77-82, 84, 86-88, 90-91; animate objects used in —,
89; colors used in —, 40, 44, 54, 56, 59, 61, 63-70, 72,
74-75, 78-84, 86-91; floral designs used in —, 57, 70,
73, 75, 86, 88-89; geometric designs used in -—, 64-66,
68-70, 72, 78-79, 83, 86, 89; gold used in —, 54, 56, 68,
70, 72, 74, 77-84, 86-89; rosette used in —, 55, 66-67,
72, 74, 77, 79-82, 84, 89; silver used in —, 54
Pahlavi script, 5
Paikuli inscription, 4
Palaeographical Society, xxi
paleography, vii, 16
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Palestine, 2
Palestinian Syriac script, 20
palimpsests, 24, 53
palm tree, 52
Palmer, E . H . , xx, 45
Palmyra, xxi, 4, 12
Palmyrene inscriptions, 4; — script, 4, 19
pamphlets, writing of, 38
paper, 14, 29, 37, 53-54; — from China, 54; European
—, 53-54, 72, 74-75; — Kur^ans, 69-91; — manuscripts,
ix, 20, 52, 56, 58
papyrus manuscripts, vii, ix, 15-16, 29, 34, 38, 48, 52-53
parchment, 9, 52; — Kur^ans, see Kur^ans; — manuscripts, ix, 15, 20, 29, 43, 52-53, 56, 59-69
Paris: Bibliotheque nationale, xxi, 28
" p e n " (kalam), 20; see also scripts
pens (writing devices), 8, 20, 29, 32-35, 37, 42, 62
Persia, 1-2, 4, 6, 8, 13, 19
Persian clients, 34; — coins, 15; — Gulf, 7; — Kur^ans, see
Kur 5 ans; — language, 2 1 ; — Muslims, 47, 49; — scribe,
77; — scripts, see scripts; — sources, 1
Petra, 2, 4
Petraea, Arabia, 9
Phoenician alphabet, 2
Plautus, 30
points (nufcat), 32-33, 35
Popper, W., xix
"popular" scripts, 29
Pordenone, Andrea Galvani, 75
pre-Islamic inscriptions, see inscriptions; — period, 1-2,
10-11; — writing, 1, 5-14, 19, 21
Pretzl, Otto, xviii, xxi, 40, 45, 56, 65, 83, 91
prison of Mu^ayyad, 78
pronominal endings, 65, 70, 83
Prophet, the, see Muhammad
proportioned (mansub) writing, 33-38, 76
protocols, script of, 15, 19, 23
punctuation, 22, 24, 55, 59, 61, 64, 75, 82-83, 85, 87-88;
see also reading symbols and wafyj (punctuation)
Qur-&n, see Kurgan
r (rd>), writing of, 34-35, 37, 42, 70, 81, 84-85
Rabi c ibn rjautharah, 6
RadI, caliph, 33
rahman, al-, 54
Raidan, 11
rakfc, 52
R a m m , temple of, 5
ramzj 83
rapid writing, 23
rasaHl, 28; see also letters (epistles)
lUsjud, Harun al-, 29-30, 53
raumy 39
rawi, 67
"readers" of the Kur D an, see Kurgan
reading symbols, 55-56, 63, 70, 82-83, 87, 90; see also
punctuation and vocalization
Red Sea, 11
"reforms" of penmanship, 38
Rehatsek, E., xxi, 7
revelation of the Km°an, 45-47
Rida, Imam, shrine of, 60
rihani, 36
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Rihani, cAli ibn c Ubaidah al-, 36
Rihani, Ameen, xxi, 13
rikfc, 20, 22, 31, 36-38, 52
Rivoira, G. T., xxi, 51
riyasi, 31, 34
Rizah, 9
Robertson, Edward, xxi, 34-37, 41, 43
Rodwell, J. M., xx, 45, 55
roll form of Kur^ans, 52
Roman Empire, 2, 4, 12; — trade, 11; see also Eastern
Roman Empire
Romig, Walter W., ix
Romulus, 10
rosette, use of, in Kur^ans, see ornamentation
Ross, Sir Edward Denison, xxi, 43, 69
Rothstein, Gustav, xxi, 4-5
round script, see scripts
rub", 88; ~ hizb, 81
ruku^ 87-88
Rushforth, G. McN., xxi
Ryerson, Martin A., 87
Rylands Library, see John Rylands Library
s (sin), writing of, 18, 22, 26, 54, 65, 79, 81, 85, 90
s (sad), writing of, 18, 22, 28, 36, 42-43, 64, 79, 85, 90
sa^af, 52
Saba>, 11
Sachau, Eduard, xix, xxi, 5
sacred script, 41, 43
Safaitic inscriptions, 2
Sahlh of Bukhari, 45; — of Muslim, 45
Sa c id ibn al- c Asi, 21, 49
saints, 58
sajdah, 56, 75, 79, 82, 84, 86, 88, 91
Sakisian, Armeuag, Bey, xxi, 54
Sale, George, xx, 46
Salhin, 11
Samarkand, paper from, 29, 53
San c a 3 , 9
Sarre, Friedrich, xxi, 56
Sattler, Paul, xxii, 1
Sauvaget, J., xxi
Savignac, R., xx, xxii, 4-5, 9
Schlechta, Ottocar de, xxii, 15
"scholastic" script, 20
schools of calligraphy, 36; — of law, 45; — at Madinah,
34; — in mosques, 57; theological —, 78; see also instruction of young
Schroeder, Eric, 28, 36
Schwally, Friedrich, xxi, 47, 49
scribes, 5-6, 12, 20, 25, 29-30, 37-38, 46, 48, 51, 53-54;
modern —, 14; women as —, 9, 43; see also copyists
scripts: Algerian, 42; Anbaran, 17-18; Andalusi, 41-43;
Arabic, Christian, 20-21, 24; Arabic, earliest, 17-18;
Arabic, South, 2, 6-7; Aramaic, 2, 4; badic, 28, 36;
Basran, 17-28, 25, 28, 30; "common," 29; composite,
18; copyists', 16, 37-38; estrangelo, 8, 17-20; Fasi,
41-43, 90; Garshuni, 2 1 ; ghubar al-halbah (al-hilyah),
22, 31, 37-38; HijazI, 23, 28, 40; Hiran, 17-19, 22, 3 1 ;
inscriptional, 15, 30; c Iraki, 29, 40; iskulltha ("scholastic"), 2Q;jalil, 31, M;jamic, 31;jazm, 7-S, 41; Kairawanl, 41-42; khatt (kalam) al-nassakh. 9, 37-38 (see also
uaskhi); khatt al-nisa?, 9; Kufic, vii, 8, 1.5-25, 28-33, 36,
38, 41-44, 55, 60, 64-66, 69, 75, 79, 82, 84-86, 90-91;
"lapidary," 19; mabsut, 22-23, 29, 31, 70, 79, 84;
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Madman, 17-18, 21, 25, 28, 30, 44; MaghribI, 36, 41-44,
90; 7naHlt 23-24, 28; Makkan, 17-19, 21-25, 28, 30, 44,
59, 61-63; Malkite, 20; mansub, 33-36; "manuscript,"
see manuscript style of writing; masahif, 17, 52, 59;
mashk, 23-28, 87; "monumental," 16,'19, 41-42, 54;
Moroccan, 42-43; mudawwar, 18 (see also round);
mudawwar al-kabir, 3 1 ; mudawwar al-saghir, 31; muhakkafa 22, 28-31, 34, 36-37; mukawwar, 22-23, 3 1 ; mukhtasar al-tumdr, 32; musnad, 2, 7; mustadir, 22-23;
mustaklm,
22-23, 3 1 ; muthallath,
18; ?nutlab, 29;
Nabataean, vii, 4-7,16, 3 1 ; Nabataean-Arabic, 9-10,12,
17; uaskhi, vii, 16, 23, 34, 36-38, 42-44, 55, 72-75,
77-78, 85, 87, 89; nasttflilf, 87; Nestorian, 19-20;
?iisf, 88; nisf aUthakll, 31-32; Palestinian Syriac, 20;
Palmyrene, 4, 19; Persian (Pahlavi), 5; Persian Kufic,
23, 36; Persian naskhi and thuluth, 38, 74; Persian
nastaclifc, 87-88; pre-Islamic, see pre-Islamic writing;
proportioned {mansub), 33-38, 76; protocol, 15, 19, 23;
rihdm, 36; riW, 20, 22, 31, 36-38, 52; riydsi, 31, 34;
round, 18, 22-23, 30-31, 33; sacred, 41, 43; "scholastic,"
20; secular, 9, 15, 19, 23, 28-29, 31-32, 38-39, 41-42,
62; serto, 19-20; straight, 22; Sudani, 41-43; "supported" (inusnad), 2, 7; Syriac, 7, 17-21, 42; tauffi,
32, 34, 36, 38; thuluth, 20, 22, 31-32, 36-38, 44, 55,
69-70, 73-74, 77-82, 84-86; thuluth aUkablr, 31; thuluth
al-khafif, 32-33, 72, 85; thuluth al-thakll, 32; thuluthain,
31-32, 84; tPm, 18; triangular, 18; tumar, 22, 31-32,
36, 38; tumar al-kabir, 3 1 ; Turkish, 73; Turkish naskhi
and thuluth, 38, 43, 74, 77; warrdkl, 20, 29; ya^uti, 36, 38
seal, 80-91
secretary of Khusrau I and II, 5-6; — of Musta c sim, 36;
government —, 38
secular manuscripts, 52-53, 90; see also letters and state
documents; — script, see scripts
Sell, E., xxii, 56, 65, 75, 83, 86
Selle, Gotz v., xxii, 1
Semites, 2
Semitic alphabet, 2; — languages, 1
serto, 19-20
Sesostris I I I , 2
sh (shin), writing of, 26, 38, 60, 65, 68, 85
shaddah, 39-40, 44, 55, 65, 83, 87, 90
ghafiq, 45
Shaibah ibn Hashim, 9; see also c Abd al-Muttalib
Shaiarah. 34
Shajarl, Ibrahim al-, 34
ShatibI, 31
sheepskin, 52
Shl c ite lyur^ans, 50
Sijistan, 34
Sijzl, Ibrahim al-, 34
silah, 90; see also waslah
silk as writing material, 6 1 ; — in bindings, 56, 75, 89
silver used in writing, 54
Sindall, Robert W., xxii, 53-54
Si raj Amin Effendi, 73
Slane, W. M. de, xix, xxi, 23, 34, 68
Smith, R. Payne, xxii, 8
South Arabic script, 2, 6-7; — influence, 68
Spain, 41-43
Spitaler, Anton, xxii, 63, 65-66, 68-69, 72, 81-82, 91
Sprenger, Aloys, xxii, 9-10, 46, 50
Sprengling, Martin, vii, ix, xviii, xxii, 1-2, 4, 7, 30, 34, 49,
62, 68, 77, 80
state documents, vii, 13-14, 16, 20, 23, 32-34
stationers, 29, 73; see also copyists

stationery, see paper
stone inscriptions, ix, 13, 16; — tablets, 51-52
Subhi, c Abd al-Latlf, Bey xxii, 15
Sudan, 42
Sudani script, 41-43
Sufi order, 76-77
Sufyan ibn Umayyah, 7, 10, 12
suhuf, 52
sukun, 40-41, 44, 65, 70, 82-83
SulT, Abu Bakr Muhammad ibn Yahya al-, xxii, 24-26, 29,
'37
gull, Ibrahim ibn al- c Abbas al-, 37
"supported" (musnad) script, 2, 7
surahs, 49-50, 55, 59, 61, 63, 66, 68-69, 74, 79, 86; headings
of —, 44, 50, 54, 72, 75, 79, 81, 87-88, 90-91
Suyuti, Jalal al-Din c Abd al-Rahman ibn Abl Bakr al-, xv,
xxii, 45, 51, 76
symbols, see mystic letters and reading symbols
Syria, 2, 5, 7-10, 12; verse count of —, 65-66, 68, 88
Syriac alphabet, 7, 17; — inscriptions, 5; — language, 2, 6,
13, 38; — script, 7, 17-21, 42; — sources, 11
Syrian Christians, 2 1 ; — desert, 2, 4 - 5 ; — Itur^ans, 43, 51
t (to?), writing of, 29, 38, 62-63
t (to?), writing of, 18, 28, 36-37, 42-43, 85, 90
Xabari, Muhammad ibn Jarir al-, xxii, 5, 9, 11, 33, 39, 45,
47, 51-52
Tabariyyah, 51
tablets, writing, 46, 52
T a ^ , caliph, 51
Ta-if, 7
Tanukhids, 4
tanwln, 39-40
Tarafah, 6
tarwls, 33, 37-3S
taukv-, see scripts
Tauqicat script, see scripts: tau^lc
Tayy, three men of, 6-7
th (tha?)} writing of, 34, 37-38, 60, 67-68, 85
Thayer, C. S., 23
theological school in mosque of Sultan Mu°ayyad, 78
Theseus, 10
thuluth, thuluth al-kabir, etc., see scripts
thuluthain, 31-32, 84
Tiberias, 51
tPm, 18
Timbuctoo, 42
Timur, 51
Tisdall, William St. Clair Towers, xxii
Tisserant, Eugene, xxii, 20, 24, 44, 90
tomb tower, 8
tomb-mosques, 58, 77
tombstone of Fihr, 4
tombstones, 13, 18
Torrey, Charles C , xxii, 46
trade, Arab, 2, 9-13, 29, 53; Greek —, 11
traditions, Muslim, 1, 9-11, 17, 38-39, 43, 45, 51, 57-58
transliteration, system of, xvi
triangular script, 18
trilingual inscription, 5
tughrd, 29
tumar, see scripts; — aUkablr, 31
Tunisia, 43
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Wetzstein, Johann G., xxii
Wherry, E. M., xx, 46
Wiet, Gaston, xv, xix-xxii, 69, 75-76, 78
Wilson, John A., ix
Winnett, Frederick V., xxii, 5
witnesses, signatures of, 71, 76
women as scribes, 9, 43
wood as writing material, 51-52; — in bindings, 56
Wright, W., xvi-xviii, xxi, 15, 19-20, 23-24, 38-40, 44, 53,
85,90
writing, art of, vii, 10, 12, 18, 29, 31, 33, 35, 37, 43; —
materials, 51-54; see also pens; teaching of —, 5-7, 10,
IS; see also letters (epistles)
Wustenfeld, Ferdinand, xv~xvi, xix, xxi-xxii, 7

turbah, 58, 69
Turkish IJur^ans, 43, 78, S9; — script, see scripts
Turks, 14
u, vowel sign for, 39-40, 44, 63-65, 83
Ukaidir, 7
c
Ula, inscriptions of, 9
c
Umar ibn c Abd al- c Aziz, 53-54
cUmar ibn al-Khattab, caliph, 25, 47-49, 52, 54
U m m al-Jimal, 4 - 5 ; — inscription, 9, 17-18
Umniayyads, 31, 48
Q
usub, 52
c
Uthman, Hdjjl, 73
c
Uthman Muhammad of Karahisar, 73
c
Uthman's edition of the Kur 5 an, see Kurgan, editions of
verse, litigation in, 14
verse count: of Basrah, 66, 68, 82, 86; of Hijaz, 65-66, 68,
82; of c Irak, 88; of Kufah, 59, 68, 72, 77, 82, 86; of
Madinah, 86, 9 1 ; of Makkah, 74, 77, 81, 9 1 ; of Syria
(Damascus), 65-66, 68, 88; unique, 91
verse groupings, 44, 55, 59-61, 63-65, 68-69, 72, 74-75,
78-81, 86-87
Vienna: Nationalbibliothek, xv-xvi, xxii, 15, 53
Vindenas, Johanne, ix
vocalization of Arabic, 22, 48; see also reading symbols
Vogue, Melchior de, xv, xviii, xxii, 4
vowel signs, 38-40, 54-55, 61, 63, 65, 83
vowels, 2, 19, 24, 59-60, 63-67, 72, 74-75, 77, 79, 81, 90
w (waw)t writing of, 18, 33, 36-37, 39, 70; miniature —,
65, 70
Wadi al-ICura, 7
Wajh, 14
wakf (endowment), 43, 57-58, 68-71, 73, 75-76, 78, 82-83
wakj (punctuation): hasan, 8 3 ; kdfl, 8 3 ; murakhkhas, 70;
tamm, 82; see also punctuation and reading symbols
Walid, caliph, 54
warrdki, 20, 29
warrdkun, 20, 29-30, 53; see also scribes
wastah, 40, 44, 64, 68, 90
watermarks in paper, 72, 74-75
wedges as diacritical marks, 39-40
well at Makkah, 12
Wellhausen, Julius, xxii, 13
Wensinck, Arent Jan, xxii, 45

y (yd"), writing of, 18, 27, 36, 38-39, 42-43, 60-65, 67-69,
85, 90
Yahya, imam of Yaman, 14
Yahya ibn Ya c mar, 39
Yakut al-Musta c simi, 36
Yakut ibn <Abd Allah, xvi, xxii, 7, 17, 33, 42, 57, 69
ydkuti, 36, 38
Yamamah, 5
Yaman, 2, 11-14
Yambo 3 , 14
Yazld ibn =Abd Allah, 15
Yazld ibn Mu c awiyah, 51
Year of the Elephant, 10
Yusuf (al-Malik al- c Aziz), 77
Yusuf ibn ^Ibrahim as-Sijzi, 34
z (za~>), writing of, 37-38, 42, 60-61
z ($#), writing of, 28, 42-43, 61, 90
Zabad, 5; -— inscriptions, 8-9, 13, 17
Zaid b. CA1T, xx
Zaid ibn Ayyub, 5-6
Zaid ibn Thabit, 21, 49-50, 52, 54
Zaid's committee, see Kurgan, editions of:
Zain al- c Abdm ibn Muhammad, 57
zakat-money, 14
Zambaur, E. de, xxii, 10
Zenobia, 2, 4
zero, 41
Ziyad ibn Ablhi, governor of c Irak, 39
Zuhri, biographer of Muhammad, 45
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